
A Guide for Enhancing Estuarine Molluscan Shellfisheries 

Part I: Enhancing Estuarine
 
Molluscan Shellfisheries
 

Introduction
 

In the eastern United States as well as 
in many countries where most shellfish 
originate in public beds, shellfishermen, 
local communities, distributors, and 
consumers have been dependent on wild 
stocks for shellfish supplies. Abundance 
of shellfish is usually much lower than 
the carrying capacity of the beds and 
can fluctuate widely among seasons. 
Thus shellfisheries are built upon a rela
tively weak foundation: Uncertin sup
plies, abundance of which is governed 
by several natural factors. 

In the eastern United States, the most 
important estuarine shellfishes are the 
American oyster, Crassostrea virginica; 
hard clam, Mercenaria mercenaria; soft 
clam, Mya arenaria; and bay scallop, 
Argopecten irradians. Beds of the hard 
clam, soft clam, and bay scallop remain 
uncultivated. 

Consequently, production has usually 
not been high enough to make shellfish
eries very prosperous, and the market 
demand for shellfish cannot be met 
when supplies are scarce. Whenever 
supplies are limited, employment for 
fishermen and packing plant workers is 
low, supplies are small and prices are 
high in the marketplace. Somewhat of 
an exception is the oyster fishery, where 
oyster abundance has been increased 
and partially stabilized through shell 
plantings in several states, such as Mary
land, and through predator control in 
Long Island Sound. 

Many acres of productive shellfish 
beds along the eastern United States 
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have been closed because they have 
become polluted or degraded by filling 
or dredging of navigation channels. As 
a result, fishermen have often lost con
siderable fishing areas, which in turn 
has led to a considerable loss of employ
ment and wealth. In the future, commu
nities or states should be able to compen
sate their shellfisheries for these losses 
by supporting programs to increase shell
fish abundance on the remaining beds 
by improving habitat quality. This would 
ensure that the shellfisheries would re
main intact, stable, and without substan
tial losses. 

The need to increase yields from 
shellfish beds has often been recognized 
(Belding, 1912; Walford, 1945; Galtsoff, 
1964). Some development has occurred 
in oyster beds and many hatcheries for 
rearing oyster and hard clam spat now 
exist in eastern United States. Recently, 
manuals have been published for pro
ducing seed in hatcheries (Breese and 
Malouf, 1975; Dupuy et aI., 1977; Cas
tagna and Kraeuter, 1981; Jones and 
Jones, 1983) that demonstrate it is a 
viable technology. 

Can the abundances of hard clams, 
soft clams, and bay scallops be increased 
by culturing beds? Possible methods in
clude improving the bottom for settling 
larvae and controlling predators ofjuve
niles. Can oyster beds be improved fur
ther? Any person who attempts such 
shellfish husbandry will find little litera
ture available for guidance. Published 
shellfish papers list only some of the 
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predators and other factors which limit 
the abundance of various shellfish spe
cies. Little detail about these factors in 
specific beds is provided; even less ex
ists about efforts to control them or 
about the other steps which could be 
taken to increase shellfish abundance. 

Enhancing shellfish beds also involves 
interacting with fishermen, local citi
zens, politicians, fishery administrators, 
and managers of private beds. Such in
teractions are more comprehensive and 
require far more guidance and under
standing than the management and con
trol of limiting factors in shellfish beds. 
The person who tackles a job of shell
fishery enhancement faces a myriad of 
problems in shellfish ecology, technol
ogy, and social phenomena for which 
little training or guidance exists. 

This guide was prepared as a manual 
for management biologists (hereafter 
denoted as shellfish production special
ists), marine extension agents, and ad
ministrators to use for increasing the 
abundance and production of most shell
fish in public and private beds in estu
aries and bays of the eastern United 
States. The emphasis is on increasing 
abundance by improving shellfish bed 
environments and developing communi
cation between participants in the shell
fishery. The intent is to be supportive of 
fishermen, rather than confrontational. 

This guide describes what aspects to 
study in shellfish beds and what steps 
to take to determine and then control the 
limiting factors of shellfish abundance 
and production. In addition, it discusses 
how a specialist should interact with 
fishermen, lay people, fishery adminis
trators, and politicians in a shellfishing 
community. This guide does not contain 
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all the answers, since nearly every situa
tion demands a uniquely tailored ap
proach and solution. Nevertheless, the 
ideas presented should help to enhance 
shellfisheries. 

Part II of this guide provides reference 
material including: 1) A discussion of 
shellfish distributions and yields, 2) a 
statistical summary of the shellfishing 
industry, 3) a discussion of the life cycle 
and ecology of shellfish, and 4) a de
scription of the characteristics of shell
fisheries and shellfishermen of the east
ern United States. 

Developing Enhancement Programs: 
The Agricultural Experience 

An enhancement program for shell
fisheries would be closely related in 
concept to agricultural development pro
grams. Thus many of the same difficul
ties that existed in developing such pro
grams are relevant to the development of 
shellfishery enhancement programs. 

New agricultural programs are always 
beset by a wide range of problems as the 
following quote demonstrates: "My 
mission was not much of a success. This 
was not because the government was not 
anxious to go ahead with the program, 
but helping really poor people is never 
easy and the difficulties of a new pro
gram often tum enthusiasm into pro
crastination" (Garst, 1963). 

Beds in bad condition; Fishermen doing poorly 
shellfish abundance low 

Production falling Authorities want to help 
but don't know what to do 

Likewise, there are often statements 
about development of the wrong things 

Figure I.-An illustration of the depressed situation in a number of shellfisheries. 

or products: "Despite a great amount of 
hard work and money spent, develop
ment fails to happen. The fault lies not 
with the humans nor with lack of money. tural development efforts is that they participation. On-site experimentation 
The fault lies deep within the develop start where the people are. They are not ensures that technologies are formulated 
ment projects themselves. Even before schemes worked out in a government of under "field" conditions and leads to 
the first shovel is turned, even before the fice where physical targets are the main estimates of yield and cost changes that 
appropriated money reaches the palm objectives and the people must fit in." better reflect what farmers can expect 
trees or the arid lands, the wrong deci (Stamp, lCJ7?). from using a variety of alternatives. The 
sions have been made, the decisions to In recent years, substantial advances final phases of the on-farm research 
develop the wrong things" (Paddock and have been made in developing the capa have assessed farmers' experiences with 
Paddock, 1964). city of agricultural research systems the recommendations as well as promot

Often programs are poorly imple to deliver technologies, programs, and ing recommendations to other farmers. 
mented: "Too many poorly thought products that meet the needs of furmers. When farmers rejected or substantially 
through government policies and pro For several early decades, most agri modified recommendations, learning 
grams or ineffectively implemented pro cultural research was conducted at re why has led to appropriate changes in 
grams can be in some cases even more search stations under conditions not rep the recommendations. 
stifling to agricultural growth than a lack 
of needed programs" (Stevens, lCJ7?). 

resentative of farmers' fields, and it had 
little or no furmer involvement. Recently, Increasing Shellfish Abundance 

Concerns about the origin of programs however, new, on-farm research is con Low and variable shellfish abundance 
are often included: "The key to agricul ducted in farmers' fields with farmer in public and private beds causes severe 
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Shells in bag collected total 
of 1,000 spat/shell 

t1 

Shells on bottom collected 1 to 3 spat/shell 
between July 1 and September 19.

<J, ... 0 

Black shells in bag collected 25 spat/shell 
between September 1 and 15 

t? 

Shells on bottom with half inch 
of silt on them collected no spat 

,.Q ,:(>, 

NORTH END OF BEDSOUTH END OF BED 

Thin covering of silt, shells
 
barely visible-5 spat/shell
 

~ 

Figure 2.-Some observed effects of silt on setting densities of oyster spat in Con
necticut in 1968. 

negative economic and supply repercus
sions (Fig. 1). We must acknowledge 
that the problem exists, and we should 
not believe that permanent increases in 
shellfish abundance will be achieved 
accidentally. Only changes made by 
humans can increase shellfish abun
dance permanently. 

My colleagues and I have examined 
many shellfish beds with scuba gear in a 
number of states. We have observed that 
most beds contained or lacked various 
biological and physical factors which 
substantially limited shellfish abun
dance. The productivity of oyster beds 
was commonly limited by silt deposits 
(Fig. 2), fouling organisms on shells, 
and a scarcity of shells as cultch for lar
vae. Predators were abundant on high 
salinity beds and often destroyed most 
seed oysters. While clam and bay scal
lop beds have not been viewed as fre
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quently, some hard clam beds had many 
predators (crustacean and gastropod) 
present, and bay scallop beds often had 
eelgrass concentrations which were too 
dense for the scallops. 

The Basis for 
Increasing Shellfish Abundance 

The approach to increasing shellfish 
abundance by removing limiting factors 
(or adding supporting factors) is analo
gous to increasing agricultural crops and 
wildlife on land. Techniques would be 
applied to foster the production of target 
crops or species. The principal support
ing features for shellfish, i.e., the bot
tom, the water, and the food, are already 
provided; humans would intervene to 
modify or husband the wild environ
ment slightly "to help mother nature 
along." As mentioned, oyster abundance 
has been increased in most coastal states 

by spreading shells on the bottom to in
crease the area of suitable setting sur
faces for ready-to-set larvae. Controlling 
predators and reducing suffocation in 
silt-laden habitats have also been found 
effective in increasing survival of seed 
oysters in Long Island Sound. 

Spreading shells on clam beds may 
provide cover from crustaceans. Cutting 
paths through eelgrass stands, if they are 
too dense, or planting eelgrass where it 
is absent, and perhaps removing fish 
from bay scallop beds may help. Trans
planting dense populations of seed shell
fish to beds having good environments 
but relatively sparse populations or mod
ifying the sizes of openings and channels 
in bays and estuaries will also provide 
for increased recruitment and growth. 

Other limiting factors may be reduced 
as they are identified. Technologies exist 
or could be designed or modified from 
existing ones, for washing silt off shells 
with a board, spreading shells and trans
planting seed, removing crabs from 
the bottom with a predator board-net 
(MacKenzie, 1m), adding cover to clam 
beds (Castagna, 1970; Castagna and 
Kraeuter, 1977), controlling predators 
with quicklime (MacKenzie, 1970), and 
cutting or planting eelgrass. 

Environmental Side 
Effects of Improving 
Beds for Shellfish 

Economic enhancement of a shellfish
ery and the modifications of shellfish 
beds must not be permitted to flourish 
at the expense of the total habitat. It is 
assumed that the beds would return to 
their earlier condition if culture were 
to cease. This section discusses the side 
effects of some of the major actions 
which might be taken to improve shell
fish habitats. 

Silt removal from seed beds can result 
in some additional silt deposition on 
nearby bottoms. The quantity of silt 
would be no larger, however, than that 
ordinarily raised from the bottom and 
redeposited as a consequence of high 
winds or washed into the water by rain 
from land; thus, effects on water turbid
ity or benthic organisms would be no 
larger than from natural events. 

Any mechanical methods for removing 
predators would be used mostly during 
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summer and fall and then only for brief 
periods. The new ratio of predator to 
prey would be similar to one that occa
sionally occurs in beds when predators 
become scarce from natural causes and 
shellfish populations respond by becom
ing unusually abundant. Predator reduc
tion in beds may be followed by increase 
in numbers of associated invertebrates. 

The use of quicklime as a control 
method would be at most only tempor
arily harmful to marine life. Scuba ob
servations of several oyster seed beds 
immediately before, during, and after 
quicklime treatments to control starfish 
(MacKenzie, 1977a) have shown that 
quicklime, by contact, kills algae, such 
as diatoms, and animals, including star
fish, bryozoa, and sponges. It does not 
harm tissues that it does not contact or 
cover, such as bryozoa or sponges on the 
underside of oysters, or oysters, clams, 
crabs, and finfish. 

Previous Human-induced 

Table 1.-Summary of some characteristics of four major shellfish predators In Long Island Sound. 

Oyster Xanthid Rock 
Item Starfish drill crab crab 

Population density' (no./m') 1-6 15·20 56 3-4 
Pelagic larvae Yes No Yes Yes 
Juvenile consumption 

of juvenile shellfish Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Maximum size of oyster 

which adult can consume2 7.5 em (3') ? 1.0 cm (0.41 2.5 em (1') 
Specific density Low High Low Low 
Attachment to objects Strong Medium None None 
Can burrow No Near surface Sometimes Sometimes 

in winter 
Mobility High Low Low High 
Migrations Extensive Slight Slight Extensive 
Period of dormancy None Five winter None None 

mo. 
Minimum salinity tolerated 18 ppt' 15 ppt' Extremely low 15 ppt' 

,Adults only.
 
'The values are generally accurate, but exceptions are common.
 
'Carriker, M. R. 1955. Seasonal movements of oyster drills (Urosalpinx cinerea). Proc. Natl. Shellfish.
 
Assoc. 45:190-198.
 
'Galtsoff, P. S., and V. L. Laosanoff. 1939. Natural history and method of controlling the starfish
 
(Asterias forbesi, Desor). U.S. Bur. Fish., Fish. Bull. 31 :75-132.
 
Carriker, M. R. 1955. Critical review of biology and control of oyster drills Urosalpinx and Eup/eura. 

U.S. Fish. Wildl. Serv., Spec. Sci. Rep. Fish. 148, 150 p. 
'Estimated. 

Table 2.-Posltlve and limiting features and recommended remedies to rehabilitate oyater beds In
 
Connecticut.
 

SheUf"lSh Increases 

Oyster 

The principal oyster producing states 
(see Part II) sponsor programs to main
tain oyster beds as public grounds. Col
lectively, the programs first involve the 
mining and spreading of several million 
bushels of shells and later the transplan
tation of seed oysters. 

The programs have resulted in large 
cost-benefit ratios. For example, Whit
field (1973) stated that human-estab
lished oyster beds in Florida which pro
duce for 20 years, as some already have, 
result in a cost-benefit ratio at the fish
erman's level of at least 1:100. He stated 
further that oyster bed rehabilitation in 
Louisiana had resulted in cost-benefit 
ratios as high as 1:20. 

I have been involved in three oyster 
rehabilitation programs. The first was 
in Long Island Sound during 1966-72 
and involved mostly a private oyster 
fishery. When the work was begun, the 
industry was depressed; only two oyster 
companies of substantial size remained 
in Connecticut. Only small quantities of 
oysters remained on the beds, and pro
duction was extremely small. In the 
1930's, at least 30 companies, including 
relatively small ones, were operating, 

Positive features 
1.	 Moderate oyster productivity: Adequate setting potential on some beds between Bridgeport and New Haven 

about once every 2 years; growth from spat to market size in 4-5 years; and good oyster survival when 
predators and silt are insubstantial. 

2. Adequate salinity over 30,000 or more hectares (75,000 acres). 
3. Excellent hard bottom. 
4. Ample areas offering good protection from storms. 

Beds in:	 Limiting features Recommended remedies 

Norwalk Harbor 1. Significant oyster drill predation. 1. Polystream application.' 
2. Suffocation in silt. 2. Earlier transplanting.' 

Bridgeport 
Natural seed bed 1. Sand bottom with no surface shells. 1. Spread shells over bottom. 
Private beds 1. Fouling on shells. 

Housatonic River 1. Suffocation in silt. 1. Allow fishermen to use hand 
dredges.' 

Milford beds 1. Fouling on shells. 

New Haven Harbor 1. Insufficient shells. 1.	 Concentrate available shells on best 
bed.' 

2. Starfish predation. 2. Quicklime application.' 
3. Suffocation in silt. 3. Earlier transplanting' 
4. Fouling on shells. 4. Heavy quicklime application. 

'Method was implemented. 

but nearly all had since gone out of 
business. The basic need of the remain
ing companies was to increase oyster 
abundance. 

I conducted a 5-year study of the in
dustry with an emphasis on determining 
the factors which limited production. 
Much of the work involved scuba ob
servations of setting beds and beds of 

growing seed, using company boats 
with the manager of the company near
ly always present. I found that less than 
1 percent of the bottom area off the Con
necticut coast was suitable for receiv
ing oyster sets; thus, nearly all oyster 
larvae had no place to set and died. On 
many beds I made counts to determine 
the relative quantities of oysters killed 
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TlIbIe 3.-P08ltIva and limiting featu.... and recommended remedies for ayala, beds In Pl1nce Edward Island. 

Positive features 
1.	 Above average oyster productivity in Bedeque Bay and East River: Adequate selling virtually every year; 

growth from spat to market size in 4-6 years; and good oyster survival. 
2. Adequate salinity over large areas, but in lower East River ~ was suffICiently high to allow habitation by starfish. 
3. At least 400 hectaras (1,000 acres) of hard ground. 
4. Ample areas offering good protection from storms. 
5. The above areas also had ideal water depths, 1-11 m, for easy harvesting. 
6. These areas also had tube worms in numbers. 
7. There were several million bushels of shells available in buried deposits. 
8.	 Unharvestable oyster stocks were available in Bedeque Bay (150,000 bushels) and East River (150,000 

bushels). 

Beds in: Limiting featuras	 Recommended remedies 

Bedeque Bay 1. Beds in most favorable areas were barren. 1. Transplant nearby oyster stocks to 
barren beds' 

East River 

2. Some starfish predation would occur on deep 
beds. 

1. Beds in most favorable areas were barren. 1. Transplant nearby oyster stocks to 
barren beds' 

2. Quicklime application' 

I informed the companies that only a 
small number of their setting beds were 
in condition to receive sets of oysters. 
During 1966-72 they improved their set
ting beds somewhat by spreading more 
clean shells on them. 

One of the companies had been con
trolling starfish by spreading quicklime 
over its beds, while the other was using 
only ineffective mops for this purpose. 
After the latter was informed about the 
effectiveness of quicklime and its effi
ciency was demonstrated on its beds, it 
began to use quicklime on a substantial 
scale. 

'Since 1974 oyster abundance in Bedeque Bay has been increased by spreading shells obtained in Malpeque
 
Bay over barren beds.
 
'Method was implemented.
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Figure 3.-0yster landings in New York in a 34-year period, 1946-79. 
The oyster enhancement program began in 1966 and ended in 1972. 
(Sources: Lyles, 1969; Anonymous, 1946-79.) 

by each predator species and other fac some characteristics of predators learned
 
tors and the months during which mor through scuba observations during that
 
talities occurred. I found that predation study.
 
by starfish, Asteriasforbesi, and oyster I worked with company managers to
 
drills, Urosalpinx cinerea and Eupleura develop the means to improve the con

caudata, during the warmer months and dition of setting beds and control mor

smothering by silt in early April caused talities (Table 2). We discussed possible
 
most mortality. In addition, mortalities improvements during many one-on-one
 
were highest during the first and second meetings on their boats and during tele

years of the oyster's life. Table 1 lists phone conversations.
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Another method to control oyster drills 
was developed by the Milford Labora
tory of the NMFS Northeast Fisheries 
Center. This was the spreading of Poly
stream l (a mixture of cWorinated ben
zenes) over oyster beds. I demonstrated 
its effectiveness to companies on their 
beds and they used it thereafter. After 
a few years, Polystream was banned, but 
while using it, the fishermen had recog
nized the enormous mortalities that oys
ter drills had inflicted on oysters. There
fore, after it was banned, suction dredges 
were used to control oyster drills. 

I also showed these companies that 
silt smothering mortalities could be re
duced by rescheduling the transplanting 
of their oysters from late April-May to 
late March-early April. The total result 
of all these improvements in oyster cul
ture was that oyster abundance increased 
several times over and oyster production 
increased enough to be considered as a 
"yield take-off' (Fig. 3). 

The second oyster rehabilitation pro
gram I worked with was in Prince Ed
ward Island, Canada, during 1972-73 
(Table 3). It involved a public fishery, 
and when the work was begun, the in
dustry was depressed. Oyster produc
tion had been declining for about 25 
years and many fishermen had left the 
fishery; those remaining had critically 
low incomes. The fishermen had always 
gathered oysters from natural beds which 
had never been enhanced. The Provin
cial Department of Fisheries provided 
a full-time associate, a native of the 

'Mention of trade names or commercial firms does 
not imply endorsement by the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, NOAA. 
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area, to work with me. Using scuba and 
other means, we found by extensive sur
veying of the oyster estuaries that: 1) 
Oysters were scarce or absent on several 
former oyster beds, 2) little predation of 
oysters occurred on the beds, 3) relative
ly large stocks of unfished oysters oc
curred on an extensive flat in one bay 
and in a 10-12 m (36-foot) channel in a 
river, and 4) huge quantities of fossil 
oyster shells were present in several es
tuaries. Fishermen and other local resi
dents were interviewed extensively, one
to-one, in their homes, on their boats, 
and by telephone. We also issued news
letters and held a few public meetings. 
The fishermen's basic need was for a 
larger oyster supply. 

We recommended that the Province 
construct an oyster boat to transplant 
oysters and shells to the barren beds 
(Table 4). An efficient catamaran using 
two lobster boats as hulls was built. A 
captain and two deckhands were the 
only crew; they could load it to a capa
city of 250 bushels of oysters in about 
2.5 hours. Leading fishermen were 
asked to point out beds on which to 
spread the oysters and shells. From 1m 
through 1986, oysters were transplanted 
to good quality barren grounds in some 
years, and fossil shells were transplanted 
to those grounds in most years. As a 
result of the program, oyster production 
more than tripled (Fig. 4). 

A third oyster rehabilitation program 
was initiated in Mississippi and involved 
the recovery of three types of reefs 
(Tables 4, 5). The program lasted only 
a few weeks and was too short to yield 
substantial results. 

Hard Clam 

Some attempts have been made to 
increase hard clam abundance by con
trolling predators in local, limited areas 
using poisons, stone aggregate, and 
screens. The poison experiments in
volved two experimental plots on Long 
Island, N.Y., during the early 1960's; 
the beds were 6 and 8 acres in size. Both 
were treated with Polystream to control 
oyster drills which had been destroying 
most oysters planted on them. The treat
ments also killed mud crabs (Xanthidae) 
and perhaps other predators ofjuvenile 
hard clams. About 2 years after treat
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Table 4.-Technologies snd methods adopted by oyster fisheries and approximate extent of use In
 
Long Islsnd Sound, 1966-72; Prtnce Edwsrd Islsnd, 1972-89; and Mlsslssl,>pl Sound, 1975.
 

Area and methods Extent used 

Long Island Sound 
1. Use of quicklime to control startish' 3.000 tons/year. 
2. Use of Polystream to control oyster drills. 80 hectares (200 acres) total. 
3. Rescheduling of transplanting oysters. 100,000 bushels in 1967' 
4. Modified oyster dredge. 10 vessels. 

Prince Edward Islanei' 
1. Transplanting seed oysters and spreading shells Used on public beds for several years. 

with vessels. inclUding a catamaran. 
2. Hand dredge to replace hand and tonging. One or two leaseholders for several years. 
3. Use of quicklime to control startish. About 8 tons/year in some years. 

Mississippi Sound 
1. Boom dredging system on transplanting vessel. 8,000 bushels transplanted in 1976. 
2. Pressure board for mud removal. Tested in 1975 on 18 hectares (45 acres); results 

limited. 
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'Use of quicklime was already used in the fishery, but its use and value were unknown to most companies.
 
'Quantities after that year are unknown.
 
'Besides the three technologies and methods used, the Federal government supported a program in which
 
fishermen transplanted overcrowded oysters to good bottoms. The program continued through 1985, and
 
has been responsible for about 10 percent of the increase in production fiom 1972 to 1984 (Fig. 4).
 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 
OYSTER PRODUCTION 

1940 1960 19801880 1900 1920 

Figure 4.-0yster landings in Prince Edward Island from 1880 to 
1984. The oyster enhancement program began in 1972 and has con
tinued through 1989. (Source: Canada Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans.) 

ment, the hard clams were 7 and 8 times 
as dense (43.5 vs. 6.5 clams/m2, and 
75.0 vs. 9.5 clams/m2) as in untreated 
areas around the beds (MacKenzie, 
1977c). This approach was discontinued 
after the use of Polystream was banned. 

The stone aggregate experiments were 
conducted in a few states. Small hard 
clam seed reared in a hatchery were 

spread over a shallow bottom which was 
covered with aggregate and protected by 
screens; the beds were less than an acre 
in size. In Virginia, survival of the hard 
clams was about 75 percent after a few 
months, whereas the hard clams which 
were unprotected did not survive. Near
ly all mortality was caused by crab pre
dation (Castagna and Kraeuter, ICJ77). 
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Table 5.-Posltlve and limiting features and recommended remedies for oyaler reefs In Mlaalaalppl Sound. 

Positive features 
1.	 High oyster productivity: Ample annual setting. growth to market size in 2 years, and high survival on reefs 

having salinities between 7 and 15 ppt. 
2. Adequate salinity over large areas which excluded most predators and microbial diseases. 
3. Good hard bottom. 
4. Quantities of shells were available under several major reefs. 
5. Large stocks of oysters of all sizes were available for transplanting in polluted waters. 

Name of reef Limiting features Recommended remedy 

They would have a feel for working with 
nature, i.e., being able to predict the con
sequences of an environmental change 
on shellfish abundance. Someone with 
a background in sociology and shellfish 
biology would also be effective. A spe
cialist should be a professional who can 
make mature recommendations for in
creasing shellfish abundance and the 
earnings of fishermen. He must be capa
ble of identifying limiting factors in beds, 
conducting field experiments, and devel
oping technologies that work and are 
profitable for the community to apply. 

Ideally, a specialist should have some 
academic coursework or training, or at 
least have done extensive reading, in 
wildlife or agricultural management. In 
wildlife courses, the student learns how 
to manage wild animals by manipulating 
environments. For species after species, 
the student learns: 1) Environmental 
requirements, 2) ideal habitats, and 3) 
examples of how manipulated environ
ments have affected abundances of wild 
animals. He can easily apply these prin
ciples to shellfish management. He also 
becomes aware of the social and eco
nomic factors which influence programs. 
Anthropology courses, which examine 
fishermen's behavior and describe inter
viewing techniques, and a course in in
vertebrate zoology are recommended. 

A specialist must have confidence in 
himself to be able to impart new knowl
edge and useful suggestions to fisher
men and, after making his surveys, to 
recommend and implement technolo
gies on beds. It requires experience, 
however, to make recommendations 
which can be implemented and work 
successfully. A specialist will be more 
likely to succeed if he has had or shared 
with another preson, the experience of: 
1) Having an idea for development, 2) 
selling it to others to gain support, 3) 
developing it into something tangible, 4) 
implementing it in practice, and 5) deal
ing with it after it becomes established. 
A specialist with little experience would 
be at a disadvantage. To carry out the 
work, he would have to proceed with 
caution. 

Required Attitudes 

Most of the problems that a special
ist will encounter deal with human af-

Tonging Reef 

Henderson P1. 

Pass Marianne, 
Telegraph Key, and 
Merrill Coquille Reefs 

1. Shells too small. 

2. Crab predation. 

1. Mud cover on reef. 
2. Crab predation. 

1.	 Only a quarter as many 
shells on reef as needed. 

2. Crab predation. 

1Method was implemented briefly.
 
2Method was tested.
 

Soft Clam 
Soft clam abundances have been sub

stantially increased in experimental and 
small commercial beds in Maine and 
Massachusetts by using fences to ex
clude green crabs, Carcinus maenas. 
Soft clam densities became many times 
higher inside than outside fenced areas 
during summer (Thrner, 1950; Smith 
and Chin, 1953; Glude, 1955; Smith et 
al., 1955; Hanks, 1963). 

Bay Scallop 
Only one known attempt has been 

made to increase the abundance of the 
bay scallop through environmental im
provement, and it occurred in Anthier's 
Pond, Martha's Vineyard, Mass., in the 
early 1970's. Bay scallops were relative
ly scarce over a section of the pond 
because the water was too shallow. The 
town dug a channel through the scallop 
bed 2 m deep. In subsequent years, the 
bay scallops were relatively abundant in 
the channel as compared with the re
mainder of the bed. Although other op
tions were available, the town chose the 
scallop bed as the site to take the sand 
for beach enlargement in an attempt to 
increase bay scallop production. 

The Need for Shellfish
 
Production Specialists
 

Coastal states, counties, local commu
nities and shellfishing companies need 
the services of an expert in shellfish 
management to help enhance their shell
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1.	 Spread oysters available in Biloxi and Pasca
goula over reef.' 

1. Remove mud with pressure board2 

1.	 Tow rigid long-tine cultivator over reef to 
raise buried shells to surface. 

fisheries. This shellfish production spe
cialist would make in-depth studies of 
the practical problems of shellfisheries 
and, with the involvement oflocal fish
ermen, lay people, fishery administra
tors, and politicians, develop solutions 
for them. The emphasis would be on in
creasing shellfish abundance and yields 
for both fishermen and consumers. 

Edwards (1981) has discussed the need 
for managers, in addition to the scien
tists who already exist, in the fisheries 
field, and there are no gender limita
tions; in this guide, "he" or "they" re
fers to either sex in this regard. Shellfish 
production specialists would be hired by 
coastal states, counties, or towns to en
hance their shellfisheries. This guide 
will also be usable by marine extension 
agents in the Sea Grant Extension Ser
vice (NOAA Sea Grant Program). 

Required Experience 

A good background for shellfish pro
duction specialists would be a coastal 
upbringing. They would know how the 
fishermen and local people think and 
feel about their working life, and they 
would speak their "language." More
over, they would have a strong incentive 
to enhance shellfisheries, and they would 
not have any bias against applied re
search and development or shellfish that 
have economic importance. Also, they 
would be adept at solving practical prob
lems, working on commercial shellfish 
beds, and cooperating with fishermen. 
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fairs. His work, if successful, will affect 
people positively. Lilienthal (1967) wrote 
that the role of the manager has been 
neglected. He said that while industries 
and government agencies develop the 
technical means to meet the world's 
needs, the function of the managers who 
would translate these means into use is 
not well understood. The problems 
which managers face are largely human; 
rather than technical. Since managers 
are usually trained in only the technical 
aspects, they usually fail to achieve tan
gible improvements in people's lives. To 
succeed, managers must also have the 
capacity to understand individuals, learn
ing their motivations, fears, hopes, and 
what they love and hate, and make use 
of this understanding when trying to 
apply technical knowledge. 

Personal Characteristics Required 

Here is a list of suggestions written 
for agricultural consultants and exten
sion agents by Sayville (1965), which I 
believe useful, as modified, for guiding 
a shellfish production specialist: 

1) The secret of success in all advisory 
work lies in the method of approach to 
the problems of the fishermen, his fami
ly, and the community. A specialist must 
have those characteristics and aptitudes 
which will win respect and friendship 
of the people with whom he works. 

world food crops before World War II, 
despite considerable effort. Thus the 
specialist must never lose patience or try 
to implement ideas before necessary 
preparations are made; hasty actions 
may lead to catastrophe. Timmer (1982) 
has stated: "Reform programs that lack 
patience and are based upon superficial 
imitations will lead to nothing more but 
the disruption of rural life." 

4) A specialist should know his job. 
He has to be an accomplished shellfish 
ecologist and technologist, who gets to 
know the fishery at least as well as the 
fishermen. In a new geographic region, 
he can work for a few hours at some of 
the fishermen's activities, such as tong
ing and culling, to gain an appreciation 
of what fishermen face. A specialist 
without sound practical knowledge of 
fishing gear and fishermen's lives is a 
hazard to fishermen, the local commu
nity, and the department for which he 
is working. He cannot afford to make 
many technical mistakes and, therefore, 
he must be careful to learn all he can, 
quick to learn what is correct, and con
fident in his ability to say and do what 
he knows to be reliable. 

5) Good communication skills are 
recommended. Much of what a special
ist needs to learn to be successful will 
be obtained from interviews, listening 
earnestly to what others have to say. 

agency or use projects and funds for his 
own ends. 

4) The behavior of a specialist should 
not be patronizing of people in the com
munity. Cooperation is not fostered by 
such an attitude. 

I would also add that every act of a 
specialist, indeed every word uttered, 
has the potential to enhance or impede 
the work, or to confuse the people to be 
affected. Thus everything a specialist 
does and says should be considered 
ahead of time. 

Roles of a Shellfish 
Production Specialist 

In developing a shellfish enhancement 
program for a community or agency, a 
specialist will have five roles: Practical 
ecologist, educator, developer of tactics 
and technologies, coordinator, and me
diator. 

Practical &ologist 

Dasmann's (1981) description of the 
role of a wildlife manager well describes 
a specialist's role as a practical ecolo
gist. The reader should substitute the 
word "specialist" for "manager" and 
"shellfish" for "wildlife". He states: 
"The manager... must search through 
the range of limiting factors, seeking 
that which can be most practically and 
economically remedied. Habitat research .... 

2) A specialist must be approachable. Schofield (1979) lists some behaviors and management have sometimes been 
He must also know how to approach which extension agents should avoid: defined as attempts to discover limiting 
people and be willing to be approached factors and then to remove each in turn 
at any time of the day or night. An 1) Local values and norms are often until the maximum feasible production 
effective specialist does not know the ignored by outsiders coming into a com of wildlife is obtained." 
meaning of "office" hours; much of his munity, who egotistically assume that To accomplish the above, a specialist 
effectiveness is achieved after the nor their aims and means are convergent may have to examine the shellfish habi
mal day's work, and fishermen and their with those of the society which they are tats with scuba. A remote TV/video 
wives feel free to discuss personal and attempting to improve; they fail, there camera and monitor and a submersible 
community problems. fore, to understand the cultural system vehicle might be substituted for scuba 

3) A specialist should have patience. upon which the-yare imposing. In par in relatively clear water. Environmen
He must be tireless in explaining actions ticular, local beliefs are often dismissed tal deficiencies and potentials for in
to improve the beds and other aspects as irrational superstitions. creasing shellfish abundance in beds 
of the fishery. During interviews, he 2) If a specialist behaves outside of would be determined only with difficul
makes suggestions instead of issuing in community norms, he will either be hu ty and great uncertainty without such 
structions. He cultivates people's minds, morous to local people or cause them visual observations. 
implants ideas, and helps these develop to worry and will certainly constrain the Probably, oyster production would not 
into decisions. He should be aware that acceptance of programs based on com have declined nearly as much in the 
real progress always seems slow, tedi munity cooperation. United States at the beginning of the 
ous, and difficult. For example, slow 3) A specialist should conform to 20th century had scuba then been avail
progress was made in the development community values and not run programs able to shellfish biologists, and if it had 
of methods to increase abundance of mainly for the benefit of the fishery been used more frequently when it be-
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came available later. Biologists would 
have observed how the oyster's environ
ment was degrading and may have taken 
the steps necessary to maintain or im
prove its quality. Instead, the environ
ment steadily degraded in ways that 
were then not realized. Moreover, the 
means could have been found to improve 
the environments of hard clams, soft 
clams, and bay scallops, thus enhanc
ing their abundances as well. 

Educator 

Education of fishermen, "local" citi
zens, fishery administrators, and politi
cians is an essential aspect of an assign
ment. A specialist provides local people 
with a vision of the shellfishery at an 
elevated state and with a clear under
standing of the process for reaching it. 
Education must be conveyed verbally 
and through progress reports. 

Developer of Tactics 
and Technologies 

As the limiting factors of shellfish 
abundance are identified, a specialist 
would try to devise technologies to con
trol at least one or two of the major fac
tors. He can search through the litera
ture for technologies which do a similar 
job, and, if found, judge whether they 
would work, perhaps with modification, 
on the local beds. If not, the technolo
gies would have to be developed. 

Some traditional methods of handling 
shellfish by fishermen might not be ade
quate if production from the beds in
creases. Thus while new methods are 
being developed to increase shellfish 
abundance on the beds, new methods 
may be needed for increasing the effici
ency of gathering, handling and market
ing shellfish. 

Coordinator 

A specialist has to understand the 
"big picture" of the shellfishing indus
try, which ranges from identification of 
limiting factors in the beds to market
ing. In other words, he has to know the 
factors needed to bring about an in
crease in production and expansion of 
markets. In his role as a coordinator, he 
sees to it that all connections are made 
in the right place and at the right time, 
makes sure that all needed materials are 
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available when required, and becomes 
involved in market promotion. 

Mediator 

A specialist will have the role as me
diator between fishermen and fishery 
administrators as well as among fisher
men. Communication between the fish
ermen and public officials is common
ly poor. Before any formal meetings 
concerning shellfishery matters are to 
take place, the specialist should discuss 
one or two of the central issues with the 
administrators to determine what they 
want and believe they can accomplish. 
He then advises the fishermen about 
what he heard from the administrators 
and tries to get a consensus of views 
from them about the issues. Afterwards, 
he should discuss the fishermen's views 
with the administrators. Before a meet
ing, he advises both groups about what 
to say to the other during the meeting. 
The result might be that effective deci
sions could be made on the important 
issues, resulting in productive action. 

Often, fishermen have good ideas 
about how the management of public 
beds could be improved. However, they 
have difficulty talking these over amongst 
themselves, agreeing on one or two 
workable ideas, and then presenting 
them properly to administrators. This 
can be one of the most productive as
pects of a specialist's work. He visits 
nearly all fishermen on an individual 
basis, discussing with each a new man
agement idea and how they believe it can 
be developed and implemented to bene
fit all parties. He focuses the thoughts 
of the fishermen and keeps the proposal 
simple. He can anticipate that most fish
ermen will contribute ideas to the pro
posal, making it more effective and 
workable. Some fishermen will have to 
be visited more than once to discuss any 
changes since a previous visit. When the 
proposal generally satisfies the fisher
men, it is presented to the administra
tors for their review. 

The ideal is to have the specialist, fish
ermen, and administrators work togeth
er in developing a better management 
policy. Since the administrators are usu
ally busy with other matters, however, 
it is best to have the specialist and fish
ermen develop a proposal and then take 

it to the administrators as outlined above. 
The first concern of an administrator 
about any new proposal is likely to be 
the fishermen's opinion. The success of 
the specialist in this role as mediator, 
as in his other roles, will depend on his 
ability to maintain a bond of trust with 
fishermen and administrators (Parker 
and King, 1987). 

The Identity and Roles 
of Other Participants 

A number of people would be involved 
in a shellfishery development program 
for public beds in addition to the shell
fish production specialist. They include 
a fishery administrator, the specialist's 
associate(s), fishermen and other "local" 
people, public health officials, and the 
boat captains and crews. The only peo
ple to work full time in the program are 
the specialist and associate(s); after the 
program is implemented, the boat cap
tains and crews would become involved. 
The remaining participants will be work
ing at other positions and can devote 
only a small amount of time to the pro
gram. This section describes the role of 
each of these participants. 

Fishery Administrator 

An administrator of shellfish programs 
is an important element in the chain to 
ensure successful implementation and 
culmination of shellfish enhancement 
projects. He is required to provide the 
following: 

1) Support to the shellfish production 
specialist. The administrator has to plan 
ahead and secure the funding to provide 
for the operation, infrastructure, and 
other costs associated with the program. 
These may be borne by the government 
or industry or both. 

2) completion of paperwork to access 
funding. In any government operation 
there is a requirement for paperwork, 
often in large quantities. This load can
not be transferred to the specialist whose 
time has to be spent in the field. This 
does not mean that the specialist com
pletes no paperwork, but it should be 
only the necessary forms which do not 
interfere with field operations. 

3) Provision of rationale and justifica
tion for programs. The administrator 
provides the government with the justifi
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cation for the work, with relevant pro
jections based on past programs or anti
cipated results. The justifications should 
allow for a continuance of the programs 
to their completion. 

4) Building flexibility into programs 
to allow the specialist maximum maneu
verability in executing them. The pro
grams need an element of flexibility 
built into them. Without this, the pro
gram will not be able to respond to 
various localized differences during its 
implementation and execution. 

5) "Running interference" for pro
grams. In any program which disturbs 
the "status quo," there is bound to be 
a certain amount of complaining, criti
cism (just or unjust), and doubt. (Both 
the specialist and administrator have to 
handle this role.) The administrator's 
role is particularly important so the pro
gram will not be modified to a level 
where it is unproductive; the adminis
trator has to have a firm commitment to 
the effort. 

6) Providing future projections, on a 
5- to 20-year basis, in cooperation with 
the specialist (depending on the scope 
of the program). The administrator must 
make clear that shellfishery enhance
ment must, by its very nature, be con
ducted over a 5- to 20-year cycle. The 
first 5 years will be a period of change, 
adaptation, and acceptance by the indus
try. The second 5 years provides a peri
od where monitoring and some increases 
in production will take place, with the 
remaining years looked upon as an ex
pansion to reach the desired level of pro
duction. In small communities without 
such an administrator, politicians will 
act in this role. 

In most instances, the fishery admin
istrator will be the person who hires the 
specialist. Wise administrators will hire 
an accomplished, experienced special
ist and then advise him that shellfish 
production has fallen sharply and that 
they have hired him to show the com
munity how to return it to or above pre
vious levels of production. They will 
also provide him with a modest amount 
of capital for making tests and develop
ing technologies. 

The position of shellfish production 
specialist outlined in this guide is a very 
responsible one. Thus the salary should 

be relatively high. It should also be high 
enough that the specialist is not always 
looking for another job. The specialist 
should report to the fishery administra
tor or other manager, rather than to a 
scientist, because managers want pro
duction to increase. The specialist should 
be given some independence and some 
authority so his work will get credit for 
production increases. 

Associate Production Specialist(s) 

These are associates to a specialist in 
all roles, including being a safety buddy
diver. Ideally, they should be from the 
local community so they can inform 
the specialist about local affairs. They 
should learn enough from the specialist 
to be able to run the program and 
develop it further if the specialist should 
depart. The rules and guideines pre
sented above for the specialist also apply 
to associate production specialists. 

Fishermen, Processors, 
and "Local" People 

These people have the responsibility 
of supplying information to a specialist 
about fishery operations, fishery history, 
bed locations, and changes in the estu
aries, as well as ideas for development. 
The information is passed along during 
informal conversations. Ultimately, they 
also have to judge whether a program 
should be implemented on their shell
fish beds. 

Public Health Officials 

The responsibility to ensure that shell
fish purchased by consumers is not pol
luted, i.e., (is safe to eat) is vested in 
public health officials. They must advise 
the shellfish production specialist about 
the location of the polluted beds. 

Boat Captains and Crews 

This is the group which actually im
proves the beds. Collectively, they bring 
their knowledge of boat handling and 
gear to the job. A first-class captain can 
at least double the output of a mediocre 
captain. 

The Power, Incentives and
 
Risks of the Participants
 

In a public fishery, the power, incen
tives, and risks among the various peo

pIe involved are different than they are 
in a private company. First, a definition 
of "power": It is the ability to make 
decisions, to take risks, to lead, to get 
things done. Without such power, noth
ing happens; there is stagnation. In a 
private oyster company, management is 
interested in profits, and it can direct 
specific actions for personnel under its 
employ to be followed to ensure that 
profits are made. The workers in a com
pany are under pressure from manage
ment to complete specific jobs. Manage
ment has total power to direct actions 
and it, alone, takes risks. Ifmanagement 
uses advice from a shellfish production 
specialist, it will anticipate an increase 
in company profits. In most cases, a 
manager will profit financially and thus 
will have great incentive to increase 
shellfish production. 

Where does power lie, what are the 
incentives, and what are the risks to the 
participants involved in a program to 
develop shellfish culture in public beds? 
In public shellfisheries, the people to re
ceive tangible profits from an increased 
shellfish supply in the beds are: 1) The 
fishermen and, somewhat less, the local 
people, and 2) the wholesale, retail, and 
distribution people, as well as the con
sumers of shellfish who will have more 
(and perhaps less expensive) shellfish 
available to purchase. Of this group, 
only the fishermen will be considered 
in this section. The power, incentives, 
and risks that each of the participants 
is likely to have are described below. 

Specialist and Associate(s) 

Power 

In some circumstances, the person 
with knowledge is the one having some 
power. The specialist will determine the 
limiting factors of shellfish abundance 
in the beds. He will try to learn how to 
control at least one or two factors via 
cost-effective means. When such knowl
edge is attained, it might appear that he 
would have some power. Often, how
ever, he does not have the power to make 
decisions about funding and implement
ing the program; politicians, fishery ad
ministrators, fishermen, and local peo
ple usually have that power. A specialist 
can tell these people what the problem 
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is, what caused it, how it was caused, 
and how to solve it. But the others de
cide where, when, and usually whether 
to solve it. 

Incentives 

If a program succeeds, a specialist 
will not gain monetarily; he does gain 
in self-esteem, however, from achieve
ment in a difficult task, and he will feel 
that he has contributed to the betterment 
of a societal group. Moreover, he may 
gain a measure of recognition and pres
tige locally. 

Risk 

A major problem facing a specialist 
will be that his knowledge and experi
ence may not always be adequate and 
thus some uncertainty about the success 
of a project will exist. The development 
process is often only partially subject to 
human control; variable extremes of 
weather and other conditions may pre
vent a shellfish set or kill seed. When 
implementing a program, a specialist 
risks his reputation and esteem. His 
reputation is in jeopardy if the program 
is a failure because he may lose the trust 
of the community regarding his ability 
and judgment thereafter. The situation 
is analogous to a medical doctor who 
examines a patient and reports him in 
good health; if the patient dies soon 
afterward, the doctor's reputation may 
then be severely damaged. In addition, 
a specialist could "lose face," be em
barrassed, and appear diminished to 
people of the community. 

Fishery Administrator 
and Politicians 

Power 

A program can be implemented and 
function only if officials legislate it and 
supply the money for it. Moreover, the 
key to successful continuance of a pro
gram is the degree to which the ad
ministrative and political leadership is 
willing to cooperate and is ready to use 
the instruments of government to attain 
its goal. 

Incentive 

Administrators and politicians would 
have a strong incentive to back a pro
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gram which promised to improve the 
conditions of people's lives by raising 
employment and prosperity within their 
community. They do not gain monetar
ily in a direct way. A successful program 
provides administrators and politicians 
with a sense of accomplishment, and it 
might help politicians become reelected. 

Risk 

Usually, politicians require that pro
grams which they sponsor have popular 
appeal. Otherwise, they fear a backlash 
from the voters. The implementation of 
a program which results in substantial 
damage to the fishery or leads to reduced 
employment and income presents a risk 
for politicians because it threatens their 
image, effectiveness, and job security. 

Fishermen, Processors, 
and "Local" People 

Power 

Because the beds belong to these peo
ple, they have the power to control the 
direction of projects within a program 
and, if they wish, stop implementation. 
Usually a relatively large group, fisher
men and local people have had substan
tial influence on political decisions; 
politicians will never allow implemen
tation of a program if mass opposition 
to it exists. 

Incentive 

Fishermen, processors, and local peo
ple have great incentive to support a 
sound program because they will profit 
substantially from it in the future. 

Risk 

When a specialist enters the scene, a 
shellfishery may be extremely depressed 
financially. If a program is to be devel
oped and implemented, the fishermen 
and local people will be facing several 
risks. One is that operations on the beds 
may kill some shellfish or damage their 
habitat; if so, the shellfish abundance 
may decrease and incomes of the fisher
men and processors will fall further. A 
second risk, often greater, is the possi
ble loss of money invested in construc
tion of equipment and hiring boats, cap
tains, and crews. There is also the risk 
that increased supply will exceed market 

demand and the price will drop. Thus 
net income from the enhancement may 
not change much. 

Public Health Officials 

Power 

Public health officials have the power 
to modify a program substantially if an 
aspect of it involves polluted shellfish; 
they will not allow polluted shellfish on 
the market. 

Incentive 

From the standpoint of their position, 
public health officials would have an in
centive to back a program which pro
duced more shellfish on unpolluted 
beds, because the fishermen would then 
have less incentive to poach shellfish on 
polluted beds, thus making the public 
health officials' job easier. 

Risk 

Public health officials are under a 
large risk if the program is to involve 
the handling and transport of polluted 
shellfish. They would expect that the 
program would guarantee that no pol
luted shellfish finds its way to the mar
ket. If the officials could not protect the 
{}ublic from eating polluted shellfish, 
they could lose their jobs or prestige. 

Boat Captains and Crews 

Power 

This group has limited power to modi
fy a program, although as former or 
experienced fishermen, they have local 
knowledge and thus some power if 
consulted. 

Incentive 

In most instances, boat captains will 
be former fishermen who lived through 
periods of low shellfish supply; they 
would view their job as an opportunity 
to increase shellfish abundance on the 
local beds. Thus, at least initially, they 
would have high incentive to do a good 
job and work hard. On the other hand, 
a captain would be under much less 
pressure to produce under lax supervi
sion of a local official than he would 
under a company manager. With some 
individuals, the incentive may gradually 
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wear off when 1) they discover that their 
pay is level (i .e., their pay is the same 
whether or not they work hard) and 2) 
their efforts are criticized by some fish
ermen. No program will be perfect, and 
thus the usual critics will "sound off' 
when small errors are made. The boat 
captains and crews may be the ones to 
hear most of the criticism, and they will 
have to defend the program. 

Risk 

Boat captains and crews risk their rep
utations and those of the local govern
ment and the specialist if they do a poor 
job of executing the program; they could 
also lose their contract to work in the 
program, and their vessel(s) could be 
damaged. 

In summary, it can be seen that: 1) A 
specialist, administrators, and politi
cians, as well as fishermen and local 
people have certain powers to imple
ment or block a shellfish enhancement 
program: 2) a specialist, administrators, 
and politicians have much weaker incen
tives to implement a program than does 
the manager of a private company. If it 
succeeds, their self esteem and pride in 
their job increases, but they may not 
gain monetarily; and 3) the fishermen 
and local people risk financial loses, and 
a specialist, administrators, politicians, 
and the boat captains and crews risk tar
nishing their reputations if the program 
proves to be unsound or if it were con
ducted poorly and resulted in reduced 
shellfish abundance. A person does not 
want to risk tarnishing his reputation by 
lending his name in support of a project 
or program which, later on, other peo
ple say was a waste of money and time. 

A shellfishery enhancement program 
is most likely to succeed if specialists, 
administrators, politicians, and boat cap
tains and crews are experienced profes
sionals, have sufficient incentives, a 
willingness to make sacrifices for the 
cause, and they work well together. If 
participants do not all work toward the 
goal of enhancing the shellfishery, a 
program is not likely to be successful. 

Some Important
 
Aspects of a Shellfish
 

Production Specialist's Assignment
 

Economic development is difficult. It 

is no easy task to improve the economy 
of a shellfishing community-to create 
more jobs and produce higher wages
and produce more shellfish for consum
ers. Because the role of a shellfish pro
duction specialist will be new in most 
localities, there will be no systems in 
place to accomplish the required tasks. 
To an extent, the specialist may have to 
depend on some of the people doing 
things "out of the goodness of their 
hearts." Moreover, the interactions which 
he will have with other people will all 
be new; people will not be used to deal
ing with someone in his role. Thus, all 
tasks may seem to be uphill and require 
more work than might have been antici
pated. The goal of increasing and stabil
izing the shellfish yield is maintained 
during all the work. A specialist must 
not leave the track leading to that goal 
no matter how strong the temptations. 

A specialist should be aware that the 
community will hold many beliefs, cus
toms, and expectations, some of which 
will be unique to it. It will have had a 
long history of interrelationships based 
on the ups and downs of its shellfishery. 
He should also be aware that his work 
will impinge upon a complex network 
of subtle human relationships. The pres
tige and influence of various people in 
the community and fishery vary con
siderably. A specialist has to learn about 
the intricacies of community life and in
dividual personalities if he is to succeed; 
statements and actions which are at 
cross purposes to beliefs, customs, and 
expectations of the community or its 
leading citizens or fishermen, or which 
are disrespectful of local taboos can 
severely taint local attitudes towards a 
specialist and his proposals. The spe
cialist should learn the names of local 
people, places, fishing grounds, and 
gear, and pronounce them properly. He 
should be aware that people with strong 
egos will try to influence his work, and 
he has to be prepared to deal with them. 

A specialist should also be aware that 
he will be trying to aid a shellfishery 
which may have been functioning for 
many years. From humble beginnings, 
it has become a locally important busi
ness. The fishermen have developed 
boats, gear, and methods, and they have 
acquired knowledge to gather shellfish 

in quantities which are sufficiently large 
to make it profitable to do so. Process
ing (packing) plants may have been de
veloped to handle quantities of shellfish 
at a profit. Refrigerator trucks have been 
purchased to preserve the quality of 
shellfish and distribute them reasonably 
promptly at a profit. Associated whole
salers and retailers may have developed 
methods Jor handling a certain volume 
and quality of shellfish and selling it at 
a profit. Consumers accept certain shell
fish products as part of their diet. Every
one connected with the shellfishery has 
tried to increase the efficiency of opera
tions to increase profits. It has been a 
business of tight economics and small 
profit margins within each component. 
Thus, a specialist is not likely to be able 
to find large deficiencies which he can 
improve in the shellfish production and 
marketing system. Probably, an increase 
in efficiency would require the introduc
tion of better gathering gear, shucking 
machines, and perhaps new packaging. 
Equipment should be improved only 
after abundance is increased and a care
ful analysis of the shellfishery is made 
to be sure that improvements are needed 
and will not have a negative effect. 

The state or local community legally 
owns the shellfish beds, but a specialist 
should instead view the situation in 
terms of the fishermen and local com
munity owning them. Moreover, the 
fishermen and community should be 
considered as analogous to a farmer 
who owns his land, and they should be 
treated as the farmer would want to be. 
Thus, the fishermen should be shown 
a new approach and then be asked 
whether it should be implemented. 

Improvements and new concepts and 
technologies will generally come from 
above, but they should take much of 
their direction from below. Thus, the 
work of a specialist should begin at the 
roots and go upward. The fundamental 
basis lies in 1) the condition of the beds 
which must allow efficient settlement of 
larvae and good survival of seed shell
fish and 2) the working life of the fish
ermen. ~ specialist should not approach 
his assignment with a preconceived no
tion of what he and the administrators 
believe is good for the shellfishery, in
troduce methods and ideas from some-
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where else, and then try to force them 
into practice. If a specialist ignores the 
roots, little chance will exist that suc
cess will be achieved. 

Moreover, technologies and programs 
should be designed or modified to com
ply with fishermen's desires. Most stra
tegies proposed in the literature have 
represented a "top to bottom" approach 
and have not been implemented. 

In developing a new technology and 
program for people to use, many plan
ners are guided by the "5:95 rule." Its 
definition is as follows: The physical 
aspects of designing and testing proto
types and constructing a workable tech
nology will consume only about 5 per
cent of the effort, while the aspects of 
dealing with the related human factors 
will take 95 percent; thus the designing 
and construction of a potentially bene
ficial technology are relatively easy 
when compared with the human factors 
related to its application. The rule also 
applies when designing a better manage
ment plan for public beds. 

The environments of beds of partic
ular shellfish species can vary somewhat 
from one another. Thus, a specialist will 
have to increase shellfish abundance on 
a bed-by-bed basis; each bed will have 
to be examined separately, its deficien
cies diagnosed, and then, possibly, a 
unique remedy developed to correct 
them. 

A specialist will soon discover that 
many preconceived ideas exist for devel
oping the shellfishery. They will come 
from fishermen, processors, "local" 
people, local scientists, and administra
tors. Moreover, new ideas and old ones 
will keep coming to the forefront in 
quantity. The specialist will have to 
select those ideas useful for the enhance
ment of the shellfishery and maintain 
control over them. He will have to ex
plain to others that he believes it impor
tant to do so and, eventually, through 
constant endorsement sell the concepts 
to the locals. A development program 
has to be long term. A one-season 
"miracle" cure will not work. 

The Conduct of
 
a Shellfish Production
 

Specialist on an Assignment
 

This section lists the initial steps which 
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a shellfish production specialist can take 
in a shellfishery enhancement assign
ment. The broad-based approach which 
a specialist may follow is described 
next. The remainder of the section con
sists of a list of guidelines for conduct
ing the assignment. 

Initial Steps 

The first step which a specialist takes 
is to gain an understanding of the objec
tives of the assignment from his super
iors and to tentatively agree on what 
they believe will be attainable goals. The 
need to identify objectives cannot be 
overstressed. At the beginning, however, 
most problems are likely to be ill-de
fined, and also it is likely that no one 
will know precisely how development 
will proceed. A specialist should peri
odically discuss progress in the program 
with the fishery administrators and 
politicians. These authorities need to 
know the projected costs of a program 
on public beds, and a specialist needs 
to know how much money is available 
to spend. The authorities will also want 
to know how popular the program will 
prove to be in the community. 

The second step is to spend the neces
sary time examining selected shellfish 
beds with scuba gear. A specialist and 
his associate(s) can thus get a general 
idea of how the beds appear and perhaps 
can get some good clues about limiting 
factors which exist. 

The specialist then meets with leaders 
in the fishery (i.e., the leading fisher
men and packing house processors) to 
present an overview of what he will at
tempt to accomplish. Likely, they will 
want to know the answers to a number 
of questions: 1) Can the beds be cultured 
to yield more shellfish? 2) If so, how 
much more? 3) How can it be accom
plished? 4) How long will it take? And, 
5) will the beds be safeguarded from 
damage? 

Undoubtedly, a specialist will be under 
pressure to improve the shellfishery 
quickly. He should try to give some in
dication of when and how much shell
fish production will increase, not prom
ising more than can be delivered. In 
a short-term assignment, a specialist 
should have knowledge available or, 
alternatively, a technology which he can 

try to accommodate to local use to in
crease shellfish abundance or to help 
fishermen become more productive. An 
article or news release should be pre
pared for the local newspaper to an
nounce that a shellfish development pro
gram is underway; this will alert them 
that a specialist has been hired and will 
raise the mood of the fishermen and 
community. 

A specialist garners all the informa
tion about the industry which fishermen 
have, adds it to his own, and with the 
observations about limiting factors which 
he has made in surveys of the beds, 
begins to apply the collective knowl
edge. Then, to control the limiting fac
tors, he devises technologies whose use 
is compatible with the community and 
inexpensive enough for communities to 
afford. A shellfishery development pro
gram is then drawn up and implemented; 
eventual feedback enables evaluation of 
its success and application to future 
projects. 

A specialist should be aware that no 
progress will be made unless he supplies 
the correct information and technolo
gies. He will not succeed if he only urges 
fishermen to develop better technologies, 
advises them to cultivate rather than 
"mine" the beds, or advises the local 
administrators or politicians to develop 
a shellfishery program by themselves. 

Use the Broad-based Approach 

The broad-based approach assumes 
that: 1) Fishermen and local people have 
the right to be involved in decisions 
made about managing public beds; 2) 
these people have a great deal of know1
edge and good ideas, and thus the devel
opment of a technology and program to 
enhance the shellfishery will be much 
better designed when these people con
tribute ideas to it (a workable program 
could not be formulated otherwise); 3) 
support for a program will be much 
stronger; and 4) the connections between 
various people, events, and actions will 
line up properly, and thus the develop
ment program will more likely be 
successful. 

The approach involves discussing 
every reasonable idea for technologies 
to be used on the beds or management 
with anyone in the community who 
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might have information or an intelligent 
opinion about them. The various peo
ple with whom knowledge is shared in
clude especially the fishermen, but also 
those involved with processing, whole
saling, lawmaking and enforcement, and 
public health. Knowledgeable persons 
also include fishery administrators and 
politicians, the blacksmith who will 
construct any new gear, boat captains 
and their crews, and interested lay peo
ple. A specialist should ask opinions of 
friends, neutrals, and enemies. When 
using this approach, those typically 
uninvolved become involved, issues 
otherwise ignored are identified and 
assessed, and involvement becomes 
focused and issue centered (Preister, 
1987). 

A specialist must take the time to lis
ten to a large cross section of fishermen 
and others so as to gain a clear under
standing of what they know, what they 
need, and what improvements they may 
suggest. He must also try to increase 
the knowledge of fishermen and local 
people, especially about limiting factors 
in the beds, as he gathers data during 
his field and laboratory studies. Inter
viewing and sharing ideas with these 
people increases their interest and gives 
them a feeling of involvement in devel
opment of their industry. A specialist 
will also have to learn people's strengths 
and weaknesses and what their thinking 
patterns are like. Critical factors, such 
as personal needs, motivations, and 
limitations, often defy logic and have 
to be studied and understood, some
times intuitively. A specialist should 
welcome constructive criticism and 
advice. 

A specialist should work one-on-one 
with individual fishermen and proces
sors to find out what they know, want, 
and feel. If fishermen are approached 
properly with a sincere, interested, re
spectful attitude by the specialist who 
uses a flexible, open-ended mode of 
questioning, they will open up and offer 
information that goes beyond specific 
questions being asked, as recommended 
for obtaining information from rural 
people by Green (1987). Usually, fisher
men do not resist answering questions, 
because they enjoy talking about shell
fishing. 

A bonus from such meetings is that 
loose ends within the fishery can be tied 
together for increasing efficiency where 
lines of communication are normally 
absent. For example, a specialist can 
survey the best equipment and tech
niques employed by various processors, 
and then, if it can be done without cre
ating conflicts, make them known to all 
groups. The tying together of loose ends 
and making the best equipment univer
sally known are inexpensive ways to up
grade a shellfishery. 

During the early interviews, it will be
come apparent that people have diver
gent views about what ails the shell
fishery and how to improve it. Logical 
sounding views need to be recorded for 
possible later use. 

In a public shellfishery, the fishermen 
can be interviewed on the water, at the 
docks, in their homes, or at meetings. 
Processors can be interviewed in their 
offices. Personal visits afford opportu
nities for: 1) Gaining insight into the 
lives, outlook, and culture of the fishing 
community, and 2) discovering the local 
leaders of public opinion and the fisher
men who are progressive in outlook, be
sides learning a considerable amount 
about shellfishing. During interviews a 
specialist should develop a climate of 
trust with the local people ("if you do 
not trick me, I will not trick you"), and 
establish that his objective is service to 
the local community, not his personal 
gain. 

Initiating discussions with some of the 
fishermen may be difficult. They may 
be skeptical of a specialist's worth, per
haps having already heard promises by 
biologists which were unmet. A special
ist should be aware that fishermen are 
rather cautious and defensive because 
they can afford little risk. Some may 
speak with anger and passion, leaving 
no doubt that sheilfish abundance is a 
matter having great importance. 

An effect procedure for opening dis
cussions with fishermen is to ask a 
series of questions such as: 

What are the needs of the shellfishery? 
What do you believe should be done 

to improve it? 
We are thinking about doing ... (give 

examples). How do you think they would 

work? 
What do you suppose would happen 

if we did (give example)? 
Do you believe that gear having this 

design (show a drawing) would work? 
Would you benefit if shellfish abun

dance were increased? 
Who would purchase the shellfish 

which you gathered? 

Usually, fishermen will give expan
sive answers to these questions. A spe
cialist will obtain a substantial amount 
of information from interviews of 10-15 
fishermen. Interviewing only a couple 
of fishermen will not be effective. 

Fishermen's wives should also be in
terviewed, if possible, because they will 
provide some new, practical, and useful 
perspectives about the industry. Women 
will also support management proposals 
which promise more employment and 
higher wages. Moreover, their influence 
on community public opinion can be 
high. 

By involving the community in the 
planning process, there will be a con
tinuing exercise of grassroots power, and 
most administrators will be pleased to 
follow the guidelines of the community 
(Turner, 1987). "Sensitivity to local in
terests and a professional means to ac
complish (goals) can save money, im
prove project design, and lead to greater 
long-term stability" (Preister, 1987). 

Guidelines 

A number of guidelines are given here 
to help a specialist conduct his assign
ment. 

Good Relations 

A specialist has to maintain good rela
tions with the community, fishermen 
and other biologists. The six points 
listed below will provide guidance in 
this regard. 

1) At all times, an effective specialist 
should try to keep the shellfishery's 
problems and development ideas in the 
forefront, and keep himself in the back
ground; he keeps a low profile. Doing 
so will help in maintaining good rela
tions with other biologists or managers; 
their egos may be "bruised" if a spe
cialist is successful in enhancing the 
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shellfishery. The abrasions will be much 
smaller if the shellfishery is kept in the 
foreground. 

2) It is essential to make people, es
pecially the fishermen, feel important. 
A specialist can help to accomplish this 
by listening to their ideas. If local peo
ple are made to feel important, they are 
more likely to support a sound develop
mental program. On the other hand, if 
they are ignored, especially when they 
feel strongly about the industry, they 
may become an enemy of the program. 
A specialist should consider himself an 
associate of the fishermen and avoid a 
tone of knowing superiority. 

3) The fishermen should be given 
some information in trade for their time 
when they provide assistance or infor
mation. For example, a specialist can 
describe the observations which he 
makes while diving on the beds. 

4) When samples of shellfish are taken 
ashore for examination, they should be 
returned to the beds afterwards; no such 
shellfish in quantity should be allowed 
to die. A specialist might also remove 
some predators, such as starfish, which 
he sees on the beds while making 
surveys. 

5) When encountering resistance from 
an individual or a small group regard
ing a proposed action, a specialist should 
first find out why and then respond tact
fully using the manner in which an ex
pert politician responds. A politician 
side-steps sensitive issues or faces them 
obliquely, in an attempt to diffuse them. 
He hopes that if they are ever raised 
again, the opposition will have lost in
terest in them or the overall situation 
may have changed and the issues will 
seem unimportant. If the issue is faced 
head-on, however, the opposition will 
likely become stronger and a battle of 
wills between a specialist and the oppo
sition will follow. The result may be that 
the action will have to be permanently 
shelved and a specialist may have wasted 
too much time and energy in the battle, 
besides reinforcing animosity towards 
him. 

6) Sometimes, fishermen criticize the 
local fisheries agency or laboratory for 
a lack of tangible results. A specialist 
can defend these entities without antag
onizing the fishermen. Nearly always, 
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fishermen have misunderstood the ob
jectives of the agency or laboratory and 
these can be explained with patience. 
On the other hand, fishermen should 
never be abused for criticizing a public 
agency or laboratory or for not using a 
recommended method. 

Develop Credibility 

Credibility of a specialist's word must 
be developed. Ultimately, the fishermen 
may have to depend on the specialist's 
word for certain critical knowledge. 
Thus during interviews and in reports, 
a specialist relates only facts; if guesses 
or estimates have to be made, they should 
be clearly identified as such. Periodi
cally, the fishermen may test a special
ist's knowledge to determine his reli
ability. If any substantial weaknesses are 
detected, the fishermen will not have 
confidence in a specialist to follow his 
advice. 

UVrk Performance 

A specialist and his associate(s) do the 
brunt of the work. Everyone else in
volved in the program will be only pe
ripherally involved and will not have 
time to do much work on it. Thus the 
fishermen and local people cannot be 
expected to become involved in testing 
technologies or gathering data from test 
plots. The administrators and politicians 
should not have to spend time resolv
ing conflicts between groups. A pro
gram will not be developed if a special
ist tries to assign such work to others. 
When various groups are asked to sup
port the implementation of a technology 
or program, they only should have to 
review the data which a specialist has 
gathered. The relationship between these 
groups and the specialist in this regard 
should be as follows: 

1) Fishermen and local people: They 
supply background information; a spe
cialist finds and supplies answers to 
their questions. 

2) Fishery administrators and politi
cians: They support program develop
ment and allocate funds, but a special
ist fIlls in the unknowns and handles 
conflicts himself. 

3) Blacksmith: He brings his knowl
edge of construction to the job, where

as a specialist gives him the design of 
equipment to be built. 

4) Boat captains and crews: They bring 
their knowledge of operating boats and 
using gear to the job, but a specialist 
may have train them or work with them 
to operate any new equipment. 

Objectivity 

A specialist begins with an objective 
view of the shellfishery, i.e., without 
any preconceived notions. At the begin
ning, he makes his own observations 
and then follows the directions which he 
believes are best. He does not initiate 
the assignment by gathering together all 
available verbal and written information 
and then following the suggestions which 
they recommend. Probably, he will be 
asked to develop a shellfishery in which 
other biologists and managers have al
ready made studies and suggested im
provements. The fact that he was hired 
probably means that any earlier sugges
tions did not improve the fishery sub
stantially. For at least a few months, a 
specialist should not interview other 
shellfish biologists in the area, because 
they might lead him astray. Such inter
views should be held eventually, how
ever, because it is likely that much use
ful information will be obtained; during 
these interviews, a specialist can sort out 
the useful from the nonuseful informa
tion. 

Responsibility to the People 

After his responsibilities to the agen
cy which has hired him, the fundamen
tal responsibility of a specialist is to the 
people: Fishermen, local people in 
communities and consumers; moreover, 
the centerpiece of concern is the fish
ermen. It follows that the local com
munity will benefit economically and 
consumers will have larger, less expen
sive shellfish supplies, if the incomes 
and employment security of individual 
fishermen can be raised through an 
increase in shellfish abundance and 
production. A specialist should be 
aware that the key to winning local 
support is to develop a program which 
promises increased local earnings. Thus 
he should give highest priority to pro
jects whose payoff will raise or stabilize 
incomes. 
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Identify Community VaLues 

The needs and social values of the 
community have to be identified through 
penetrative probing. A specialist has to 
be sure that the results of his work will 
meet needs and comply with values. He 
should not assume that he knows what 
the needs are ahead of time. A specialist 
selects beds and projects which people 
care most about. Usually, these will be 
the best from an efficiency or cost-effec
tiveness viewpoint but not necessarily. 

Projects should begin where the needs 
are: The most productive approach is to 
develop methods which meet the imme
diate needs of the fishermen, i.e., im
prove their material welfure. If presented 
with a choice of two good methods, a 
specialist selects the one which people 
most desire. In order that the various 
components within the shellfishery might 
use his recommendations, a specialist 
should be guided by the fundamental 
principal of marketing goods: Find out 
what people need and want and then try 
to give it to them. 

Identify LocaL ProbLems 

Somewhat related to the previous 
guideline, a specialist makes sure that 
he correctly identifies the problems 
which the local people have. He does 
not want to waste effort trying to solve 
a problem whose solution has no value. 
Solving problems whose solutions have 
no use or value is a common human 
endeavor. 

Some communities may have limits 
on how much an aquatic environment 
can be modified to increase the abun
dance of shellfish. Certainly, communi
ties which are partially supported by a 
fishery for the blue crab, CaLLinectes 
sapidus, will not allow it to be killed, 
and there are state regulations to be 
taken into account. 

Get InvoLved Locally 

A specialist must spend most of his 
time living with the problems. He should 
remain close to the shellfish beds and 
the fishermen and processors, to gain an 
appreciation of their working situation. 
He tries to immerse himself in the local 
setting, engages in local routines and 
attempts to experience events as a fisher

man would. The information obtained 
from fishermen about shellfish distri
bution and factors that limit abundance 
is used to make any surveys more effi
ciently. 

Any time that is available between 
making observations and interviews can 
be used to gather data for developing a 
statistical profIle of the shellfishery. The 
available time can also be used to test 
or check the value of any new methods 
that were recommended to the fishery 
during the previous 10 years or so be
fore a specialist arrived on the scene. 
Such tests spare the fishermen the time 
and cost of doing it. 

Examine Limiting Factors 

A specialist should devote the effort 
which he spends on the beds to examin
ing factors which limit shellfish abun
dance, and developing methods to in
crease it. He should not waste time 
studying the fecundity, longevity, anat
omy, and physiology of shellfish. In 
addition, he should spend only a rela
tively small amount of time making sur
veys or censuses of shellfish supplies on 
beds. The information is needed, but the 
main part of the work should not be 
devoted to it. 

Verify ResuLts 

As a general rule, the results of early 
tests involving the use of a technology 
to improve the beds should be carried 
to finality for statistical verification. If 
time is lacking, however, the results can 
be inspected visually and be confirmed 
later when tests are repeated on increas
ingly larger plots. As the work proceeds, 
however, thoroughness and attention to 
details are essential. No loose details 
about critical aspects are left to guess
work; all details are nailed down with 
documented studies. 

Achieving ResuLts 

A specialist uses the most expedient 
means possible to achieve the desired 
result. The objective is to achieve goals 
with a minimum of cost, i.e., by the 
simpliest, cheapest means possible. He 
should not fall into the trap of design
ing something new or extra-complicated 
to impress colleagues. 

Compromise 

A specialist should be prepared to 
make compromises. He might have to 
go along with a project which an admin
istrator wants, to obtain his support for 
conducting the projects which he wants. 
He should also conduct some small pro
jects which the fishermen want, so they 
will support his larger project(s). Hope
fully, after a while, the fishermen will 
see that his large project(s) are the best 
ones. 

Keep Records 

A specialist should maintain records 
of what he does. Later reviews of the 
records will help him to determine why 
some things went right and why others 
went wrong. 

Monitoring Beds 

A specialist could probably keep track 
of 30-60 shellfish beds. The number of 
beds which he could evaluate would de
pend on how rapidly they are changing 
and their size. The evaluations would re
quire scuba or video camera examina
tions of each. 

Keep Costs Low 

The cost of the program which a spe
cialist establishes should be low in rela
tion to benefits. Moreover, an enhance
ment program should produce shellfish 
cheaply, because the shellfish produced 
will compete for the consumer's money 
with other foods. The producers of other 
foods are consistently trying to cut pro
duction costs to increase sales. If shell
fish production costs are high, sales 
volumes will be relatively low. 

Ethics 

The question of ethics is involved 
when a specialist works with private 
companies. A specialist should be aware 
that he works in the public interest, 
which is best served by working with 
progressive people. A progressive oys
ter company, however, works with a spe
cialist out of enlightened self-interest. 
The company and general public bene
fit if a specialist helps the company pro
duce more shellfish, stabilize produc
tion, or produce them at lower cost. A 
specialist should make any designs of 
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improved technologies or procedures 
which he has helped develop in cooper
ating with a company immediately avail
able to all other companies and to fish
ermen on public beds. 

Producing an Information Base 

Two types of surveys-a reconnais
sance survey, which provides back
ground information, and an intensive 
survey, which provides specific infor
mation about the factors which govern 
shellfish abundance on various beds and 
information about the shellfishery
need to be conducted by a specialist to 
provide an information base. Moreover, 
the capacity of the local fisheries agen
cy or its counterpart to fund a program 
needs to be determined. Timmer (1982) 
stated that a crop specialist has to know 
his area and know his people, asking 
"how can he improve something if he 
does not know it?" 

The Reconnaissance Survey 

This survey is conducted largely by 
interviewing local people. Descriptions 
of land topography and rivers, contours 
and depths of the bays and estuaries, and 
locations of shellfish beds are obtained 
from charts and fishermen interviews. 
Long-time residents can supply infor
mation about shellfishing history and 
changes that have taken place. Inter
views of local people will provide infor
mation on the public's attitude about 
current shellfishing conditions, the ef
fects of regulations, and the need for 
changes in regulations. 

Additional information to gather in
cludes: Statistics on historical landings, 
early status of the fishery when produc
tion was at its peak, and apparent rea
sons for declines in sizes of shellfish 
populations. 

Early conditions of the oyster fishery 
are partially described in articles and 
books by Ingersoll (1881, 1887), Hall 
(1894), Stevenson (1894), Moore (1897), 
Zacharie (1897), Collins (1889), Belding 
(1912), Churchill (1920), Sweet (1941), 
Gunter (1952, 1953, 1975), and Rolfs 
(1971). Some historical information on 
hard clams is available in some of the 
sources that describe oysters and in 
Belding (1912). Some historical informa
tion on soft clams is available in Beld
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ing (1930), Ingersoll (1887), Thrner 
(1949), Thrner et al. (1949), Dow and 
Wallace (1950), Glude (1955), Landers 
(1954), Manning (1957), Manning and 
Pfitzenmeyer (1958) and Hanks (1963). 
Some observations on the bay scallop 
at the tum of the century are available 
in Belding (1910). 

The apparent reasons for declines in 
sizes of shellfish populations may be 
difficult to ascertain, especially if they 
were gradual over several decades. If so, 
no published source or interviewee is 
likely to have a good perspective. None
theless, if the reasons can be obtained, 
they can be a great help in characteriz
ing the environmental factor(s) respon
sible for low shellfish abundance on the 
beds. The best procedures to follow are: 
1) Interview a number of long-time resi
dents; usually, when several people give 
a similar statement, it is probably credi
ble; 2) compare written descriptions of 
earlier periods with any that are avail
able about the present period, and 3) ex
amine with scuba where shellfish grew 
in the early periods and where they now 
grow abundantly. 

The Intensive Survey 

This survey is conducted largely by 
making studies on beds and also by in
terviewing. Data collection is a critical 
part of the work. The kinds of data col
lected, the way they are collected, and 
their timeliness may well affect the ul
timate success of the work; data used to 
validate the program will have great im
pact on implementation, because valida
tion is a measure of confidence in the 
results (Reisman and deKluyver, 1975). 
Under this survey, pilot tests are con
ducted to determine how much produc
tion could be increased. 

Physical Conditions 
in Bays and Estuaries 

Much of the information is probably 
available in the literature and on charts, 
which would include bottom depths. 
Bottom firmness, important in oyster 
work, can be measured by: 1) examin
ing the bottom visually, 2) probing with 
a pole from a boat, or 3) spreading 
small quantities of oysters on test areas 
to determine whether they remain on the 
surface. The distribution of salinity, 

which plays a critical role in governing 
the growth and distributions of shellfish, 
diseases and predators, should be re
checked where projects are anticipated 
because it may have changed from earlier 
periods. The salinity should be mea
sured at a series of bottom points across 
existing and former shellfish beds at 
high and low tide. The salinity will vary 
by season as well as by the amount of 
runoff, and thus these aspects will have 
to be considered when measuring it. 
Water temperatures and current strengths 
do not have to be measured. 

Abundance, Length-frequency, and 
Distribution of Shellfish Stocks 

Shellfish abundances can be deter
mined by subsampling populations. A 
good estimate of population size can be 
determined by counting all shellfish 
within a ring which encircles about 0.25 
m2 (3 square feet), at about ten random 
sites in each hectare (2.5 acres) of bed. 
Such determinations have to be made 
using scuba or large grab. The counts 
and measurements of shellfish can be 
made afterwards in a boat or ashore. 

Oysters and bay scallops can be col
lected by hand while using scuba. Abun
dances of hard clams can be determined 
by using a hydraulic suction sampler and 
a ring; the clams are collected in a fine
mesh bag that retains all sizes. Soft clam 
abundances in intertidal zones can be 
determined at low tide by shovelling 
clams within the ring into a box that has 
a fine screen bottom and then sieving 
out the clams for counting. Length
frequency distributions of shellfish can 
be determined by measuring about 100 
specimens from a random collection. 

Potential Setting Density 
of Shellfish in Each Bed 

It is desirable to know the frequency 
with which the potential for commer
cial-level setting occurs on various beds. 
The knowledge will determine the risk 
factor, which will serve as the basis to 
judge whether a bed should be rehabili
tated by improving the bottom for set
ting larvae and reducing predators or 
other mortality causes. If the fishermen 
find seed of mixed sizes in the beds, 
probably good setting is almost on an 
annual basis. 
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Relative setting densities of the clams 
and bay scallop among years can also 
be detennined by doing extensive sur
veying and counting. The clam beds 
could be sampled frequently during the 
summer with a hydraulic suction sam
pler or a benthic grab to count the seed. 
The technique would work well with the 
soft clam which grows rapidly and can 
be easily separated from the sand in 
which it lives using a sieve with a mesh 
size of about 2 mm. Intertidal soft clam 
juveniles can be sampled by shoveling 
sediment into a screen. 

Hard clams set at a size of only about 
0.2 mm, however, and grow slowly. Thus 
they may remain at about the size of 
sand grains in which they grow for a 
month or more. Consequently, a sieve 
with a mesh size of perhaps 0.25 mm 
has to be used. The clams can be separ
ated from the sand grains by elutriation 
(separating the clams from the sand by 
repeated rinsings); it takes about 2 hours 
to elutriate each sample and one to two 
hours to count the clams in it using a 
dissecting microscope. Scallop seed may 
have to be sampled among eelgrass 
blades. Sizes of annual scallop sets can 
be roughly estimated by finding out 
from fishermen and wardens what the 
landings from various beds were over a 
period of years. Each year's landings of 
scallops is comprised of one year-class. 

Important Considerations in 
Diagnosing Limiting Factors 

Studies should center on detennining 
the condition of beds as environments 
for 1) setting larvae and 2) seed. Thus, 
the most important study period is dur
ing the summer when larvae are setting 
and seed are especially susceptible to 
predation and in the autumn when pre
dation on seed continues. 

Studies should be made on a broad, 
rather than a limited front, i.e., examin
ing several, rather than only one, possi
ble limiting factors. The advantage of 
doing this is that some factors may be 
impractical to control, whereas one or 
more of the others may be controlled 
easily and at a low cost. Moreover, the 
possibility increases that more than one 
limiting factor may be successfully re
lieved simultaneously; if so, an "abun
dance takeoff' of the shellfish as was 
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achieved with oysters in Long Island 
Sound might take place. 

Studies of limiting factors should be 
conducted on an immediate, rather than 
a long-term, basis. Only studies involv
ing factors to which methods can be 
applied immediately, or can be devel
oped quickly, to improve the environ
ment should be made. Long-term studies 
would include life histories of predators 
and diseases, looking for possible weak 
places in their life cycles which can be 
attacked. The information is mostly 
available already from studies in other 
areas. 

Emphasis is placed on those limiting 
factors which can be practically altered. 
For instance, temperature and salinity, 
which may limit shellfish productivity 
but are usually not controllable, are not 
examined in detail. 

The limiting factors of shellfish set
ting and survival can be identified and 
evaluated by using the procedures de
scribed below. As noted, several scuba 
swims over shellfish beds during the 
summer and autumn might provide ade
quate answers. A helpful procedure is 
to compare the appearances of beds 
where shellfish are abundant and where 

they are scarce. For example, a special
ist might be able to observe that where 
oysters are abundant, the beds which 
they occupy are covered with shells, 
little silt is present on the shells, and few 
predators are present on beds, and 
where oyster abundance is low, shells 
are scarce and silt or predators might 
be abundant. 

Determining Substrate Condition 
for Setting Larvae 

After making a good estimate about 
the factors that reduce setting densities 
of seed from scuba observations, iden
tity of the factors can be confirmed by 
establishing several plots, each about 1 
m2 (l yard2), on the beds immediately 
before the setting season of the larvae 
(Fig. 5). The plots should contain a 
range of good environments. Then, the 
plots and surrounding areas are examined 
carefully using scuba on a regular basis, 
to look for factors likely to reduce set
ting densities. After the setting season, 
seed densities and survival in the plots 
and surrounding areas are compared. 
The plots can also be established to con
tain a single limiting factor, such as bay 
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Figure 5.-Small plot set up on a bed to compare setting of oyster seed on test 
shells with that on shells nearby. A series of test plots may enable a specialist 
to identify factors that reduce productivity of the oyster bed. 
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anemones (MacKenzie, 1977d) or silt, 
to determine its significance. 

Determining Causes and Extent 
of Seed Shellfish Mortality 

A study of factors that cause seed 
shellfish mortality should start at the 
beginning of the setting season and, in 
the u.s. northeast, continue until per
haps mid-December when low tempera
tures slow down mortality rates substan
tially. Scuba swims over the beds can 
help to identify predators. While exam
ining some oyster seed beds with scuba 
and then examining the spat on the deck 
of the boat in Delaware Bay, N.J., in 
1986, I was able to determine that oyster 
drills and mud crabs killed most of 
the oyster spat. Other predators were 
scarce. 

If potential predators are present in 
numbers on beds but their effects on 
shellfish are uncertain, two further steps 
can be taken. The first is to obtain a few 
thousand shellfish seed, perhaps 5-10 
mm long, from a hatchery, spread them 
over small plots, perhaps 4 m2 (4 
yards2) and observe them perhaps once 
a week. Take samples from these plots 
about once every 2-3 weeks, look for the 
predators in the samples and try to con
firm their identity from characteristic 
markings on the shells of dead shellfish. 
The second step is to bring predators 
and seed into a laboratory and put them 
together in running water trays, to deter
mine whether the predators feed on the 
shellfish. Fish stomachs can also be ex
amined, if fish are suspected of being 
predators of clams or bay scallops. 

A more thorough investigation of mor
talities would involve shellfish collec
tions from the beds for examination at 
a frequency of about once every 2 weeks 
during the warmer months. The shell
fish and predators can be collected with
in a ring which encircles about a 0.3 
m2 (3 feet2) at about ten typical sites 
per bed. The mortality causes are iden
tified by examining the shells of killed 
shellfish and from knowledge of the 
presence of specific mortality factors. 
Continuous records are kept of the num
bers of live and dead shellfish to deter
mine the increases in percentages of 
dead shells of shellfish. Such counts are 
one of the most important aspects of the 
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study, because they tell the importance 
of predators and they will be a main 
feature of reports to the public. 

Feeding studies in running-water trays 
in a laboratory can provide some addi
tional information. The numbers of in
dividual shellfish consumed by each 
predator species per unit of time, such 
as per day or week, and the size ranges 
of seed that predators of certain sizes 
consume, can be determined. Similar
ly, the effects of reduced salinity and low 
and high temperature extremes on pred
ators can be determined. 

In some estuaries along the Atlantic 
coast, disease can be a major cause of 
mortality in oysters. Oysters can be ex
amined for the presence of diseases if 
some die from otherwise unexplained 
causes. The possible presence of di
seases in shellfish can be determined by 
sending samples to a biologicallabora
tory which specializes in such studies. 

Locations of Buried Oyster Shells 

Fossil oyster shells under old oyster 
beds might be available as cultch for 
oyster larvae. These shells can be sur
veyed. Locations of buried shells can be 
determined from fishermen interviews 
and surveys from a boat or through the 
ice in winter. A hollow aluminum pole 
with which the surveyor can feel and 
hear the shells is an excellent tool for 
finding and measuring depths of the 
shells. A 19 mm (3/4-inch) diameter 
rigid, threaded pipe in 3 m (10-foot) 
lengths which can be coupled together 
is recommended. Follow-up checks to 
examine the surfaces of these deposits 
for depths of silt deposits and other 
features can be made using scuba. 

Determination of Beds 
Closed by Pollution 

This information should be available 
from the local health department. When 
data from surveys are available, a spe
cialist can prepare charts which would 
show the topography of the estuary, the 
bottom types and the distributions of 
shellfish beds, salinity, and pollution. 
The charts of the shellfish beds would 
show areas having high setting densities 
and what limiting factors are important 
on each. 

Shellfishery Operations 
and Statistical Profile 

The information is gathered by direct 
observations and interviewing of fisher
men, processors, and government per
sonnel. A specialist needs to learn all 
the details of each operation of the shell
fishery, emphasizing the design and use 
of each type of gear. In addition, he can 
gather data to form a statistical profile 
of the industry, because such profiles 
help to describe the fishery. Statistics 
are gathered on: 1) The number of boats 
and fishermen and 2) average shellfish 
catches per haul of gear and per boat per 
hour, day, and week, and the number of 
hours per day and days per week that 
fishermen gather shellfish. The gross 
and net earnings of a cross-section of 
perhaps ten fishermen and three or four 
processors and wholesalers, and a break
down of overhead expenses are com
piled if the data are available. 

Identity of Key Groups 
Associated with 
Shellfishery Development 

The groups of people to be involved 
with and affected by the program have 
to be identified. In addition, the power, 
incentives, and risks of each need to be 
determined and kept in mind when 
developing and thinking about imple
menting a program. These aspects can 
be determined by interviewing various 
people. 

Conducting Pilot Studies 

The state or local government would 
want to know what the payback would 
be for financial investments in its beds. 
Small-scale pilot projects would have to 
be conducted to provide this information. 

It is essential that sufficient informa
tion be gathered in reconnaissance and 
intensive surveys to build a solid pro
gram. Consultations with other biolo
gists and specialists should be made if 
any doubts exist about problems that are 
beyond a specialist's knowledge range. 
Too many times in the past, recommen
dations for shellfish development have 
been made from an inadequate informa
tion base, which is one of the reasons 
they were not implemented. 
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Educating the Public 

For a technology or program to be 
implemented in a public shellfishery, the 
evidence for probable benefits has to be 
substantial and it has to be presented to 
the public properly. A shellfish produc
tion specialist has to inform the fisher
men and local community about his 
findings through verbal, written, and, 
if possible, visual reports. Written re
ports should contain accurate data and 
be issued through an established, reli
able source, and they should have suf
ficient quality to serve as permanent 
records. A sloppy report will irritate 
people and they will consider it to be 
unimportant, the product of a disinter
ested bureaucracy. In recent years, scuba 
divers have available video cameras 
which can record scenes of shellfish 
bottoms and gear. The tapes can be 
shown to audiences on TV monitors. 

Educational Topics 

Educational material can be presented 
as it is gathered on the following topics: 

1) Setting potential of shellfish seed 
as compared with actual abundance on 
beds. The factors that limit setting den
sities are described. 

2) The extent of shellfish mortality 
from small seed to the legal gathering 
length, probably on a monthly basis. 
Identity of the mortality causes and their 
relative importance are also described. 

3) How use of a low-cost technology 
would increase shellfish abundance 
without risk to existing stocks or the 
environment. 

4) The results from test plots that 
show larger densities of shellfish where 
a method was used to improve the shell
fish's environment as compared with 
control plots. 

5) Any pertinent information from the 
literature. 

Distributing Reports 

Educational material should be sent 
to all recipients simultaneously. Most 
shellfishing communities have a few un
official leaders of points-of-view who 
may wish to remain as such. Thus, they 
may try to direct any new management 
proposals to their way of thinking. If 

they were to receive educational ma
terial from a specialist first, they may 
try to twist and downgrade their mean
ings in order that they can remain as the 
leaders of public opinion. When the 
other people finally receive the reports, 
their views towards a specialist's man
agement direction will then be shaded. 
On the other hand, if everyone receives 
reports simultaneously, the unofficial 
leaders will have difficulty changing 
people's minds. The goals and direction 
of shellfishery management, which a 
specialist has developed in concert with 
the leading fishermen and members of 
the community and administrator, have 
to prevail. 

In Long Island Sound, we sent a de
tailed report to each company after an 
examination of its beds. Examinations 
were made once every 2 weeks during 
the warmer months and once a month 
during the colder months. We were 
making a study over a 5-year period to 
identify and characterize the factors that 
limited oyster abundance. Most reports 
were analogous to a report card. They 
contained data which described the 
number of live and dead oysters on beds, 
the mortality causes and the presence of 
predators or silt on the beds, and the 
percentages of oysters that died within 
2-week or monthly intervals. About 100 
such reports were distributed. The con
cept of the percentage of shellfish dead 
was easily understood by the oyster 
growers. The possible methods for re
ducing mortalities were discussed ver
bally with the oystermen, who con
tributed ideas. 

Once or twice a year, observations 
were summarized in a bulletin which 
was sent to all companies. One bulletin 
described the means of improving the 
conditions of oyster setting beds, and 
another dealt with the identification of 
and suggestions for reducing oyster 
mortalities. Afterward, oyster growers 
did improve the condition of their set
ting beds and they reduced mortalities 
from predation and smothering in silt; 
thus, quantities of their oysters rose 
substantially. 

On Prince Edward Island, we issued 
five detailed reports to fishermen and 
two newspaper articles were released. 
In Mississippi, the time was not avail

able for individual reports; nevertheless, 
two newspaper articles and a radio and 
television story were released which de
scribed the oyster resource rehabilitation 
program to the fishermen and public. 

If a number of reports which contain 
information about high potentials for 
development are circulated and conver
sations have reinforced them, thinking 
patterns within the shellfishery concern
ing possible ways to increase shellfish 
abundance on the beds will likely be 
transformed from passive to active, with 
fishermen beginning to contribute more 
ideas. 

A report describing an enhancement 
program which i~ to be implemented 
should be issu~d well in advance of any 
action, so people have time to think 
about it. If they are not given such con
sideration, they may obstruct the action 
even though they would have approved 
of it later. The fishermen and local 0

pIe should not be railroaded into adopt
ing an action. 

Ideally, a specialist should try to pre
sent his findings in such a way that the 
community eventually pushes him to
wards developing and applying a pro
gram. He should not have to prod them 
into allowing the work to be done on the 
beds; rather, they prod him to do it. On 
Prince Edward Island, where the work 
involved transplanting oysters from poor 
to excellent bottoms which were other
wise barren of oysters, the fishermen 
were prodding me as an oyster produc
tion specialist to get on with it: "When 
are you going to get started," they 
needled. We did it by working closely 
for several months with the fishermen 
and local community and coming to the 
mutual conclusion that a large amount 
of benefit and no harm would result 
from such transplanting. 

It is important that the educational 
process be continued after field projects 
are underway for two reasons. First, a 
time lapse might exist between the im
plementation of a program on the beds 
and when the first generation of seed at
tains market size. Money would con
tinue to be spent on the program, but 
shellfish yields would not increase for 
a while. The only evident result would 
be much larger quantities of seed in the 
beds. Nevertheless, a specialist should 
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show seed samples to other local peo
ple and describe them verbally and in 
reports. The second reason is that after 
the program has been underway for a 
number of years and, it is hoped, fisher
men's yields, incomes, and employment 
are substantially higher, the administra
tors, politicians, and local people may 
come to believe that shellfish abundance 
will remain high without the program. 
To maintain the public's positive attitude 
toward the program, a specialist would 
need to present the necessary evidence. 

Shellfish production specialists would 
dispense the results of their work to 
other specialists and administrators by 
means of personal contacts, published 
papers in management journals, and 
viewings of video tapes. 

Developing a Shellfishery
 
Enhancement Program
 

The work which a shellfish produc
tion specialist does should be in the 
form of a program. The program should 
be outlined as it is developed, and even
tually be written up as a formal report. 

Objectives 

A shellfishery enhancement program 
should provide economic and social 
benefits. Thus the objectives should be 
to increase or stabilize: 1) Economic 
security and productivity of the people 
working within the shellfishery, 2) em
ployment opportunities and money sup
plies for the local community, and 3) 
shellfish supplies at reasonable prices 
for consumers. 

Maintaining Productive 
Public Beds 

The most good would emanate from 
a program in which shellfish production 
from the public beds was increased. An 
expansion of the public fishery would 
increase employment security and in
dividual incomes, create more jobs and 
improve the economic life in the local 
community. In addition, in the case of 
oysters, more seed would be available 
for private beds. In a word, it would pro
vide a wide sharing of the increased 
resource. 

In developing a program, a specialist 
should ensure that the public fishery re
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mains intact; he should try to develop 
technologies which will strengthen it. 
Such technologies may be more difficult 
to develop, but it does little good to 
develop any new ones unless they meet 
the needs of the public shellfishery. A 
specialist should not try to develop tech
nologies for increasing shellfish produc
tion and then try to restructure the shell
fishery to accommodate them. 

Leasing Some Bottoms 

An extensive leasing system current
ly exists in the eastern United States. 
Leases are mostly for oysters, but also 
for hard clams. Oysters are transplanted 
from public seed beds, which are some
times in polluted water, to leased grow
ing beds from which they are marketed. 
Hard clams are transplanted from public, 
polluted beds to leased growing beds 
from which they are marketed after a 
depuration period. In addition, hatch
eries usually require leases to function. 

Guidance from Local People 

As mentioned earlier, success in 
developing a sound program can be 
achieved only by a group effort. Thus 
constructive advice from the fishermen, 
local people, other biologists, and fish
ery administrators is always sought and 
welcomed during the developmental 
process. Regular discussions are held 
with these people, especially the fisher
men. Fishermen's minds are extremely 
alert to immediate problems, and thus 
they are excellent critics and can quickly 
point out the strengths and weaknesses 
of a technology and program. Discus
sions are also held with semi-interested 
local people to obtain perspectives on 
the merits of the proposed program. A 
specialist obtains answers to questions 
such as those listed below to determine 
the specific actions to be conducted. 

For public beds: 

1) What does the administrator want 
accomplished? 

2) What does the local community 
want accomplished? 

3) What do the fishermen, processors 
and wholesalers want and need? 

4) What kind of projects do the fish
ermen want most to be implemented? 

5) Is it feasible to make modifications 
for remedying deficiencies on each bed 
in question? 

6) What is required to increase shell
fish abundance in the beds? 

7) What are the costs and benefits of 
a modification such as a reduction in 
predator numbers? 

8) What resources (money, vessels, 
equipment and manpower) are available 
for making modifications? 

9) What has to be constructed? 
10) What stumbling blocks are pres

ent? 
11) What laws and regulations that ap

ply to the fishery have to be considered? 
12) Do any risks to various associated 

people exist? 
13) Will low-cost loans be available to 

the fishery if needed? 
14) Will market promotion be needed? 

For shellfish companies: 

1) What do the shellfish companies, 
processors and wholesalers want and 
need? 

2) What projects do the companies 
want most to be implemented? The re
maining questions are the same as 5-14 
for public beds. 

Formulate a Program 

The formulation of a management 
plan is done in steps: 

1) Data on shellfish productivity, and 
positive and negative physical and bio
logical features of the beds, are listed. 
Charts are examined that show bottom 
types and depths, distributions of shell 
deposits, predators, silt, pollution, and 
bottoms available for expanding beds. 

2) The technologies needed to in
crease shellfish abundance are listed. 

3) The rehabilitative measures which 
the fishermen desire and will accept on 
the beds are listed. 

4) A program is designed which con
tains the best solutions with available 
resources for increasing shellfish abun
dance, and which states the objectives 
to accomplish within a certain time 
period. 

Various combinations of available in
formation and methods are fitted togeth
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er to try to form a workable, produc
tive program. A specialist lays out a 
tentative plan, refits certain aspects, and 
adds new ideas and information to try 
to devise workable measures. It may not 
be possible to list a precise and defini
tive set of recommendations, and so a 
set of alternatives with an analysis of the 
consequences of each is then the best 
approach. A few recyclings of the plan 
will bring it into sharper focus, teach 
people more about it, and provide for 
much better critiques, while enhancing 
communication. 

Keep Ideas and Gear Simple 

The program has to be simple in con
cept so it can be easily understood by 
fishermen and local people. Moreover, 
the simpler the program structure (the 
fewer components it has), the better it 
will be conducted. An effective program 
might consist of only one type of action 
on the beds, accomplished by towing a 
simple type of gear over the bottom. 
Statements to the public about the pro
gram should be simple and clear. The 
simpler a statement is, the more power
ful it can be. 

Most advances in shellfisheries have 
stemmed from simple ideas. As exam
ples, in the 1940's, the State of Maryland 
said that the oyster supply must be in
creased, and it could be done by spread
ing shells over barren bottoms. Huge 
quantities of shells were available in up
per Chesapeake Bay. All the state had 
to do was to have the shells mined and 
spread over good setting beds; after
ward, the seed oysters were transplanted 
to market beds. On Prince Edward Is
land, the oyster supply also had to be 
increased. In one area, quantities of 
oysters were available in a river chan
nel; in another, they were available on 
an intertidal flat. In each case, all the 
Province had to do was to transplant 
them from those areas and later trans
plant quantities of fossil shells from 
other areas to suitable beds nearby. 

I have been told that increasing shell
fish abundance by means of environ
mental improvement on public beds can
not be achieved easily because it is too 
difficult to sell to the local people, i.e., 
it is too complicated to explain briefly. 
People do not want to get involved in 

complicated explanations and if they do 
not understand a program, they are not 
likely to support it, because they fear 
and resist what they do not understand. 
The public, which would be only semi
interested, usually wants to grasp an 
idea in only one or two simple mental 
images. Thus a specialist will have to 
develop simple statements to explain a 
program. A good rule is: Develop a pro
gram concept which takes no longer 
than 10 seconds or perhaps two sen
tences to explain. Some suggested exam
ples are: 

"We are going to wash the silt off the 
oyster seed beds; when we do it, seed 
abundance will increase substantially." 

"We are going to control the predators 
because they consume at least 95 per
cent of the clams; when we do it, clam 
abundance will increase substantially." 

"We are going to thin the eelgrass 
stands in the bay scallop beds; when we 
do it, scallop abundance will increase 
substantially." 

The gear used to improve the beds 
should also be as simple as possible. 
Simple equipment is easier and cheaper 
to construct and is easier to operate; 
breakdowns absorb less time to repair. 

Develop Technologies 

New technologies may be needed to 
accomplish objectives such as: 1) Pre
paring oyster seed beds which have been 
in poor condition for receiving oyster 
sets, 2) controlling predators such as 
oyster drills and crustaceans on shellfish 
beds, and 3) modifying eelgrass stands 
on bay scallop beds. They would be 
used to prepare many acres of beds. In 
addition, technologies may be needed to 
help fishermen handle larger quantities 
of shellfish. 

Only a small amount of engineering 
development work has been done in any 
aspect of shellfisheries, including equip
ment development for improving the 
condition of beds and the gathering and 
processing phases, by public or private 
agencies. Nearly all the gear now used 
has been developed by fishermen and 
blacksmiths who have had little time or 
money for experimentation with differ
ent designs. 

The objective is to produce a technol
ogy that is appropriate or tailor-made 
to meet a specific need. By definition, 
if the technology is "appropriate," it will 
be adopted. Mahler (1980) discussed ap
propriate technology as follows: "The 
principle of appropriate technology... 
calls for sound materials and methods 
that are socially acceptable in a particu
lar context, directed against relevant 
problems and effectively delivered, by 
affordable systems, where they are most 
needed. The generation of appropriate 
technology is not easy; often it calls for 
the highest scientific sophistication and 
perceptiveness ... Appropriate technol
ogy is often simple technology, but it is 
not simple-minded." 

A shellfish production specialist needs 
a correct attitude to develop the gear and 
implement the program. First, he should 
carefully define the objective which he 
is attempting to reach. Second, he should 
conceive a solution and then go right to 
work experimenting with prototypes. 
Third, he should test them and then fix 
the weak points to get them to work. He 
should not say: "It has never been done 
before, so let's not do it." The guiding 
principal is to "get the biggest bang for 
the buck," i.e., to produce a technology 
which yields the largest return possible 
in relation to its cost. A technology 
should not be more sophisticated and 
expensive than is necessary for the 
purpose. 

A specialist has to take the entire re
sponsibility for details about the design 
of a technology, or else be sure that such 
details can be mapped out by the black
smith or workers in a shipyard. Other
wise, they might not construct anything 
unless the design is complete, including 
such details as the sizes of bolts and the 
bevel angle on the lip of a door hatch 
of a dredge. The reason is that they will 
not take the risk of being blamed if the 
technology does not work; they might 
not be paid for the work or they might 
lose future contracts. 

When I was on Prince Edward Island, 
we gave a blacksmith the job of con
structing two oyster dredges and a ship
yard the job of constructing and rigging 
a catamaran which was built around the 
hulls of two lobster boats; they were to 
be used for transplanting oysters. Neith-
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er had constructed them before and they 
did not know how to do it. The con
struction started off slowly and stopped 
more than once in each case. At first, 
it seemed as though the workers were 
merely slow and indolent. On closer in
spection, we found, however, that they 
stopped at points where further con
struction details were not supplied. 

We did not know the details of the 
dredge's design and had to ask an oys
ter grower in New York State to send 
photographs of a dredge. Upon seeing 
them, the blacksmith, with my nod, 
went ahead and quickly completed the 
dredges, which later worked very well. 
I remained with the workers in the ship
yard for about a week until the catama
ran was completed, taking responsibility 
for all estimates we had to make about 
the design; the workers completed all 
construction quickly when they were 
directed what to do. 

Technologies which have the possibil
ity of increasing shellfish abundances 
have been developed only rarely. It is 
likely when one is developed by the spe
cialist and his associates that other peo
ple will be eager to test it. However, they 
are not likely to have the knowledge 
about how to use it correctly. Neither 
are they likely to have much patience 
when testing it, since they did not devel
op it. If their tests are unsuccessful, the 
technology may be discredited. Thus, a 
specialist should personally field test a 
technology which he believes will work. 
It is recommended that he should not 
mention the technology outside of his 
immediate working group, if he and the 
group cannot design and test it, for the 
same reason. 

Ifa technology is being developed for 
fishennen, it is important to involve two 
or three fishennen in its development. 
This reduces the problems of technol
ogy transfer to other fishennen. 

Judging Whether a 
Technology Will Be Successful 

Assuming that an increase in shellfish 
abundance would meet the principal 
need of the fishery, a strategy is de
signed in which technologies are devel
oped to control major limiting factors. 
The following aspects should be consid
ered when designing such a technology 
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or a program, to judge whether it will 
be successful. 

1) Relative advantage. The fishermen 
and other associated key groups of peo
ple have to be shown that adoption will 
be beneficial: A substantial increase in 
employment and wages of the fisher
men, at least as much as 50 percent. 
The fishennen and associated people in 
the program should all have incentive to 
have the technology developed. 

2) Compatibility. The technology or 
programs must be compatible from 
three aspects: a) It must be practicable 
and mean no more than minor changes 
in any established fishing practices; b) 
it cannot hann other fisheries, and c) it 
must be acceptable socially (it cannot 
be a taboo symbol, which people might 
reject as unacceptable or improper to 
their value standards). 

3) Simplicity. Ifpeople do not under
stand the goal and how it is to be 
reached, they will reject the idea. 

4) Divisibility. It should be possible 
to test a technology on small plots which 
will not affect the principal beds. 

5) Reversibility. The withdrawal from 
the use of a technology or program 
should be easy and without any linger
ing consequences if its use does not 
work. A pennanent building or boat that 
cannot be used for any other purpose 
should not be constructed. 

6) Relative expense. The new technol
ogy or program should absorb only a 
small amount of the local community's 
resources, including time, money and 
manpower. 

7) Failure consequences. The use of 
a technology should not injure the shell
fish or the beds in any substantive way 
or result in the loss of substantive time 
or money. The risks to the fishennen 
and the positions of associated key peo
ple in the program should be minimal. 

Selecting Beds 

Careful selection of beds to cultivate 
is important because returns will dimin
ish rapidly if attempts are made to cul
tivate beds with major environmental 
deficiencies for the target shellfish; the 
costs of creating a favorable environ
ment for shellfish may be too high on 
poor beds. Beds that contain many pred

ators, whose numbers are expensive to 
reduce, should be avoided. 

It is more efficient to make improve
ments on beds that already support com
mercial shellfishing, because: 1) They 
receive substantial shellfish sets almost 
annually, 2) most environmental factors 
for shellfish are nearly optimum, and 3) 
they usually have only one or two major 
limiting factors for shellfish. Manage
ment of a bed will involve searching out 
a fruitful middle ground between doing 
nothing and a complete overhaul of the 
bed's environment. It will require the 
specialist's best judgement to determine 
how much of a positive result an im
provement will produce. 

Using Hatchery Seed 

The possibility of using hatchery
reared seed to increase shellfish supplies 
on the beds should be considered. The 
planting of hatchery seed would likely 
require less manipulation of the environ
ments of beds, at least any bottom prep
aration to collect natural sets. Thus a 
community would be spared from doing 
this. After the seed is obtained, it would 
have to be spread on the beds and then 
be given some protection from preda
tors. Before investing in hatchery seed, 
however, a community should estimate 
the number of these seed that will grow 
to market size and be gathered by the 
fishennen. Possibly, the quantity of 
natural seed already on the beds is many 
times larger than that of the hatchery 
seed to be added, and thus the gain in 
abundance of market size shellfish 
might not be worth the seed cost. 

The existence of hatcheries makes it 
possible to increase the size of shellfish 
spawning stocks if these become too 
small to seed the beds. In addition, a 
specialist can obtain seed from hatch
eries to make various kinds of tests on 
beds if natural seed is difficult to obtain. 

Keep Risks Low 

A specialist must try to lighten any 
risks which are present. Otherwise, the 
people who have put their economic 
future and their reputations and posi
tions on the line for the program may 
become fearful that the risks are too 
large and withdraw support for the pro
gram, thus preventing implementation. 
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Set the Program 
on a Large Scale 
Whenever Possible 

After pilot studies confmn its feasibil
ity and establish its profitability, the pro
gram should be conducted on a relative
ly large scale to result in substantial 
increases in shellfish abundance and 
production. A specialist should design 
a program for public or private beds that 
will at least double or treble shellfish 
abundance if possible. If increases are 
smaller, local people might believe that 
they are from natural variations in abun
dance. Thus, many acres of beds should 
be improved. 

Keep the Program Flexible 

The design of a program should be 
flexible, because the community might 
change its thinking, conditions on beds 
might change, technologies might im
prove, or new information might be
come available about the beds. A spe
cialist may have to steer around and 
between many fixed points to achieve 
success. Ifa particular course of action 
does not seem to be promising, the spe
cialist must stop and ask himself what 
course will work. 

Be Cautious About 
Introducing Technologies 
and Programs 

A strong warning is made here against 
hasty, reckless implementations of new 
technologies on beds and new manage
ment programs. A specialist should keep 
in mind the words of the philosopher, 
Goethe, who wrote: "There is nothing 
more frightful in human affairs than ig
norance in action." Nothing should ever 
be implemented that obviously threatens 
the earnings and security of fishermen; 
those should be guaranteed. A specialist 
should be guided by the physician's 
maxim: "First, do no harm." 

The line between benefit and harm 
can be narrow. Even with the best of in
tentions and at the cost of infinite pa
tience and care in planning, it is still 
possible for a boat, towing gear under 
the guidance of a specialist, to damage 
the shellfish and the beds. If the dam
age to the beds is extensive, shellfish 
abundance could be reduced for a con

siderable time. A safe way to introduce 
a method is to proceed slowly, making 
tests in small areas, then testing on in
creasingly larger areas, improving meth
ods as tests proceed. Another conser
vative measure is to limit the number of 
trials in anyone year; do not take on 
more than can be comfortably managed 
and observed. 

In addition, serious consideration 
should be given to the character of a 
program, the number of methods imple
mented, and the amount of development 
desired in a shellfishery. Development 
can extend too far with harmful social 
cost. Overdevelopment might lead to the 
loss and spoiling of positive human 
values related to fishing. 

A specialist should interview a large 
cross-section of fishermen and local 
people about the value of a technology 
or program, keeping an ear open to op
position to their use. The attitude of 
these people has to be used as the final 
judge of whether to implement the im
provement. A specialist should back off 
and reexamine a proposal if many of the 
level-headed, responsible fishermen 
oppose it, although he can ignore oppo
sition from the usual group of complain
ers. A good guideline is: If most fish
ermen are negative, the technology or 
program should not be implemented; on 
the other hand, if the fishermen are 
positive and urge a specialist to imple
ment them, they should be implemented 
and it is likely they will be beneficial. 

Consider Extension of Credit 

A specialist may have to help some 
sector of the fishery obtain a loan, if the 
program has indeed produced an in
crease in shellfish abundance. For ex
ample, the private fishermen, buyers, 
and wholesalers may not have enough 
money for purchasing new equipment or 
the buyers and wholesalers enough 
money for sharp increases in shellfish 
supplies. This circumstance could 
markedly slow and inhibit development 
in the shellfishery. Money is available 
from banks but often only at exorbitant 
interest rates. The local government, as 
its part in the program to rehabilitate the 
shellfishery, might be able to offer low 
cost loans to fishermen and buyers or 
loan guarantees. 

Consider Market Promotion 

A specialist may have to become in
volved in market promotion if the pro
gram is to succeed, because the market 
may not purchase a sudden increase in 
the shellfish supply. If market demand 
for the shellfish is weak, increases in 
production will be minimal at first, even 
though supplies are increased. Besides, 
most markets will not absorb an ever
increasing supply of a food crop, in
cluding shellfish, without resistance in 
the form of falling prices. If prices fall 
substantially, the fishery may reach a 
point where it is handling relatively 
large quantities of shellfish at low prices, 
a condition which translates into in
creased work and use of equipment 
while not yielding higher incomes. Thus 
the enhanced production must fit into 
the supply and demand characteristics 
of the region, and if supply exceeds de
mand, the consumers, not the fisher
men, benefit. 

Promotion of shellfish in distant mar
kets is far beyond the scope of the public 
fishermen and small companies to con
duct, although local seafood festivals 
can contribute to market development. 

Market promotion can be as simple 
as the alerting of wholesalers that sup
plies will become larger in the near 
future and sending shellfish samples to 
wholesalers to let them see the quality 
of the product. Promotion can also in
volve advertising by a public agency. In 
the late 1960's and early 1970's, the Mar
keting Services Division, National 
Marine Fisheries Service, Gloucester, 
Mass., promoted oysters at the request 
of the Oyster Institute of North Ameri
ca, to help relieve an over-supply caused 
by the irruption in oyster abundance in 
Long Island Sound. The promotion in
volved placement of oyster recipes in 
newspapers and national magazines and 
preparing a recipe for a cooking pro
gram on national public television. No 
analysis was made concerning the effec
tiveness of the promotion, but the Long 
Island Sound oyster companies related 
that the market demand for oysters did 
improve. 

Write a Planning Document 

It is desirable that th~ details of every 
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technology to be used and all phases of 
a program be described in a report. 
Such a report is essential if in an un
fortunate circumstance the specialist 
does not happen to be present to super
vise and handle all phases of the imple
mentation of a program. The beds are 
not likely to be rehabilitated if the de
tails of the program are incompletely 
known, because the next person to be 
in charge, perhaps a person who had 
been an associate specialist, would not 
like to guess about conducting any 
phases of a new program. He would fear 
that he will make mistakes and be held 
accountable for them. In a circumstance 
in which every phase is clearly de
scribed, he could blame the program or 
its authors if the result is negative. An
other reason for a detailed report relates 
to the fishery administrators and politi
cians. If they do not understand all 
aspects of a program and cannot be con
vinced that they will be successful, they 
will likely postpone authorizing its im
plementation. They, too, may fear that 
it is unsound and will weaken the shell
fishery and thus threaten their positions. 

A well conceived program will like
ly change the mood of the fishermen 
from conservative and negative to op
timistic and positive. The effect will 
stimulate further actions to control sec
ondary predators and to develop other 
areas which currently limit the shellfish
ery. On the other hand, a poorly con
ceived program will contribute to gen
eral malaise and disillusionment within 
the fishery and local community about 
the capability of government bodies to 
act constructively. 

Putting a Technology
 
Into Use or
 

Implementing a Program
 

An anonymous author once wrote: 
"The great end of knowledge is virtuous 
action." Transferring knowledge and 
ideas into human affairs, however, is 
usually extremely difficult. In recorded 
history, only an infinitesimally small 
proportion of ideas proposed for devel
opment in any realm of human affairs 
has ever been implemented; moreover, 
a high percentage of implemented ideas 
has not endured. Heretofore, no list of 
rules or suggestions for implementing 
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shellfish technologies and programs has 
existed, and thus a discussion of im
plementation and such a list will be 
presented here. 

Some Guidance From 
the Agricultural Literature 

Since its inception, the formal field 
of scientific agriculture has had a great 
deal of experience in trying to transfer 
its findings to commercial farming prac
tice. Nevertheless, only in the past 30 
years or so has the field developed some 
useful literature on the subject. Nearly 
all writers emphasize that the span from 
proposal to implementation is usually 
long and precarious. They also empha
size that the rate at which an innovation 
is adopted depends on its profitability. 
The following comments and rules 
about implementing from the agricul
tural literature are instructive. 

Gable and Springer (1976): "The pro
cess of innovation is much more com
plicated in agriculture than industry, 
where a vast technology exists and is 
often transferable without modification. 
In agriculture what is known is not 
always easily transferred or adapted. 
Farming is only partly subject to human 
control; climate, soil, water, wind and 
so on are difficult to manipulate. To the 
extent that the human factor is influen
tial, there are millions of individuals 
who have to be informed and motivated 
to change-and the advantages of new 
processes have to be clearly demon
strated. Where risks are high, the per
sons who are wholly dependent on their 
own production for survival may be the 
least willing to innovate. The task of 
government-to achieve agricultural 
development in the least-developed 
countries-is monumental". 

Chambers and Wickremanayake 
(1977): "Technology presented to farm
ers should be worth adopting, as all too 
often it is not. Where innovations are 
highly beneficial, they will be adopted 
rapidly, extension or no; and converse
ly, no amount of excellent communica
tion can spread a poor innovation." 

Chambers and Maxwell (1981): "Im
plementation .. .is the crux. Good ideas 
which are not implementable are bad 
ideas, at least for the time being. The 
best way forward may be to develop a 

repertoire of interventions which are 
simple, manageable, replicatable and ef
fective, and which involve rural people 
as partners. Analysis is the easier part; 
the greater challenge is action. Ways for
ward may be sought through combina
tions of analysis, action programs, eval
uation and then training and replication. 
Such measures might. .. increase agri
cultural production and benefit those 
who are poorer and weaker". 

Paddock and Paddock (1964): "Farm
ers, like everyone else, cannot afford to 
try out the new until convinced it will 
pay a higher profit than the present. 
Telling them is not enough. They must 
see the results demonstrated before their 
eyes in their own valley". 

Wortman and Cummings (1978): Re
garding the success of the wheat pro
gram in Mexico in which new varieties 
were adopted rapidly by farmers, they 
say, "Research and extension were com
bined. As the researchers solved the 
problems limiting production, they 
demonstrated repeatedly-at field days, 
on private farms, to national leaders and 
to farm groups-how higher yields 
could be obtained. Instead of separating 
research and extension there was one 
program that began on the research sta
tion and ended with use of the varieties 
and practices by the farmers." 

Some Guidance From 
the Industrial Literature 

Reisman and deKluyver (1975) list 
some useful points about program devel
opment in an industrial setting which 
also apply to programs for enhancing 
shellfisheries. Most of these points about 
implementing have been mentioned al
ready, but since effective implementa
tion has been so rare it is worth restating 
them in this slightly different context. 

1) The researcher should secure active 
participation of management (in shell
fisheries, the fishery administrator and 
politician) and the ultimate user (in shell
fisheries, the fishermen, processors, and 
marketers) throughout the study, par
ticularly in the initial phases when the 
program is planned, the problems de
fined and the methodology selected. 
Moreover, the users should become in
volved enough in the study to accept it 
as at least partially theirs. A study done 
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in isolation of management and the 
users will meet with a great amount of 
resistance in the implementation phase. 
Unless the users are intimately familiar 
with the study, a) the researcher may 
have the wrong perception of the users' 
needs and solve, albeit correctly, the 
wrong problem and b) the users will feel 
uneasy about the researcher's presence. 
Users are the key to success; they must 
be involved from the outset-the deeper 
the better. 

2) Select projects which have a high 
probability of success. That is, projects 
that take a relatively short time to com
plete, are relatively simple in the techni
cal sense, and have high potential. The 
objective is to impress people with re
sults that are immediate and highly visi
ble. There should also be long-term ob
jectives that involve basic studies and 
projects that have higher risks involved. 

3) Before the decision to implement 
is made, potential results should be 
carefully examined. This confirmation 
process can take many forms. Experi
ence shows that simulation (results on 
test plots of shellfish) can be a power
ful tool in this process. With this tech
nique, it is possible to show manage
ment, using the same data set, how the 
present system (the uncultivated beds) 
operates, how management thought the 
present system was operating, and how 
the new system (new shellfish manage
ment program) might operate if the new 
decision rules are used. It implicitly 
demonstrates the results of the study and 
generally makes a strong impression on 
management. This kind of reporting is 
easily understood by and communicated 
to management and thus favors the 
chances for implementation. 

4) Continuous reporting of data and 
continuous planning for implementation 
during all phases of the study are em
phasized as other important determi
nants of success. A postaudit after the 
implementation and elimination of ini
tial bugs in the new system is advisable. 

Some Additional Rules 

A technology should be completely 
developed and proven effective before 
being shown or demonstrated to fisher
men. The purpose is to maintain the 
shellfish production specialist's credibil

ity: He demonstrates only finished tech
nologies that work. 

The purposes of increasing the mech
anization of gathering shellfish by fish
ermen are to increase the productivity 
or output of fishermen and vessels or 
reduce the fishermen's work load. De
velopment of a new technology for 
gathering shellfish is difficult and ex
acting, because it has to: 1) Fit easily 
into the existing cultivation system, 2) 
have reasonable cost, 3) provide for a 
short-term (1-4 weeks or, at most, a 
season) recovery of the money which it 
costs the fishermen, and 4) provide a 
gain that is guaranteed, save for un
planned events such as poor weather. A 
fishermen or company will use a new 
technology only if it meets a need or 
otherwise represents a better alternative 
to one which they already use. 

Increased mechanization of harvest
ing gear in the public shellfishery has 
to be planned carefully. If unwisely 
used, it could reduce employment. For 
example, if fishermen were allowed to 
use a more efficient type of equipment, 
such as larger dredge for oysters, each 
fisherman would take more oysters per 
day, assuming that no daily limit on the 
catch exisited. The result might be a 
larger than usual supply in the market, 
causing a drop in price, and a more 
rapid than usual depletion of oysters 
from the beds, causing some unemploy
ment. Increased mechanization for 
increasing gathering rates should be 
considered only when a program that in
creases shellfish supplies on beds and 
promotion of oyster sales is underway. 

A problem with implementing an im
proved technology in a private fishery 
is: Which company will construct it 
first? In practice, a progressive company 
will usually try it and then the others 
will copy it if it works. The progressive 
company is disadvantaged because it has 
to work out any procedures for using it. 
Moreover, the remaining companies 
will probably improve the design of the 
technology, leaving the progressive com
pany with the least efficient, most ex
pensive model. The progressive com
pany can be "reimbursed" by receiving 
more assistance from a specialist than 
the others. Progressive companies will 
usually try out new methods, at least on 

a small, inexpensive scale, to encourage 
continued developmental activity by 
public agencies. 

A shellfish production specialist has 
the responsibility for personally imple
menting and initially overseeing the con
duct of the program. A specialist should 
not give the responsibility for imple
menting a program on a commercial 
scale to someone else and then leave the 
community. If he does, no further ac
tions are likely to take place and thus 
the assignment will not be successful. 
If the person left in charge tries to im
plement the program and cannot do it 
properly, the assignment of a specialist 
will still be unsuccessful, even though 
the specialist may say: "The program 
worked well in the pilot tests; thus the 
fault lies not with the program, but with 
poor implementation." The program 
could probably be implemented by the 
associate specialist if he has a detailed 
report to use as a guide. A separate 
problem with the specialist's leaving is 
that other people may have different 
plans. If so, when he leaves, these peo
ple will encourage use of their own plan, 
while discouraging the use of his. 

A specialist can follow the steps listed 
below to initiate implementation: 

1) Design the introduction. Look for 
channels, allies; consider timing and 
climate (Is this a good time?). 

2) Ask for a final review and approval 
by the fishermen and local people. The 
tone of presentation should be suppor
tive and adaptive, rather than revolu
tionary with recommendations to dis
place traditional elements. 

A specialist has to have some control 
over resources and people during the im
plementation phase. Initially, he should 
define the jobs that are necessary to im
plement the strategy and then find peo
ple with the necessary skills and desire 
to carry it out. He should supervise the 
construction of any technologies and 
have responsibility for using them on the 
beds, and he has supervisory respon
sibility over the boat captains and crews. 

An enhancement program will work 
only if it is well conducted, no matter 
how well it was designed. Every opera
tion must be executed well to achieve 
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the desired result. Operations should 
be designed with some built-in safety 
margins. 

When vessel operations begin with a 
technology being towed, the beds in
volved should be inspected regularly, 
two or three times a week at first with 
scuba, if possible, to determine whether 
adjustments should be made. Some
times, only a slight adjustment in pro
cedure by the boat crew can substantial
ly increase the quantity or quality of 
shellfish produced. If any major mis
takes are made, the fishermen may dis
cover them later, and, most likely, they 
will oriticize the program. If the criti
cism is severe, the administrator Oi 

politidhms might have to discontinue the 
program. 

If ~ specialist is willing to direct the 
implementation and oversee early oper
ations, it proves that he believes in the 
program. Thus the fishermen and local 
people will have much more confidence 
than if the program is not supervised in 
the beginning or if he leaves the scene 
and asks someone else to oversee it. 

Coordinating and
 
Guiding a Program
 

Coordinating Production Routes 

The potential actions of each compo
nent directly and indirectly related to 
shellfish production ought to be coor
dinated by a shellfish production spe
cialist to bring about an actual increase 
and stabilization in production and sup
plies to the market. If more shellfish 
become available on the beds, the fisher
men will gather more for sale and more 
will be available for the remaining com
ponents to purchase. Each has to be pre
pared to handle the shellfish and each 
will anticipate a larger profit from han
dling them. Consumers will have to be 
convinced that the shellfish is a better 
choice than the other food they usually 
buy. Cpordination might involve help
ing to attract new buyers to the shell
fishing business, arranging low cost 
loans for buyers and wholesalers, modi
fying truck routes, and arranging for 
market promotion. 

Annual Consultations 

After the establishment of a program 
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to increase shellfish abundance in a 
locality, it is necessary for a specialist 
to consult, at least several days a year, 
with operating personnel on the beds 
and local fishermen, administrators, and 
politicians. Such consultations would in
clude examinations of each bed and 
discussions about: 1) What actions to 
take to maintain high shellfish abun
dance, 2) how to keep the program on 
track, and 3) how to improve efficiency 
of operations. A program may gradual
ly fail to function if not stimulated by 
such consulting. The presence of a spe
cialist is also needed to maintain a pro
gram in a private shellfishery. 

Handling Opponents of a Program 

It is likely that fishermen and the local 
people will support a sound program 
which produces substantial increases in 
shellfish abundance and earnings with
out damaging the beds. Nevertheless, a 
tiny minority of fishermen may oppose 
the program. These will usually be fish
ermen who have low status and who 
habitually oppose new ideas. They may 
consistently look for weaknesses in the 
program and then spread negative ru
mors to sabotage it. Their activities have 
some benefit because they keep the spe
cialist alert about all factors regarding 
the program. The negative rumors can 
be quelled through conversations, issu
ing of reports and showing samples of 
shellfish from beds. The program is also 
maintained on course by: 

1) Anticipating questions or arguments 
in advance and having well-prepared 
answers for them. The most common 
question will be: what is the program 
going to do for me? 

2) Avoiding statements that are not 
factual; thorough knowledge of all as
pects is required to do this. 

3) Being aware of negative rumors; if 
they do arise, nipping them in the bud. 

4) Having a consistently positive at
titude; confidence that operations on 
beds will be successful is required. 

5) Not making mistakes when con
ducting field operations; thorough 
knowledge and constant supervision at 
the beginning are required. 

Some Remarks About 
an Assignment 

Handling Unanticipated Crises 

Possibly, the shellfish beds of a com
munity will be threatened by some kind 
of external development. The develop
ment might include: 1) Channel dredg
ing through the beds, 2) filling of beds 
or a nearby marsh with sediment, 3) 
construction of a marina or housing on 
the shore, 4) mining of sand and gravel, 
5) diversions of fresh water, or 6) the 
spreading of pollution from a sewage 
plant, industry, or nonpoint source. 
Some of these proposed environmental 
developments may have little to do with 
shellfish production. The community 
may consider that the shellfish produc
tion specialist is their biological and en
vironmental expert and thus may expect 
him to predict the effects which the 
developments will have on aquatic habi
tats and shellfish. Thus they may ask 
him to represent the community'S inter
ests in public hearings on these matters. 
Another type of crisis is of a personal 
nature. A fisherman might have some 
misfortune such as an illness in his fam
ily and turn to the specialist for spiritual 
comfort. A specialist has the respon
sibility to handle such crises to the best 
of his ability. 

Initiating an Assignment 

Most likely, an administrator of a 
town, county, or state government, or 
manager of a shellfish company, would 
seek out a shellfish production specialist 
to develop a shellfishery enhancement 
program for itself. However, such au
thorities may not be aware that any 
potential exists for increasing the pro
ductivity of its shellfishery. A way in 
which a specialist can initiate an assign
ment is to ask these authorities if he 
could make studies of the condition of 
its beds for settlement of larval shellfish 
and mortalities of seed. After a few 
months, the specialist would then pre
sent his data to the authorities and 
describe to them how the control of fac
tors limiting shellfish abundance would 
enhance their shellfishery. He would 
then try to convince them to support him 
in an enhancement program. 
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When Should an 
Assignment Begin? 

In an assignment in which the objec
tive is to increase the shellfish supply, 
the most important activities on the beds 
will be to identify the factors that limit 
it. Thus, an assignment should start near 
the beginning of the setting period. My 
assignments in Prince Edward Island 
and Mississippi, which began in early 
August and about the first of July, re
spectively, were during oyster setting 
seasons. I was able to evaluate the con
ditions of the major setting beds. 

How Long Should 
an Assignment Last? 

This depends partly on the experience 
of the specialist. I believe that a year is 
the minimum time for a specialist to 
evaluate conditions, develop appropriate 
technologies, set up a sound program, 
convince people that it is sound, and 
train an associate specialist and the boat 
captains and crews to run a program so 
it can continue if he should leave. My 
assignment in Mississippi lasted only 5 
weeks, the month of July 1975 and 1 
week in November 1975. As mentioned 
above, I was able to determine that the 
oyster reefs were in relatively poor con
dition for receiving an oyster set, to test 
a technology for removing mud from 
one of the reefs, and to set up a vessel 
owned by the state for transplanting 
oysters. In addition, I was able to write 
a report of recommendations to improve 
the oyster fishery. However, the time was 
not available to develop a better program 
or more technologies, to train person
nel on vessels to operate the technol
ogies, or to allow time for fishery admin
istrators in the Mississippi Conservation 
Commission to become familiar enough 
with the program to see that it con
tinued. The program endured for only 
a few weeks after I left, with little result. 

Who Deserves Credit 
for Success? 

A successful shellfish enhancement 
program will have many contributors. 
Each person involved will probably feel 
that he or she contributed more than he 
actually did; it is human nature. A spe
cialist should use the pronoun "we" 

rather than "I" when discussing credit 
for a successful program. 

Some Final Thoughts 

In the past, "field work" in shellfish
eries management usually has been 
given to the least trained personnel on 
the staff of a fisheries agency. As biol
ogists gained in experience, they were 
given increasingly less field duty and in
creasingly more administrative duties 
and were replaced in the field by people 
with less experience than themselves. In 
many instances, the experienced biol
ogists became full-time administrators. 
Developmental work involving the iden
tification and control of limiting factors 
of shellfish in commercial beds and in
teractions with fishermen, local people, 
and administrators and politicians, how
ever, requires the first-hand involvement 
of highly capable and experienced peo
ple to be effective. Thus, perhaps we 
should follow the policy of the public 
health field in which the most highly 
trained and capable people, i.e., the 
medical doctors, are the people who 
deal with patients and have the most ex
perienced, highly paid people doing the 
field work. 

The tone of this paper may sound too 
optimistic to some readers. It is not easy 
to manipulate some underwater shellfish 
environments. For instance, control of 
oyster drills and crabs has not, as yet, 
been achieved in most places, though it 
has been attempted sporadically for 
many years. 

This guide for the enhancement of 
shellfisheries in estuaries and bays might 
also be applied to shellfisheries on the 
continental shelf off the eastern United 
States. Commercial fisheries for the surf 
clam, Spisula solidissima; ocean qua
hog, Arctica islandica; sea scallop, 
Placopecten magellanicus; and calico 
scallop, Argopecten gibbus, exist on the 
continental shelf. The surf clam and 
probably the other three species have 
predators which take nearly all of their 
juveniles (MacKenzie et. al., 1985). It 
may be possible to adapt this enhance
ment guide to increase abundances of 
these shellfish. 

Conclusion 

The shellfish resources on public beds 

within estuaries anj bays of eastern 
United States are the common property 
of local citizens. Abundances and yields 
of shellfish can likely be increased sub
stantially in many localities. The in
creases will be for the benefit of us all 
and will fulfill the aspirations which 
local people have had for prosperous 
shellfisheries. The prevailing uncertain
ty of fishermen about the future will be 
replaced with a reasonable degree of 
stability, predictability, and prosperity. 
Fishermen will gain larger earnings and 
perhaps longer working lives and can 
remain in their communities working in 
a preferred occupation. Improvement in 
the economy of the entire shellfishery 
and local communities will follow and 
a more controlled, larger supply of 
moderately priced shellfish will be 
available for our citizens. A shellfish 
production specialist and administrators 
will likely achieve such a result if they 
enjoy their work, have the fishermen's 
best interests at heart, treat people as in
dividuals, and are truthful and honest. 

Part II: Reference Material 

Part II of this guide provides shellfish 
production specialists with background 
information about the shellfishing in
dustries in eastern United States. It is 
composed of four sections. Section I 
describes the distributions and yields of 
oysters, hard clams, soft clams, and bay 
scallops. Section II is a statistical sum
mary of the shellfishing industries. Sec
tion III describes the life cycle of shell
fish, factors governing their abundance, 
natural fluctuations in abundance, and 
the condition of beds. Section IV de
scribes characteristics of shellfisheries 
and shellfishermen of eastern United 
States; it is rather extensive because 
such a description has not been made 
before. 

Section I. Shellfish
 
Distributions and Yields
 

The broad, mostly level-bottom estu
aries and bays of eastern United States 
contain many shellfish beds whose areas 
range in size from a small fraction of 
a hectare, or less than an acre, to at least 
a hundred hectares (250 acres). Typical 
water depths over the beds are 1-5 m 
(3-16 feet), but the beds may extend to 
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the intertidal zone (oysters and soft 
clams) and to at least 15 m (50 feet) 
(oysters and hard clams). Within the 
beds, shellfish have a random distribu
tion and are commonly in large patches 
or ridges. Usually, the oyster and soft 
clam occupy the brackish areas, where
as the hard clam and bay scallop occupy 
zones where salinities exceed 15°/00. 

Shellfish beds have a broad spectrum 
of biota. Besides the commercial shell
fish, an array of gastropods, crustaceans, 
polychaetes, algae, and many others also 
inhabit the beds. The total biomass on 
oyster beds is much larger than it is on 
nearby bottoms (Arve, 1960; MacKen
zie, 1981). 

Distributions of Shellfish 

The American oyster ranges from 
Maine to Texas (Fig. 6, 7). The hard 
clam ranges from Maine to Florida (Fig. 
8). The soft clam ranges from Maine to 
North Carolina (Fig. 9). The bay scal
lop ranges from Massachusetts to Flori
da (Fig. 10). 

A substantial portion of market oys
ters have been harvested in private beds, 
but most had set and grown for a while 
in public seed beds and were later trans
planted to private beds for additional 
growth or sometimes for the cleansing 
of bacteria before harvesting. In 1979 
oyster production along the Atlantic 
Coast was 4.3 million bushels and their 
landed value was $36.4 million. Most 
of the seed oysters came from public 
beds, while Maryland and Virginia were 
the two states leading in production 
(Fig. 6). Oyster production from the 
Gulf Coast was about 2.6 million bush
els and their landed value was $17.5 mil
lion. Most of the seed came from public 
beds. The two leading production states 
were Louisiana and Florida (Fig. 7). 

Hard clam production along the At
lantic Coast was about 1.1 million bush
els and their landed value was $33.3 mil
lion. Most of the hard clams were pro
duced from public beds. The leading 
production state was New York (Fig. 8). 

Soft clam production from Maine to 
Virginia was 630,000 bushels and their 
landed value was $13.3 million. All soft 
clams were produced from public beds. 
The states leading in production were 
Maine and Maryland (Fig. 9). 
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Figure 6.-Atlantic 
coast oyster: Land
ings, value, distribu
tion, ownership of 
seed beds, and major 
production states in 
1979. (Source: Anony
mous, 1946-79.) 
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Figure 7.-Gulf coast oyster: Landings, value, distribution, ownership of seed 
beds, and major production states in 1979. (Source: Anonymous, 1946-79.) 
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Figure B.-Hard clam: Landings, value, distribution, owner
ship of beds, and major production states in 1979. (Source: 
Anonymous, 1946-79.) 

Figure 10.-Bay scal
lop: Landings, value, 
distribution, owner
ship of beds, and ma

Bay scallop production from Massa jor production states 
chusetts to North Carolina was 190,000 in 1m. (Source: Anon
bushels and their landed value was $3,9 ymous, 1946-79.) 
million. All bay scallops were produced 
from public beds. The states leading in 
production were New York and Massa
chusetts (Fig. 10). 

Comparative Yields 
of Shellfish and 
Agricultural Crops 

Much more can be grown underwater 
per unit of area than on land. The values 
presented in Table 6 for shellfish are for 
beds that are productive; they are con
servative and typical, but do not include 
beds where shellfish are relatively 
scarce and support only marginal fish
ing. In nearly every case, the value of 
crops produced per acre is much higher 
for shellfish than for grains. The rela
tive value of shellfish from beds explains 
why fishermen tenaciously protect the 
beds. 
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Figure 9.-Soft clam: Landings, value, distribution, owner
ship of beds, and major production states in 1979. (Source: 
Anonymous, 1946-79.) 
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Section II. Statistical
 
Summary of the
 

Shellfishing Industries
 

The statistical base for shellfisheries 
is rather weak. Statistics on monthly and 
annual landings and value of shellfish 
from most states and a few state coun
ties are compiled by the National Ma
rine Fisheries Service, NOAA. They are 
available to the public. Companies are 
not required to report their landings to 
a public agency if less than three com
panies sell shellfish from any jurisdic
tion even if it is as large as a state. The 
reason is to ensure that companies can 
keep their volume of sales and related 
business matters private. In some in
stances, local towns publish shellfish 
statistics in their annual reports and 
these are available in local libraries. 

No published statistics are available 
on: 1) Landings from Connecticut and 
Delaware; 2) most smaller units than 
states, such as towns and state counties 
and also bays and estuaries (Delaware 
Bay, N.J., is one exception), and 3) 

Table 6.-Comparlson of typical annual yields and 
values of crops per acre, 1976 yield and prices. 

Value ($) 
Bu. Pounds 
per shucked Per Per 

Crop acre meats lb.' acre Source 

Shellfish 
Oyster 

Long lsI. Sd. 500' 3,750 2.51 9,398 
Maryland 100' 500 1.07 533 8 
Florida 

Hard clam 
Soft clam 

400' 
503,4 

50'·' 

1,600 
600 
675 

0.64 256 
2.00 1,200 
1.135 760 

9 

Bay scallop 50'·' 300 1.97 590' 10 

Grain7 

Corn 88 189 11 
Wheat 30 82 11 
Soybeans 26 178 11 

'Dollar values from Current Fishery Statistics, National 
Marine Fisheries Service.
 
'Private beds; market beds only.
 
'Public beds.
 
'Estimated.
 
5Average of Maine and Maryland.
 
'Average of Massachusetts and New York.
 
7Average U.S. yields and value.
 
'Galtsoff, P. S. 1956. Ecological changes affecting the
 

productivity of oyster grounds. Trans. 21st N. Am. Wildl.
 
Conf., Wash., D.C., p. 408-419.
 
"whitfield, W. K., Jr. 1973. Construction and rehabilitation
 

of commercial oyster reefs in Florida from 1949 through
 
1971 with emphasis on economic impact in Franklin Coun

ty, Fla. Dep. Nat. Resour., Mar. Res. Lab., St. Petersburg.
 
Spec. Sci. Rep. 38, 42 p.
 
'·Marshall, N. 1960. Studies of the Niantic River, Connec

ticut, with special reference to the bay scallop, Aequipecten
 
irradians. Limnol. Oceanogr. 5(1):86-105.
 
"Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1980 (101st ed.).
 
U.S. Bur. Census, Wash., D.C. 1980. 
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working and earnings profJJ.es of fisher
men and workers in processing plants. 
The lack of statistics on small units 
means that the large fluctuations in their 
shellfish production among years is not 
apparent; when all units of a state are 
totalled together, their sum may show 
little variation among years. Thus it is 
not apparent from the statistics that pro
ductive employment of fishermen and 
workers in processing plants in local 
areas often varies considerably among 
years. 

This section includes: 1) A listing of 
statistics for 20 years of landings and 
prices of shellfish from Maine to east
ern Florida and from western Florida 
to Texas, 1960-79, 2) annual shellfish 
production from small units, 3) season
a1landings, and 4) the determinants of 
landed prices of shellfish. 

Trends in Landings 
and Prices, 1960-79 

Oyster 

Between 1960 and 1962, annual land
ings of oysters from Maine to eastern 
Florida fell sharply to 6 million bushels 
in 1962 from about 7.5 million in 1960; 
except for a drop to 4.5 million bushels 
in lW7, landings remained about level 
from 1962-79 (Fig. 11). Between 1960 
and 1979, real (inflation-adjusted) prices 
for oysters declined about 20 percent to 
about $2.50/bushe1 from $3.00-3.50/ 
bushel in 1960-61. The inflated price 
was $5.25/bushel in 1979. 

Between 1960 and 1m, annual land
ings of the oyster from western Florida 
to Texas fluctuated from 3.3 to 6.1 mil
lion bushels; the trend was about level 
(Fig. 11). Between 1960 and 1m, real 
prices for oysters about doubled to 
$2.25/bushel from about $1.10/bushel in 
1960. The inflated price was $4.60/bush
el in 1979. The price of these oysters, 
which had been only about 33 percent 
as high as Atlantic Coast oysters in 1960, 
rose to within 90 percent as high in 1979. 

Hard Clam 

Between 1960 and 1m, annual 1and
ings of hard clams (all size categories 
combined) varied somewhat, but showed 
a downward trend after 1W6; landings 
ranged from about 1.1 to nearly 1.5 mil

lion bushels/year (Fig. 12). In 1979 hard 
clam landings were about 1.1 million 
bushels. From 1960 to lW9, real prices 
for little necks nearly doubled, rising to 
$25/bushel in 1m from about $13-14/ 
bushel in 1960; the inflated price was 
$60/bushel in lW9. Real prices for 
cherrystones increased by about 20 per
cent, rising to $9/bushel in 1m from 
about $l.50/bushel in 1960. Real prices 
for chowders increased by about 22 per
cent, rising to $5.50/bushel in 1960; the 
inflated price was $12.50/bushel in 1m 
(Fig. 12). 

Soft Clam 

Production of soft clams rose to 1 mil
lion bushels in 1969 from 670,000 bush
els in 1960; afterwards, annual landings 
fell to between 600,000 and 700,000 
bushels from 1m to lW9 (Fig. 13). 
Prices of the soft clam are considered 
for only the two leading producers, 
Maine and Maryland (Fig. 13). The 
prices of Maine clams ranged from 
about $6.00 to $l.OO/bushel through the 
1960's. Real prices were higher during 
most of the lWO's and were $9.00/bush
el in 1m; the inflated price was $21.50 
in lW9. The prices of Maryland clams 
ranged from about $2.50 to $4.75/bush
el through the 1960's. Real prices fluc
tuated between $4.25 and $10.35/bushel 
in the 1WO's; the inflated price was 
$22.50 in lW9. 

Bay Scallop 

Between 1960 and lW6, annual land
ings of bay scallops ranged between 
about 185,000 and 525,000 bushels, but 
the trend was about level; in lCJ77-79 pro
duction was lower and ranged between 
110,000 and 180,000 bushels/year (Fig. 
14). Prices of the bay scallop were con
sidered for the two leading producers, 
New York and North Carolina (Fig. 14). 
Prices are given as the values of shucked 
meats because that is the form in which 
scallops are usually sold. Real prices of 
New York scallops were variable be
tween 1960 and 1m, but the trend was 
upward. The price rose to $1.50/pound 
in 1979 from $0.80/pound in 1960. The 
inflated price was $3.60/pound in 1979. 
Real prices of North Carolina scallops 
were about level from 1960 to lW6 at 
$0.38-0.9O/pound; afterwards, they rose 
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Figure n.-Landings and prices of oyster, 1960-79. (Source: Anonymous, 1946-79.) 

to $1.Wpound in 1979. The inflated price 
was $2.66/pound in 1979. 

The rises in prices of littleneck hard 
clams, soft clams, and bay scallops show 
that their demand was rising in the mar
ket. If market conditions remain the 
same, production of these shellfish could 
be increased without a drop in prices; 
perhaps only minimal promotion would 
be needed to maintain prices. Probably, 
an increase in the production of oysters, 
however, would require market promo
tion to prevent further price declines. 

Trends in Landings 
from Small Units 

Annual landings statistics for hard 
clams, soft clams, and bay scallops from 
four counties (8 years) and a town (20 
years) in Massachusetts show the con

siderable variation in landings among 
years that exists in local areas (Fig. 15, 
16). The landings totals reflect the vari
ations among years in employment and 
earnings that occur in shellfisheries 
from small units. They do not precise
ly show the availability of shellfish in 
beds, because landings are a product of 
availability and effort. Shellfishing ef
fort varies somewhat with employment 
opportunities ashore. 

Seasonal Landings 

Landings of the four shellfish species 
are seasonal. The oyster and bay scallop 
are landed mostly in the autumn and 
early winter; the hard clam and soft 
clam mostly in the spring and summer 
(Fig. 17). The seasonal patterns gener
ally relate to shellfish biology, market 

preferences, and the presence of ice in 
the bays and estuaries in winter. The 
oyster has thin meats in summer and 
when shucked then yield poorly. Oys
ter meats are fattest in late autumn and 
winter; thus, yields per bushel are high
est and it pays fishermen to sell them 
then. Bay scallops grow rapidly during 
summer and autumn, attaining their full 
size in the late autumn; it pays fisher
men to sell them when they have at
tained their full size. The hard clam and 
soft clam also grow most rapidly dur
ing the summer, but consumers prefer 
them when they are about 5-6 cm (2.0
2.5 inches) long rather than when they 
are larger. Moreover, they are popular 
in restaurants and snack bars in summer. 
Finally, many coves and bays where the 
two types of clams grow become cov-
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Figure 12.-Landings and prices of hard clams, 1960-79. (Source:
 
Anonymous, 1946-79.)
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ered with ice during the winter, mak
ing fishing for them on a commercial 
scale difficult. 

Determinants of Landed Prices 

The landed prices of shellfish are gov
erned by two opposing forces: 1) The 
requirement of fishermen to earn an 
adequate daily wage and desire for high
er prices and 2) the requirement of retail 
stores to maintain prices reasonably 
close to those of finfish and meats. The 
prices which fishermen receive allow 
them to work about an 8-hour day while 
earning about the same as if they were 
working ashore. The fishermen could 
not afford to gather the shellfish if 
landed prices were any lower. Retail 
prices for shellfish, on the basis of cost 
per pound, have been higher than those 
of fish, beef, pork, and poultry. Thus 
strong pressure exists in retail markets 
to reduce shellfish prices. 
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Another factor which suppresses the 
landed prices of shellfish involves sales 
to processing plants. Usually, fishermen 
have to sell their catch every day regard
less of demand. Processing plants have 
to purchase the shellfish from them, 
even though their profit margins when 
selling them may be negligible. If the 
plant refuses to buy from the fishermen, 
it may lose them permanently as sup
pliers and thus have an inadequate sup
ply to process or pack in forthcoming 
seasons. 

Section ill. Life
 
Cycle, Factors Governing
 

Abundance, and Abundance
 
Fluctuations of Shellfish
 

The Life Cycle of Shellfish 

The life cycle of shellfish involves a 
pelagic larval phase and a sedentary 
phase which assumes the adult shape. 

Shellfish spawn during the warmer 
months. Fertilization of eggs by sperm 
occurs externally. The larval period of 
shellfish varies by species. When salin
ities, temperatures, food, and other fac
tors are close to ideal, oyster larvae 
develop to the settling stage in as little 
as 8 days, hard clam larvae in 6-8 days, 
soft clam larvae in 10 days and bay scal
lop larvae in 14 days (Loosanoff and 
Davis, 1963). 

Oyster larvae have some control over 
their distribution in that the older lar
val stages can move up in the water dur
ing flood currents and down near the 
bottom during ebb currents, a feature 
which enables them to remain near oys
ter beds in estuaries (Nelson, 1912; Car
riker, 1951; Kunkle, 1957; Haskin, 1964; 
Wood and Hargis, 1971). It has not been 
determined what features, if any, con
trol the distributions of hard clam, soft 
clam, and bay scallop larvae. 
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Figure 14.-Landings and prices of bay scallops, 1960-79. (Source:
 
Anonymous, 1946-79.)
 

Larvae attach to available substrates, 
become seed, and grow. Normally, the 
substrates used by oysters are a live oys
ter, shell, or stone; hard clams and soft 
clams use sand grains, and scallops use 
blades of algae or grass, stones, or adult 
scallops. The bay scallop is the only one 
of the group which can "swim" as an 
adult. During the warmer months, its 
activity alternates between relatively 
long rests on the bottom and short 
"swims"; during winter, scallops are 
dormant and do not "swim." A new bed 
of shellfish can begin if larvae set 
beyond the existing beds and can sur
vive and grow. 

Factors Governing 
Shellfish Abundance 

The factors that govern shellfish abun
dance are: 1) The biotic potential and 
environmental requirements of the shell
fish as they interact with the condition 
of the water for supporting their larvae 

and the bottom for allowing settlement 
of the larvae and supporting the seed 
and 2) fishing effort on the shellfish 
stocks. Shellfish have a biotic potential 
sufficiently large to stock beds to excess, 
because each mature female produces 
millions of eggs, shellfish have high 
physiological survival, and as seed they 
grow rapidly. When conditions in the 
water are suitable, large numbers of lar
vae develop to the setting stage and, 
where the bottom is suitable for receiv
ing them, they set densely but random
lyon the beds. 

Biologists do not know the minimum 
size of spawning stock needed to pro
duce a commercial set of shellfish. One 
reason for this is that shellfish have 
never died out in any estuary which 
remained intact. Thus biologists have 
never had a chance to experiment with 
small quantities of adults to determine 
the number of seed which they could 
produce. It seems that: 1) The numbers 

of seed can vary considerably from one 
year to the next even when the numbers 
of adults are about constant (apparent
ly, shellfish have evolved to produce ir
regular annual quantities of seed; this 
feature allows more seed to survive, 
because seed abundances are out of syn
chronization with predator abundances), 
2) relatively large quantities of seed can 
result when the numbers of adults are 
relatively low, and 3) inversely, sparse 
sets can result when adults are abun
dant. In other words, the size of the 
spawning stock above some undeter
mined minimum seems to have much 
less importance than conditions in the 
water for survival of the larvae and seed 
production. 

Loosanoff (1966) has reported that lit
tle relationship exists between the num
ber of oyster seed produced and the size 
of the spawning stock in Connecticut. 
In 1958, for example, the oyster beds of 
Connecticut had a heavy oyster set when 
spawning stocks were at one of their 
lowest recorded sizes. 

I have had the rare opportunity to 
witness recruitment of soft clams in an 
area previously devoid of that species 
and thus it is worth describing in detail. 
The area was Edgartown Great Pond on 
Martha's Vineyard, Mass. The pond has 
an irregular, somewhat circular shape 
and has about 24 km (15 miles) of shore
line. It is separated from the Atlantic 
Ocean by a barrier beach about 2.4 km 
(1.5 miles) long and 90 m (100 yards) 
wide. In 1950 the pond had been closed 
to the ocean for a number of years and 
had become fresh. It did not contain any 
soft clams. In the spring of 1951, the 
town of Edgartown opened the pond to 
the ocean by digging a ditch through the 
beach. The purpose was to make the 
pond salty enough to support commer
cial stocks of soft clams. The town 
opened the pond every spring thereafter; 
it remained open for about 2 weeks each 
time. In May of 1951, fishermen trans
planted about 10 bushels of adult clams 
to the pond and spread them out in sev
erallocations, hoping that these would 
be sufficient to seed the pond. Within 
2 years (Le., by the fall of 1952) the 
fishermen found quantities of clam seed 
in most sections of the pond. The seed 
were sufficiently abundant to support 
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Figure 15.-Annuallandings of hard clams, soft clams, and bay scallops in four 

counties in Massachusetts, Im-79. (Source: Anonymous, 1946-79.) 

commercial fishing when they later at
tained market size. Presumably, the 10 
bushels of clams produced many seed 
the first year, and, by the second year, 
these clams, which by then were mature, 
along with the older clams were suffi
ciently numerous to seed the entire 
pond. Apparently, wind-driven water 
currents distributed the clam larvae 
around the pond. 

I have observed that the numbers of 
bay scallops produced is independent of 
the size of the spawning stock. In Edgar
town, Mass., scallops in commercial 
quantities occur in five areas (three salt
water ponds, one bay, and an inner har
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bor). Four of the areas are well separ
ated from one another, and it is unlikely 
that scallop larvae from one area seed 
any of the others. Scallop abundance 
fluctuates widely among the areas in any 
year. For instance, scallops may be 
abundant in one pond and scarce in the 
other areas in one year, and then scarce 
in the first pond and in scarce, moder
ate, or abundant supply in the others in 
the next year. Obviously, the quantity of 
seed and adult scallops produced has 
only a small dependence on the num
bers of adults. 

Because only relatively small stocks 
of adults seem to be needed to produce 
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Town of Edgartown Annual Reports, 
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quantities of seed, it is logical that the 
most efficient way to produce more 
shellfish is by improving environments 
for ready-to-set larvae and shellfish 
seed. Increasing the size of the spawn
ing stock without improving environ
ments may have little effect. Moreover, 
when the seed are a year or two from 
reaching commercial size, they produce 
gametes; thus the more seed that are 
produced by means of environmental 
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improvement, the larger is the spawn
ing stock. 

Mortality of larvae and seed is much 
larger than in adults. The cause of lar
val mortalities are incompletely known, 
but it has been shown that predators 
cause most mortalities of seed. (See spe
cies profiles on the oyster by Stanley and 
Sellers, 1986; hard clam by Stanley, 
1985; and soft clam by Abraham and 
Dillon, 1986). Mortalities of seed are 
high because a new generation of preda
tors appears each summer simultane
ously with each new generation of shell
fish, both of which are then at peak 
abundance (Thrner, 1953). Abundances 
of juvenile predators vary substantially 
among years. Juvenile gastropods, rock 
crabs, and starfish can feed on shellfish 
seed. In addition, adult predators select 
small seed over large seed when both 
are available and they consume them 
much faster than the larger ones. As they 
grow, the shellfish survivors become 
increasingly invulnerable to predation 
because the predators are not then 
sufficiently large to bore, crack, open, 
or swallow them. Table 2 lists some 
characteristics of common shellfish 
predators. 

Much remains to be understood about 
the factors that limit setting and survival 
of larval and seed hard clams, soft 
clams, and bay scallops. Currently, lit
tle is known about: 1) The predators of 
larvae, 2) the effect that biota growing 
on and among sediments have in con
trolling the setting density of seed, 3) 
the magnitude of typical setting densities 
of clam and scallop seed, and 4) the 
predators of seed during the first several 
months after they set. Only speculative 
estimates have been made of the per
centages of hard clam, soft clam, and 
scallop seed that attain commercial 
sizes. A study in Denmark showed that 
densities of bivalve seed ranged as high 
as 8,500/m, but mortalities from preda
tion were nearly 100 percent in the first 
few months after they had set; presum
ably, some individuals of each species 
escaped predation, matured, spawned, 
and perpetuated the species (Muus, 
1973). Perhaps, a similar pattern of rela
tively dense setting and heavy mortality 
from predation occurs in many hard 
clam, soft clam, and bay scallop beds 

in the eastern United States. 
Heavy fishing on shellfish stocks can 

remove most legal-sized shellfish from 
beds, but I believe that it rarely reduces 
the size of the spawning stock to a point 
that too few seed are produced to per
petuate commercial-sized stocks. In ma
rine finfisheries, which are all public, 
heavy fishing on stocks has occasional
ly led to their depletion. One reason for 
the depletion is that many immature fish 
are killed when caught inadvertently in 
trawls with marketable fish; heavy fish
ing often cuts deeply into the potential 
spawning stock and thus too few eggs 
are produced. Hardin (1968) has labelled 
such a depletion of fish a "tragedy of 
the commons." Only recently have re
strictions on the quantities taken or the 
numbers of fishing boats in a fleet been 
made. 

In the hard clam, soft clam and bay 
scallop fisheries, however, fishermen 
leave seed in the beds and they kill few 
seed. Moreover, limits are placed on the 
sizes and types of gear and the catches 
that can be taken to prevent depletion 
of adults. Finally, an adult female shell
fish produces a great many more eggs 
than a female finfish. In the oyster fish
ery in some rivers, seed is taken from 
designated beds but enough remains for 
spawning. In some states, such as New 
Jersey, the quantities of oysters on beds 
are surveyed before a season opens and 
only a limited quantity can be removed 
by the fishermen. On market beds, all 
oysters less than 3 inches long have to 
be returned to the beds. The laws, 
passed during the early part of the cen
tury, are usually well enforced. These 
laws and the programs of spreading 
shells on oyster beds by states have usu
ally prevented shellfish depletion by 
overgathering by fishermen. 

Natural Fluctuations 
in Shellfish Abundance 

Environmental changes are followed 
by changes in shellfish abundances. This 
section lists some examples. 

Oyster 

Abundance of the oyster has fluctu
ated widely in various estuaries in re
sponse to changes in environmental con
ditions. For instance, in Long Island 

Sound, storms and an irruption in the 
starfish population have substantially 
reduced oyster abundances. The largest 
storms were in the 1938 hurricane and 
a major easterly in November 1950. The 
starfish irrupted in 1957, remained abun
dant afterwards and destroyed nearly all 
seed oysters, crippling the industry. The 
industry did not recover until 1966 when 
starfish; oyster drills, and other causes 
of mortality were controlled by oyster 
companies (MacKenzie, 1981). In the 
James River, Va., large quantities of 
oysters, up to 90 percent on some beds, 
were killed in 1958 by freshwater flood
ing (Andrews et al., 1959). In Mississip
pi Sound, Hurri::ane Camille in 1969 
damaged several oyster reefs, substan
tially reducing oyster production from 
them; one formerly productive reef of 
400 hectares (1,000 acres) was covered 
by a mud deposit, about 5 cm (2 inches) 
deep, which left it barren of oysters 
(MacKenzie, 1977b). 

A disease termed MSX (Minchinia 
nelsoni) developed in oysters in Dela
ware Bay and Virginia in the 1950's and 
crippled the oyster industries there. 
Oyster mortalities exceeded 95 percent 
annually in some blighted beds for sev
eral years (Haskin et al., 1966; Sinder
mann and Rosenfield, 1967; Andrews 
and Wood, 1967; Sindermann, 1968, 
1976). 

In the early 1970's, oyster abundance 
increased substantially in upper Dela
ware bay as a result of reduced salinities 
coupled with effective management by 
the Oyster Research Laboratory of Rut
gers University, Port Norris, N.J. Fresh 
water killed the organisms that fouled 
oysters and shells, and thus oyster lar
vae could set in quantity on the shells. 
The laboratory recommended much re
duced fishing on the beds to maintain the 
quantity of oysters and shells present. 

Hard Clam 

Two examples, one from Katama Bay, 
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., and one from 
Great South Bay, Long Island, N.Y., 
will be used as illustrations of natural 
fluctuations in the abundance of hard 
clams. 

Katama Bay supported quantities of 
hard clams in the early 1900's (Belding, 
1912) and through the mid 1930's. The 
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Bay is open to Vineyard Sound at its 
northern end and was separated from 
the ocean by a 4 Ian (2.5-mile) sandbar 
at its southern end. The 1938 hurricane, 
however, broke an opening in the bar
rier beach between the Bay and the At
lantic Ocean. Afterward, water currents 
were much stronger in the Bay and prob
ably swept most hard clam larvae out 
to sea. Moreover, the currents washed 
sand over the beds and changed the bot
tom for hard clams from a favorable 
mud-sand to a less favorable coarse 
sand. The opening remained for a 
period of years. Hard clam abundance 
increased after the opening became 
narrow and decreased when it opened 
widely. 

Production of hard clams in Great 
South Bay was low until the late 1930's 
(Wallace, 1971; McHugh, 1972). The Bay 
had a small oPening which permitted lit
tle exchange of water with the ocean. A 
much larger opening broke through the 
barrier beach between the Bay and At
lantic Ocean during the 1938 hurricane; 
it remained and led to an increased ex
change of water with the ocean. The 
result was a substantial improvement in 
the environment for hard clams, the op
posite of the effect in Katama Bay. As a 
consequence, hard clams became abun
dant. Hard clam production rose sharp
ly and was substantial through 1976; in 
fact, the Bay has produced about 45 per
cent of the hard clams landed in the 
United States in some years (Flagg and 
Malouf, 1983). Apparently, most larvae 
have been retained in the Bay since 
1938. 

Soft Clam 

Soft clam abundance has fluctuated 
widely. In Maryland, when salinities are 
relatively low and summers are excep
tionally hot, quantities of clams have 
been killed (Shaw and Hammons, 1974). 

Green crabs can destroy nearly all soft 
clam seed in beds in some areas. Re
sponding to trends in temperature of 
several years duration, the green crabs 
in New England fluctuate widely in 
abundance; when temperatures become 
warmer, the crabs become more abun
dant; when temperatures become cool
er, the crabs become scarcer; when the 
crabs are scarce, the soft clams become 
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abundant and vice versa (Glude, 1955; 
Welch, 1969). During the 1940's, soft 
clam production declined sharply and 
became low in Maine and Massachu
setts; production remained low through 
the mid-1950's. The decline was caused 
by a sharp increase in numbers of the 
green crab, which destroyed virtually all 
soft clam seed (Glude, 1955). During 
the late 1950's, soft clam production 
rose again and remained sizeable at least 
through the late 1960's, because the 
green crab had become scarce (Welch, 
1969). 

Bay Scallop 

The abundance of bay scallops is in
fluenced by the presence of eelgrass in 
most localities. Scallops are much more 
abundant in relatively large bays if eel
grass beds are present. On the other 
hand, in small bays and ponds, the pres
ence of dense eelgrass beds seems to 
substantially reduce scallop abundance, 
perhaps because water circulation is 
sharply curbed. The scallop distribution 
was different around Martha's Vineyard 
prior to the mid 1930's than it has been 
since. Before the eelgrass dieoff in the 
mid 1930's along the Atlantic coast, the 
plant was distributed on shallow bottoms 
a kilometer (about a mile) beyond the 
entrances of salt water ponds. Scallops 
grew there also, and were most abun
dant in "hogbeds" (small open areas 
within dense stands). After the eelgrass 
died, scallops disappeared from areas 
outside ponds. 

In the relatively large bays of North 
Carolina, bay scallops are much more 
abundant where eelgrass is present than 
where it is scarce; the environment 
where eelgrass is absent will not sup
port many scallops (Kirby-Smith, 1970). 
Thayer and Stuart (1974) found that 
where scallop fishermen had uprooted 
and removed most eelgrass, it did not 
regrow and was sparse during the next 
bay scallop setting season; consequent
ly, scallops were scarce in the dredged 
areas a year or more after the dredging. 

In the Niantic River, a relatively small 
estuary in Connecticut, the bay scallop 
population was sparse when eelgrass 
was abundant before the 1930's. When 
the eelgrass disappeared in the early 
1930's the scallops became abundant 

(Marshall, 1947, 1960). Eelgrass reap
peared, covered large areas and became 
dense during the 1960's. It slowed water 
currents and made the bottom muddy. 
Consequently, the environment wor
sened for scallops and they became 
scarce again. 

Section IV. Characteristics of 
Shellfisheries and Shellfishermen 

of Eastern North America 

This description of shellfisheries is 
based on my observations in Massachu
setts, Connecticut, Maryland, Virginia, 
Mississippi, and Prince Edward Island. 
It may not apply to every locality in the 
eastern United States because shellfish
eries vary in size and species among 
states, counties, towns, and also rivers, 
ponds, coves, and beds within a county 
or town. Each locality also has a unique 
economic and cultural situation, and 
local attitudes towards shellfish manage
ment differ. 

A number of myths and misunder
standings have accumulated about fish
ermen which mask and distort the real 
problems and tend to mislead policy
makers. Traditional shellfisheries are 
not wholly static. It is untrue that public 
beds yield far less than private beds acre 
for acre. The sometimes criticized fish
erman is actually an honorable man who 
works hard to produce shellfish for peo
ple to consume. The fisherman is ex
tremely pragmatic and commercial in 
outlook. He is efficient in using the gear 
which he has at his disposal. A fisher
man has a perfectly plausible justifica
tion for whatever he does and he also 
has the facts and figures of his opera
tion at his fingertips. He is strongly 
conservation-minded toward shellfish. 
He is also responsive to better gear and 
methods and will adopt them if he can. 

Usually, shellfisheries exist in a small 
town or rural area, which is character
ized by stability and simple virtues, such 
as hard work and thrift. In most local
ities, any local or state resident can pur
chase a license to gather shellfish com
mercially from public beds. In some 
localities, state and local regulations 
allow gathering only during specified 
seasons, and they may limit the daily 
catch. The purpose of the regulations is 
to conserve shellfish stocks, ensure 
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future yields, and to spread out and 
maximize employment and earnings. 
Often the towns in Massachusetts adjust 
any opening and closing dates of sea
sons, such as for the bay scallop in the 
fall, to conicide with the time when 
other seasonal employment ashore slack
ens. Communities often provide free 
dock space for the fishermen's boats. 

People in local communities have 
positive attitudes towards shellfisheries. 
The attitudes stem mostly from the eco
nomic wealth which the beds provide, 
but also from basic instincts of wanting 
to have living wild resources maintained, 
and because shellfish are a food. Local 
people know the fishermen and the 
names of the important beds and are 
usually aware of the current supplies of 
shellfish on the beds. Many people are 
curious about the yields of shellfish 
landed and the money earned by fisher
men. Shellfish are a tourist attraction for 
local restaurants. 

The daily activities of shellfishermen 
are scarcely known to the local com
munity, except through social contact 
with fishermen ashore. This is because: 
1) Fishermen usually leave the shore at 
first daylight and return with their shell
fish in mid-afternoon, a time when most 
people would not see them, and 2) the 
beds may not be visible from shore 
roads. 

Shellfish beds are owned by the state 
or, in some instances, the local town. 
These entities manage the public beds 
by allowing fishermen access to them 
during certain seasons and regulating 
the quantities of shellfish which can be 
taken. Nearly all beds that are leased to 
private individuals are also owned by the 
state or town. Leased beds can be used 
only for raising shellfish, i.e., the lease
holder can neither mine sand, gravel, or 
other material, nor add fill to the beds. 
Some of the descriptive material pre
sented in the following section also 
applies to leaseholders and private 
companies. 

Description of 
Public Shellfisheries 

The working life of a shellfisherman 
is characterized by seasonal gathering 
of bivalves in the beds, with alternate 
employment ashore, or fishing for other 

species such as crabs, lobsters, or fin
fish. In a sense, shellfishermen are sim
ilar to family farmers: Fishermen work 
on the beds for several months a year 
gathering shellfish as farmers are in the 
fields planting, cultivating, and harvest
ing field crops. Similarly, fishermen 
have an autonomous and free working 
style within the limits of legal regula
tions. 

The condition of low and uncertain 
abundance often dominates the working 
atmosphere of the hard clam, soft clam, 
and bay scallop fisheries. The clams 
may be scarce for years, whereas bay 
scallop abundance varies widely among 
years. When shellfish are scarce, con
ditions of life are usually hard for fish
ermen and their families. Depression, 
fostered by the poor economic situation, 
is rampant. On the other hand, relative
ly high shellfish abundance on beds 
translates into nearly full employment 
and brisk economic activity. When 
times are good, people are optimistic 
and happy and they have more economic 
freedom. Some economic levelling oc
curs because usually when shellfish are 
scarce, prices are. up, '-whereas when 
they are abundant, prices are down. 

Conversations among fishermen re
flect their concerns about low or declin
ing shellfish abundance and incomes. 
The topics may include: 1) Where shell
fish are most abundant, 2) the quantity, 
quality, and value of one another's take, 
3) how much shellfish seed they see, 4) 
costs of gear, 5) the current shellfish 
price, 6) effectiveness of a new varia
tion in gear, and 7) how any recent 
change in the environment will affect 
shellfish abundance. 

The system of public shellfisheries 
features the greatest good for the great
est number of people. As an entity, the 
system has several po~itive features and 
a few negative features. 

The advantages of the system for com
munities are: 

1) The system features relatively large 
employment for fishermen on the beds. 

2) It features about equal incomes 
among fishermen. 

3) It is a safeguard against unemploy
ment assistance payments by providing 
jobs when no others are available. 

4) It supports local businesses such 
as shellfish processing plants, shipyards, 
blacksmiths, hardware stores, and fuel 
suppliers. 

The advantages of the system for fish
ermen are: 

1) It allows the fishermen to earn a liv
ing while working for themselves. 

2) It allows the fishermen to get paid 
commensurately with what they pro
duce, which means that they have max
imum incentive to work hard. 

A disadvantage of the system is that 
there is easy entry into the fishery. The 
consequences are: 1) More competition 
than usual for the shellfish, 2) smaller 
than usual landings and earnings for 
each fisherman, and 3) earlier than 
usual depletion of the shellfish. The 
regular fishermen usually resent the ir
regular fishermen, whom they call "fly
by-nighters" or "moonlighters," because 
the "cream" of the shellfish is removed 
earlier in the season. 

Another disadvantage is that it may be 
difficult to obtain a consensus of opi
nion about cultivating the shellfish beds 
or making a change to a slightly differ
ent management system from the fisher
men and the people of a community. 
Almost everyone is afraid that someone 
else is going to get ahead of them in the 
new system, so they are hesitant to ap
prove it. In addition, the community has 
to pay for any shellfish cultivation pro
jects; ifthe beds were privately owned, 
companies would pay for the projects. 

In places where the public shellfish
ery is relatively large, the local commu
nity gains considerable economic bene
fit from it. The value of a shellfishery 
is much higher than the direct employ
ment which it provides on the beds 
because fishermens' earnings are multi
plied through the economy; the total 
value of the shellfish in the various local
ities where they are landed and con
sumed is two to four times the landed 
value (Callaghan and Comerford, 1978; 
Coastal Zone Resources Corporation1; 

ICoastal Zone Resources Corporation. 1m. The 
economic impact of commercial sports fishing ac
tivities in Morehead City, N.c. UnpubL rep. prep. 
for N.C. Dep. Admin., 178 p. 
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Wong 2). Currently, the only overhead 
cost of a shellfishery to the local com
munity is the salaries of wardens, and 
these are mostly paid for by the license 
fees from the fishermen. The shellfish 
reproduce and grow naturally at no cost, 
except in the oyster fishery in some 
localities where shells are spread and 
seed is transplanted by public agencies 
on public beds. 

Communities may suffer during peri
ods when shellfish are unusually scarce 
on their beds: 

1) Employment is low and uncertain 
among fishermen and workers in pro
cessing plants; economic activity in 
shellfishing communities is much re
duced. The fishermen feel demoralized. 

2) Boats, processing plants, and trucks 
operate well below capacity. Because 
costs of labor, fuel, and other overhead 
remain about the same regardless of 
shellfish production, the profit from 
each unit quantity of shellfish is much 
reduced. 

3) In retail stores and restaurants, 
shellfish are less available and prices are 
higher. It takes years for shellfish to 
become established at a certain price in 
the market. When shellfish become 
scarce, consumers will substitute other 
foods for shellfish. When the shellfish 
again become abundant, the market 
must be redeveloped. 

4) Some public fishermen may poach 
shellfish from private leases, resulting 
in confrontation between the fishermen 
and leaseholders. 

5) Some public fishermen may try to 
poach shellfish from polluted beds which 
have been legally closed. The activity 
results in public health problems, con
frontation with the police, and caution 
by the consumer in eating shellfish. 

6) The regular fishermen feel more 
resentment than usual toward newcom
ers to the fleet, such as college students 
earning money by clamming during 
summer vacations. 

7) The older fishermen feel that they 
are aging faster than normally when 
shellfish catches are declining. 

2Wong, E. F. M. 1968. A multiplier for computing 
the value of shellfish. U.S. Dep. Inter., Fed. Water 
Pollut. Control Admin., New Eng\. Basins Off., 
Needham Heights, Mass. UnpubI. rep., 14 p. 
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When shellfish become less available, 
communities hope that public agencies 
will be able to bring about an increase 
in shellfish abundance and production 
and also reduce pollution. They hope 
that public shellfisheries will grow. For 
example, a man about 70 years old in 
Prince Edward Island told me that be
fore he died he wanted to see oysters 
come back in Malpeque Bay, where they 
had flourished a number of years previ
ously but had since been killed by a 
disease. 

Additional features of public shellfish
eries are listed below. 

Shellfish Production System 

Shellfish production systems com
prise a number of components. The 
largest is the group of fishermen who 
gather shellfish from the beds. Next is 
the processing (packing) houses where 
shellfish are shucked (oyster, bay scal
lop, and sometimes the soft clam), 
steamed open (oyster), or packed whole 
(oyster, hard clam, and soft clam) for 
sale to wholesalers. Wholesale houses 
distribute them to retail stores and rest
aurants for sale to consumers. Another 
component is the trucks which transport 
shellfish from the packing houses to 
wholesale houses, stores, and restau
rants. Usually, within any component, 
individuals have knowledge of the imme
diate people and functions with which 
they deal, but little knowledge of other 
sectors. The public fishermen know the 
processors, but not the wholesalers, re
tailers, and customers; processors know 
the fishermen and wholesalers but not 
the retailers and customers; wholesalers 
know the processors and retailers but 
not the fishermen and customers; retail
ers know the wholesalers and customers 
but not anyone else; and customers in
teract only with retailers. 

Shellfishing Equipment 

Fishermen use tongs, rakes, dredges, 
hydraulic escalators, and nets from their 
boats, and hoes or rakes on tidal flats, 
to gather shellfish. Some fishermen have 
one or more mates (crewmen) on their 
boats. Usually the best fishermen have 
the best boats, equipment, and mates. 
The oyster is gathered with tongs and 
dredges; the hard clam mostly with 

rakes, but also with tongs and the esca
lator harvester. The soft clam is gath
ered from flats with a hoe or by wading 
in shallow water with a combination of 
churning hoe and rake, by hydraulic jet 
used with a rake, and by the hydraulic 
escalator harvester. The bay scallop is 
gathered primarily with dredges (usual
ly called drags in New England) but also 
with dip nets. Some of the basic equip
ment designs were brought over from 
Europe by immigrants during colonial 
times. 

Shellfishing Fleet and Crews 

A fleet is composed of boats operated 
by men who range widely in age. Some 
men spend nearly their entire working 
lives as fishermen, starting their careers 
as teenagers, then becoming regular or 
mainline fishermen, and finally "old
timers." Some men started in shellfish
ing because it was the highest paying job 
available; others were attracted by the 
independence associated with it. The 
best fishermen gather the most shellfish 
per day as a function of strength, skill, 
and incentive, or they have a shorter day 
on the water if a catch limit exists. The 
least experienced fishermen take fewer 
shellfish because there is a learning 
curve on gear use and efficient tech
niques for particular beds. 

Some fishermen in a fleet exhibit com
petitive behavior. An informal ranking 
of fishermen may be present based on: 
1) Size and quality of boat, 2) daily 
shellfish take, 3) ability to gather shell
fish in quantity when others cannot, i.e., 
when shellfish become scarce or dur
ing adverse weather, and 4) whether a 
fisherman is a finder or a follower. 
Status, which is commonly known in the 
local community, is based on the rank
ing and can be a main source of fisher
man and family pride. A fisherman may 
not be able to raise his rank without an 
immediate response to increase landings 
from those above him. Often, competi
tion is on a daily basis. 

Fishermen often have group loyalty. 
They wonder how good a recruit to the 
fishery will become and they hope that 
an old-timer can remain fishing. 

Fishermen are independent, neverthe
less, and do not easily form into special 
interest groups even for their mutual 
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benefit. When government bodies have 
tried to form fishermen's associations, 
usually they have had difficulty. Nor
mally, association meetings are poorly 
attended. At public meetings held to 
discuss matters relating to shellfisheries, 
fishermen voice disparate, rather than 
joint, opinions. 

Poaching 

Some fleets have a small number of 
poachers who will illegally take: 1) More 
shellfish from beds than regulations 
allow, 2) shellfish from leased beds or 
oysters from beds with dredges when 
only tonging is allowed, and 3) shellfish 
from polluted beds which are legally 
closed. Most poaching is done at night. 
Poachers rationalize that their actions 
are not crimes because shellfish occur 
naturally or that polluted shellfish are 
not actually polluted. Poaching is con
sidered as a much smaller crime than 
stealing goods ashore. Law-abiding fish
ermen rarely reveal the actions of a 
poacher to wardens, but they strongly 
resent them. 

Shellfishing Season 

When a new season begins, the fleet 
fans out over the beds to sample them 
for shellfish abundance and quality, usu
ally with some prior knowledge from 
the previous season. They begin gather
ing on the beds which have the most 
abundant supplies. Each day thereafter, 
fishermen head for the best beds or 
"spots" and, as a season progresses, the 
shellfish supply diminishes. Usually, 
shellfish seasons last 2-6 months, and 
they vary in terms of available shellfish 
quantities and prices. A boom, or bonan
za, season is characterized by a large 
supply coupled with good prices. 

A fisherman's judgment about the 
quantities of shellfish available in a sea
son can be strongly colored by the rela
tive number of competitive fishermen in 
the fleet and his individual catch rate. 
Thus in a season of low supply and few 
fishermen, a fisherman may believe that 
the supply was average because the shell
fish quantities available to him were 
average. In a similar season, had the 
number of fishermen been larger, the 
fishermen would believe that the shell
fish were scarce. 

Typical Shellfishing Day 

Most of the day is spent making dips 
with gear gathering shellfish. An oyster 
tonger usually makes a few score dips 
a day and an oyster dredger tows his 
dredges over a bed and hauls them in 
many times during a day. Sometimes, 
fishermen spend 6-7 hours on the water 
and a few extra hours getting the catch 
to buyers or repairing equipment for the 
next day. Hard clammers, soft clam
mers, and bay scallopers often work 
shorter days on the water. A day's ac
tivity constitutes a race with time to 
gather enough shellfish to earn a day's 
pay. No guarantee exists that the shell
fisherman will be successful, e.g., the 
spot may have a few shellfish remain
ing and time is lost while finding an
other good spot; the weather may be 
bad; or the gear may break down forc
ing the fishermen to return to shore for 
repairs which may take a day or more. 
When a day's take is large, the day 
seems short and fishermen feel satisfied; 
if small, the day is discouraging, monot
onous, and long. When fishermen re
turn to shore with their catch, they sell 
it to a processor who pays each day or 
week. Often, bay scallopers shuck their 
own scallops before selling them. The 
fishermen who have to gather shellfish 
during periods of low tide, i.e., some 
oyster, hard clam, and soft clam fisher
men, have irregular working hours, be
cause the tide advances approximately 
one hour later each day. Thus, they may 
work in the morning one week, in the 
afternoon the following week. Late in 
the second week, the tide might be low 
enough to enable them to work only 
early in the morning and late in the 
afternoon. 

Relative Earnings 

As noted, earnings are roughly equal 
among fishermen on the beds; they are 
not as polarized as they are in many oc
cupations ashore. Normally, however, 
the better fishermen tend to gather the 
highest quality of shellfish and will earn 
the most money, while the poorer fish
ermen gather the most abundant shell
fish which may be the least valuable and 
thus earn less money. 

The poorest fishermen are sometimes 

accused of being indolent, finding ex
cuses for missing a day of work, keep
ing their equipment in poor condition, 
gathering the most abundant but often 
least valuable shellfish to finish sooner, 
and spending money on alcoholic drinks 
rather than food. The criticisms have 
some validity, but an examination of 
each situation usually reveals that the 
fishermen may be getting the most from 
their circumstances, which all too often 
is characterized by low personal strength 
and vigor and poor skills, along with 
scarce shellfish supplies on beds. The 
poorest fishermen quickly reach a point 
of diminishing returns if they try to keep 
pace with the better fishermen. 

Fishermen's earnings are limited be
cause: 1) Shellfish supplies may be in
adequate for the number of fishermen; 
2) much time is lost due to bad weath
er, broken gear, and closed seasons, and 
3) expenses take a substantial portion of 
gross incomes. For example, in Prince 
Edward Island, expenses for gear alone 
for oyster fishermen totalled about 20 
percent of weekly earnings; total ex
penses of fishermen who lived away 
from home in trailers during the week 
totalled about 35 percent of weekly 
earnings (MacKenzie, 1975). A number 
of fishermen have told me: "The secret 
of staying in this business is to keep your 
expenses down". 

&onomic Status of Fishermen 

Public fishermen have about equal 
economic status with most craftsmen 
working ashore. They lose some self es
teem whenever shellfish become scarce 
and they have to search for jobs ashore. 
Most fishermen always consider them
selves as fishermen; any other jobs are 
part-time jobs. 

Security of Fishermen 

As noted, most fishermen depend en
tirely upon the "mercy of nature" to 
provide shellfish in the beds. Fishermen 
are commonly haunted by insecurity, 
because they fear that shellfish supplies 
will soon be depleted. Insecurity seems 
to be most serious among the hard clam 
fishermen because they rarely see the 
small clam seed in the beds. Thus they 
often fear that few exist. Fishermen also 
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live with the pessimism that shellfish 
may never spawn again. 

Lack of an 
Employment Ladder 

A structured way of advancing in a 
career barely exists in shellfisheries. 
The mate on a boat may be able to ob
tain his own boat, but rarely does a boat 
owner become a packer (processor). 
Nearly all fishermen who obtain their 
own boats by their 20's remain at the 
same position throughout their working 
years. They learn how to gather shell
fish efficiently from each bed within 2-3 
years and learn how to save steps over 
the years. They lose strength and taper 
off in the amount they can gather and 
earn as they age. 

little Alternative Employment 

Many fishermen tend to remain on the 
beds trying to make a living during lean 
economic periods, and lay people won
der why they persist. The answer is that 
any work available ashore is perceived 
to be a worse alternative. The fishermen 
remain on the beds because: 1) They are 
physically and mentally adjusted to fish
ing (they are used to irregular hours); 
2) if they had been brought into shell
fishing by a favorite relative, such as 
their father, they feel bound to do the 
things he had taught them; 3) they do 
not want to sell the boat they may have 
worked to obtain or acquired from a 
relative; 4) if they took a job ashore, 
they would lose their autonomy and in
dependence (a psychologically stressful 
solution); 5) they know the shellfishing 
business, but they do not know other 
jobs well and therefore feel uneasy in 
them; 6) shellfishing has little or no 
paperwork, and most fishermen resent 
paperwork in another job; and 7) fish
ermen simply enjoy the solitude on the 
water. I asked a soft clam fisherman in 
Maryland if he would rather work on 
the beds or work ashore (as a carpenter's 
helper). He said: "I would much rather 
fish for clams. I don't like being hollered 
at when I work ashore." 

When people have to move to another 
job with lower position and payor to 
unemployment, the following conditions 
usually result: Psychological depres
sion, reduced medical care, reduced 
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nutrition, and possibly an increase in the 
consumption of alcohol. It produces 
strains on people's families: Wives find 
that they have to manage with less and 
may have to find a job to help support 
the family. Such events are common 
among shellfishing families during peri
ods of shellfish scarcity. Many young 
fishermen have been forced to leave 
their communities to find work in cities 
during those periods. 

Freedom of Fishermen 

Each fisherman has the autonomy and 
independence of someone owning his 
own business. He owns his boat and 
equipment, he controls his time, he 
gathers on the beds which he chooses, 
and makes numerous daily choices 
within the limits imposed by nature, 
legal regulations, and the market. 

Satisfactions of Fishermen 

When their earnings are adequate, 
fishermen are among the most satisfied 
workers, because they have a high level 
of personal control over their work and 
close ties with their product. Fishermen 
enjoy the peacefulness and beauty of the 
water and shorelines. Working in har
mony with nature to supply food for 
humans fosters positive human emo
tions. The old-timers benefit from fish
ing by satisfying the need to be engaged 
in constructive physical activity. 

Fishermen's Attitudes 
Toward Shellfish Resources 

Of any concerned group, the fisher
men have the largest stake in the welfare 
of the beds and conservation of the shell
fish. Thus, contrary to some beliefs, 
fishermen have a strongly protective at
titude towards the beds and shellfish. 
Whenever possible, fishermen return 
oyster shells (even when not required by 
law), destroy the predators which they 
have gathered, and will leave beds alone 
where seed is abundant so as not to 
damage them. 

Fishermen have been accused of "not 
caring about tomorrow," because they 
sometimes take too many shellfish from 
a bed, especially if a new stock is dis
covered. The accusation is nearly always 
unfair. The fisherman took them be
cause he feared the shellfish would be 

gone if he left them. He has no way to 
reserve the shellfish for himself. 

Attachment of 
Fishermen to the Beds 

Fishermen develop a psychological at
tachment to the shellfish beds, similar 
to that of farmers with their land, be
cause the beds are the primary source 
of their livelihood. Usually, fishermen 
have pride in their local beds, believing 
them to be especially productive and 
believing the local shellfish to be a 
unique and superior "strain" or having 
a superior quality. 

Efficiency of Fishermen 

Fishermen possess the same character
istics that Schultz (1976) has described 
for farmers: They 1) allocate their re
sources efficiently, 2) have strong incen
tives to hit margins, 3) respond to in
centives, and 4) do the best possible 
with the resources at hand. Fishermen 
make efficient use of their boats, equip
ment, fuel, time, money, and strength 
in gathering shellfish. In analyzing the 
operations of fishermen in several local
ities, I have not seen where efficiency 
could have been substantially increased. 
The equipment and methods for gather
ing shellfish, which were developed by 
trial and error, have been refined and 
sharpened by many years of experience; 
each generation has had its experiment
ers, who added a bit here and improved 
a practice there. In most locations, the 
equipment is restricted by law. Fisher
men's actions are not always wholly 
governed by an orthodox, profit-max
imizing rationality. Sometimes, private 
lives are given consideration over work 
and fishermen may prefer to use a 
slightly less efficient method passed on 
by a favorite relative or other teacher. 

Knowledge of Fishermen 

Fishermen have much more knowl
edge about factors relating to shellfish
ing than most people suspect. They have 
a broad knowledge of vessel and equip
ment operations and repair, the location 
of beds, efficient gathering techniques 
for each bed, laws relating to shellfish 
gathering, economics within the fishery, 
weather forecasting, and the life cycle 
of shellfish. Fishermen learn much of 
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this as children and teenagers and dur
ing their first few months on the beds. 
They do most of their own mechanical 
and repair work on their gear and boats. 
They have some knowledge of how the 
effects of weather, an opening between 
a bay and the ocean, freshwater flood
ing, and similar phenomena affect shell
fish abundance. 

What Fishermen Do Not Know 

Fishermen have little knowledge about 
some of the critical factors that limit 
shellfish abundance, because they can
not see the bottom. Oyster fishermen do 
not know the condition of the bottom for 
receiving sets of seed and much shell
fish mortality is never seen because 
principally small seed are consumed by 
predators. The fishermen do not know 
the density of the initial set of seed shell
fish, especially in the hard clam and bay 
scallop, nor do they know what kills the 
seed, what percentage of the initial set 
is lost before they gather the adults, or 
what opportunities may exist for reduc
ing mortality. 

Myth of the 
Intractable Fishermen 

Fishermen have been considered pil
lars of tradition: Men tied closely to 
history and unwilling to improve their 
gear or procedures. However, the belief 
is largely a myth. In actuality, fishermen 
have almost always looked for ways to 
improve their efficiency in gathering 
shellfish. Fishermen will use better 
methods that one of them or someone 
else develops if they can. As we have 
seen, fishermen try to obtain as much 
as possible each day, consistently striv
ing to tum an extra dollar and, over the 
long haul, to gain more money and 
security. Thus the more progressive 
fishermen do try to devise new methods 
to increase their catches and efficiency. 

When a fisherman tries a new method, 
the others watch, and they will adopt 
and try to improve upon it if it is better 
than the one they had been using. It is 
ironic that the original inventor often has 
the least efficient model of his new 
method after the remainder of the fleet 
has copied and improved it. When inter
viewing fishermen, I have received the 
impression that they are eager to test any 

method which has the slightest chance 
of helping them. I believe that fishermen 
are no more intractable than people in 
other occupations. The pessimism about 
the intractability of fishermen is unwar
ranted and thus the myth needs to be set 
aside. 

Fishermen cling to traditional methods 
because they provide the safest assur
ance of a livelihood. The economics of 
shellfishing allows little margin for risk 
and thus fishermen are extremely hesi
tant to assume the risk of innovations, 
especially if their advantages over tra
ditional methods are uncertain. When 
fishermen reject innovations, they ra
tionally weigh the likely changes in in
comes and risks associated with the in
novations and decide for them that the 
innovations do not pay. 

A glance at agricultural history sheds 
light on the situation. For a long period, 
farmers did not adopt many suggestions 
being made to them. As a consequence, 
the belief arose among scientists and lay 
people that farmers in the United States 
and throughout the world were bound 
by long years of tradition and thus could 
not adopt any new methods. It was not 
until 1964 that an analysis of the appar
ent intractability of farmers was made 
in a book entitled "Transforming Tradi
tional Agriculture" by T. W. Schultz 
(1976). He said that lay people knew sur
prisingly little about the economics of 
farming and explained that the main 
reason for the low rate of acceptance of 
new methods was that each farmer was 
locked into a tight, static economic and 
working situation, which had little mar
gin for innovation; any risks were out 
of the question. A critical feature of 
traditional farming was that the rate of 
return to investment was extremely low. 

Another reason for the slow adoption 
was that much of the information which 
farmers had received was not applic
able, at least not immediately, and thus 
did not represent better alternatives to 
existing practices. Schultz said that to 
transform traditional agriculture, a more 
profitable set of production factors
more productive technologies and knowl
edge-had to be supplied to farmers. He 
argued that farmers do the best possi
ble with the resources at hand and they 
respond efficiently to new production 

opportunities. He added that command
ing farmers to increase production is 
doomed to failure even though they have 
access to knowledge. 

Schultz (1976) provided a series of 
examples from farming communities 
throughout the world in which modem 
farming practices have developed in the 
place of ancient ones, thereby proving 
that farmers are not universally intract
able. Since Schultz's book, Mellor 
(1966), Stevens (1977), Galbraith (1979) 
and others have reinforced and amplified 
these findings. A point which they em
phasize about adoption of new methods 
is that yield is the bottom line for farm
ers: Without a guaranteed yield bonus 
from the use of a new method, with ex
ceptions for bad weather, most farmers 
will not change traditional methods. 
Galbraith (1979) stated that the risk for 
the farmer of using something new is 
always higher than for the expert who 
recommends it. 

In the past, scientists have given fish
ermen numerous suggestions to improve 
aspects of their work, but all except a 
few have been ignored. The scientists 
have concluded that fishermen will not 
accept sound advice. 

After gaining an understanding of 
how the oyster fisheries functioned in 
Long Island Sound and Prince Edward 
Island, I analyzed many of the earlier 
recommendations that had been made 
to improve them. I concluded that the 
fishermen had been correct to ignore 
those that had been ignored; most would 
have been harmful to the company or 
fishermen had they tried to use them. 
The companies and fishermen would 
have been faced with: 1) High initial 
costs, 2) sometimes extensive develop
ment on their part before the suggested 
methods could be used, 3) no real bene
fits, and 4) sometimes harm. 

In reality, the scientists were aware of 
only some of the factors relating to the 
working life of the fishermen and thus 
were naive in believing that the sugges
tions were useful. In my experience with 
oyster companies in Long Island Sound, 
I followed the courses of methods which 
I had suggested to them and tried to 
analyze why some were ignored. The 
answer was that they would not have had 
any long-term benefit. 
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Power of Fishermen 

Fishermen have little or no power 
over: 2) The costs of their equipment, 
fuel, and licenses, 2) the various human 
impacts that can degrade the shellfish 
environment, 3) where a pollution outlet 
is placed, and 4) the prices which they 
receive for shellfish. Fishermen have 
become used to changes for the worse, 
knowing they cannot correct them. They 
can modify specifics about the gather
ing regulations, such as the opening date 
of a season, by appealing to public 
officials. 

Public fishermen do not have the 
power to direct their fellows to cultivate 
the beds for the purpose of increasing 
shellfish abundance. The problem is that 
all the fishermen will not donate their 
effort equally to the work. The ones 
who would otherwise be willing to do 
the work are reluctant to do so when 
those who are not would be able to share 
the benefits. 

Fishermen have demonstrated the 
power to question seriously and then 
halt or substantially modify proposed 
programs to culture oyster beds for the 
purpose of increasing oyster abundance. 
If they believed that such a program 
might harm the beds or reduce shellfish 
abundance, they have voiced strong ob
jections to it, in the meantime gaining 
support within the community. Politi
cians listen to the fishermen because if 
they implement an unpopular program, 
especially if it turns out to be unsuc
cessful, popular sentiment could turn 
against them. At times, fishermen have 
obtained the support of politicians and 
have forced fishery administrators to 
modify rulings. 

Behavior of Fishermen 
at Meetings 

In many localities, fishermen meet 
with fishery administrators perhaps only 
once a year to discuss important issues. 
Any contacts between the two entities 
in the interim are few and distant. Most 
of the time, much less is accomplished 
at these meetings than is promised be
cause the fishermen express their views 
on issues haphazardly and there is little 
agreement among them on the impor
tant issues of the meeting. Sometimes 
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the fishermen are loud, vehement, and 
even abusive to the administrators. They 
express their anger and frustrations 
about a variety of issues. Fishermen say 
anything they wish; because the admin
istrators have no means to get back at 
them, the fishermen have little to lose. 
The result is that the administrators try 
to maintain distance from the fishermen 
until the next meeting, and the issues 
drag along without resolution. Not only 
is this situation counterproductive to 
shellfish enhancement, but it has a ten
dency to build barriers which impede 
any efforts to develop better working 
relationships. 

Needs of Fishermen 

Fishermen want to improve their eco
nomic situation without giving up the 
good aspects of their working lives. 
They want enhanced security, some 
measure of prosperity and the prospects 
of a better life for their children. They 
believe that more shellfish on the beds 
and good market demand and prices for 
their shellfish would assure this. 

Attitude of Fishermen 
and Communities Toward 
Various Management Proposals 
Relating to Public Beds 

Through the years, many fishermen 
and local communities have heard a 
number of proposals from governmen
tal agencies and scientists for managing 
shellfisheries. This section describes 
three of the most common proposals for 
enhancing or conserving shellfish stocks 
and discusses common reactions of fish
ermen and communities to them: 

Shellfish Enhancement Programs 

Programs to enhance shellfish abun
dance are what the fishermen and com
munities everywhere desire. Such pro
grams are discussed at length in the 
main body of this guide. The fishermen, 
by themselves, cannot effectively devel
op methods to increase shellfish abun
dance in public beds, however, because: 
1) They know only a little about how en
vironmental factors limit shellfish abun
dance (fishermen do not examine beds 
with scuba gear in most localities), 2) 
they do not have the training, 3) they 
have not received ideas .and seen methOds 

used in other locations since they travel 
little, and 4) since they are under severe 
economic stress to meet their financial 
needs, they have little spare time or 
money to try to increase abundance. 

Increased Restrictions 
on Gathering Rates 

McHugh and MacMillan3 believe 
that hard clams and presumably other 
types of shellfish should be managed 
under the classical fishery management 
scheme, in which catch rates by fisher
men are controlled. The fishing effort 
allowed is determined by the number of 
marketable shellfish recruited into the 
population: Fishermen cannot take more 
shellfish than are being recruited. In 
using the scheme, the following five 
basic estimates are needed: 1) The size 
of the standing crop, 2) the annual 
magnitude of recruitment, 3) the annual 
growth rate, 4) the annual mortality rate 
from natural causes, and 5) the annual 
catch rate by shellfishermen. With such 
information in hand, a manager can 
judge how many shellfish can be taken 
from the beds without substantially re
ducing the size of the population. 

The fault with the scheme is that it 
does not include increasing shellfish 
abundance by using such procedures as 
improving shellfish environments or 
transplanting shellfish from overpopu
lated to underpopulated beds. In situa
tions in which populations are declining 
as a consequence of adverse environ
mental conditions, managers can only 
recommend that catch be reduced to try 
to stop further declines. The fisheries 
management scheme has been used in 
managing finfish, especially those in 
waters of the continental shelf, where 
methods have not been developed to in
crease the abundance of fish stocks. It 
has been successful to an extent in man
aging public oyster beds, such as those 
in New Jersey where oystermen are 
allowed to take only a specified portion 
of the oysters from beds; surveys of the 
oyster populations are made before the 
oyster season opens. In New Jersey, 

3McHugh, 1. L., and R. B. MacMillan. 1976. 
Comprehensive report on the hard clam (Mercen
aria mercenaria) industry in New York state. Coil. 
Mar. Stud., Univ. Del., Unpubl. rep., 57 p. 
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shelling of the beds to enhance the quan
tity of seed also takes place in some 
years. 

A regulation to reduce catch is coun
terproductive to the needs of fishermen 
and local people, since they want to 
gather more shellfish to increase their 
incomes. Accordingly, such a regulation 
will generate much hostility among 
them, the people who formulate and 
apply the regulations will be judged as 
against the fishermen, and the fisher
men will be against the regulations. 

Leasing of Public 
Shellfish Beds 

I have interviewed numerous public 
fishermen and local people in commu
nities along the Atlantic coast. They 
were all strongly opposed to the leas
ing of any productive public beds to 
private comapnies who would use them 
for their own interests. Public fishermen 
are opposed to surrendering public beds 
(Walford, 1945) because the shellfish 
which the beds yield have considerable 
value. The fishermen would be deprived 
of employment, earnings, and freedom. 
A statement which fishermen common
ly make is: "If they lease the beds, I will 
have to work for someone else instead 
of myself." Local communities oppose 
the leasing of public bottoms because 
large numbers of jobs and considerable 
money would be lost. Another disadvan
tage is that large companies using the 
most efficient, labor-saving technologies 
available to rear and gather the shellfish 
would hire only a small fraction of the 
people who normally work in the public 
fishery. Next, a company would retain 
almost all profits with little going to the 
community, especially if it were not 
owned locally. In sum, extensive leas
ing of public bottoms would translate in
to a force of displaced and unemployed 
fishermen, fishermen-laborers working 
for companies, strongly polarized in
comes and much less wealth for the 
community. Although companies might 
be able to increase and stabilize shell
fish supplies to the public, they could 
also raise prices when they desire. 

In many localities, fishermen and local 
people will allow previously unproduc
tive bottoms to be leased for the purpose 
of raising shellfish. Such leasing can 

create more employment and earnings 
for the community. 

Description of 
Leaseholders and Companies 

As noted, coastal communities have 
usually insisted that the beds which nat
urally produce shellfish remain public. 
If someone wishes to cultivate oysters, 
he may be able to lease bottoms that are, 
or nearly always have been, barren of 
shellfish. Private leases, common in 
most oyster states, allow individuals or 
companies to grow seed obtained from 
public beds to market size and sell them. 
On private leases from New Jersey 
southward, growers do not cultivate or 
improve the condition of the beds in any 
way before or after seed oysters have 
been planted on them. Many oyster 
growers do spread shells on their beds, 
however, to collect seed oysters. The 
private leases in some states provide a 
market for the seed oysters on public 
beds, which are otherwise nearly unsal
able because they are too small. The 
private oyster beds in Long Island Sound 
have to be cultivated because otherwise 
the wild habitat would not support oys
ters because fouling organisms on shells 
and predators are too abundant in the 
relatively high salinity (25-TJo/oo). 

On oyster leases, the return for effort 
is much larger than in public fisheries 
because companies use relatively large 
boats which have mechanized equip
ment for transplanting and harvesting. 
As a comparison, in a 4-hour period, 
a typical boat can gather from a well
stocked bed as much as 2,000 bushels 
of oysters, while a hand tonger can 
gather about 40 bushels of oysters. An
nual incomes of company owners are 
usually much larger than for fishermen 
on public beds. In Long Island Sound, 
the costs of oyster cultivation are borne 
by companies and they reap the bene
fits. Other outlays by companies include 
their payroll, taxes, insurance and 
maintenance of vessels, buildings and 
wharves. 

The private companies of Long Island 
Sound prepare seed beds by spreading 
shells (500-2,000 bushels/acre) to col
lect seed oysters. The best seed beds 
have a potential for receiving a set about 
2 out of 5 years (MacKenzie, 1981). At 

first glance, the risk may seem poor, but 
the cost of shelling a bed is relatively 
low compared with the value of oyster 
seed. If there has been a set, the seed 
oysters are transplanted during the fol
lowing spring to beds which are rela
tively safe from storms and where they 
will grow well. Seed oysters are spread 
at densities which provide the least ex
pensive protection and occupy the opti
mum amount of space, usually about 
750 bushels/acre. The oysters are nor
mally transplanted once a year to break 
apart clusters and spread them out as 
they grow. Oysters are grown to specific 
sizes for which the demand is largest 
and sold when the market demand is at 
a peak in the fall and early winter. If 
prices are low, oysters can be left on the 
bottom at negligible cost. The private 
companies produce oysters on bottoms 
which would be otherwise unproductive 
and provide jobs and monetary benefits 
which a typical business provides for the 
local communities. 

Where leasing is practiced, an oyster 
or hard clam fisherman, who relays 
shellfish onto his lease, becomes more 
of a small businessman. He can retain 
oysters or clams on his lease when the 
market is glutted or the price is down 
and then sell them when the price is 
higher. 

One inherent disadvantage of shell
fish leases is that unless the lease is 
"worked" it remains unproductive. 
This, then, has the tendency of allow
ing large tracts of bottom to remain 
barren, thus adding fuel to the contro
versy between the public and private 
fisherman. 

Shellfisheries and Scientists 

Until recently, no analogue of U.S. 
land grant colleges and extension work
ers has supported and aided the public 
and private shellfisheries of the eastern 
United States. Thus, no entity existed 
whose mission was to develop shellfish
eries and to ensure that public funds 
spent for shellfishery aid and develop
ment were effectively used. A mix of 
divergent attitudes among the 1) drafters 
of laws, 2) fishermen and local people, 
and 3) scientists has existed in shellfish
eries. The people who wrote the laws 
which govern the commercial gathering 
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of shellfish on public beds were primar
ily concerned with allowing catches to 
be sufficiently large that fishermen 
could earn a living, while also conserv
ing shellfish resources. The fishermen 
and local people are also for conserva
tion, but they want shellfish abundance 
to be increased, especially during peri
ods of scarcity. 

In contrast, many shellfish scientists 
are interested in conducting research 
only to obtain knowledge; their concerns 
about applying the results of that re
search to economic and social problems 
in shellfisheries are incidental. More
over, any studies which they make of 
factors limiting shellfish production are 
intermittent, not continuous. Their audi
ence is comprised largely of other sci
entists. They present their findings at 
scientific meetings and in journals and 
they do not interact with fishermen in 
the way that many agricultural scientists 
do with farmers. Most papers are not 
useful in shellfish management. 

Scientists have limited knowledge 
about: 1) How environmental factors 
govern shellfish abundance, 2) details of 
how the industry functions and opera
tion of commercial gear, and 3) eco
nomics in the fishery. Scientific studies 
concerning the factors that limit shell
fish abundance in beds and development 
of methods to increase abundance have 
been largely neglected. Occasionally, 
communities have asked scientists for 
advice about management of shellfish 
resources, especially when abundance, 
incomes and employment in shellfish
eries are low. The usual advice the sci
entists give is that fewer shellfish should 
be taken from the beds by fishermen, 
to allow the beds to become repopulated 
with legal size shellfish and also to in
crease the size of the spawning stock. 
But, as mentioned, that advice is the op
posite of what a community wants, be
cause it translates into even lower em
ployment and wealth. Reducing fishing 
effort is not a good answer to improv
ing shellfisheries. 

In shellfishing communities, a com
mon complaint about research is that of 
irrelevance, i.e., shellfish scientists 
working on problems that have little to 
do with the immediate problems of low 
shellfish production. Local people ex
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pect a scientist to "cure" their economic 
problems in the way that local medical 
doctors "cure" their health problems. 
The most important aspect of a fisher
man's life is his and his family's health. 
The local medical doctors are expected 
to take care of illnesses and they do if 
they can. 

The second most important aspect is 
the economics of his working life, which 
is dependent upon shellfish abundance 
and the market. A shellfishing commu
nity anticipates that a scientist will 
"cure" its economic problems by making 
shellfish more abundant and handling 
related production problems. Scientists 
are not trained to do that, however, and 
often are so aloof from the fishery and 
community that they are not cognizant 
of local needs and desires. When a sci
entist has failed to increase abundance 
after a few years of making scientific 
studies of the local shellfish, the com
munity believes that he has failed in his 
assignment and "hasn't done anything." 

Edwards (1981) described the situation 
as follows: "Every scientist wishes peer 
respect and each wishes to survive in his 
chosen field or work. For the 'strict
sense' or 'hard-core' research scientist, 
the goal is to move the frontier of sci
ence ahead. Introducing this level of 
scientific interaction into the process of 
making social judgment frequently only 
seems to decrease the probability of ar
riving at a reasonable decision for that 
time and place. It generally frustrates 
the nonscientist and enhances the im
pression that scientists are arrogant and 
not really responsive to the needs of 
society..." 

Note: Nevertheless, a shellfish pro
duction specialist can profit consider
ably from consulting with shellfish 
scientists and their literature when he 
seeks answers to biological and ecologi
cal questions. 
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